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Abstract 

The United States Department of Energy’s Carbon Capture Simulation for Industry Impact (CCSI2) program has developed a 
framework for sequential design of experiments (SDoE) that aims to maximize knowledge gained from budget- and schedule-
limited pilot scale testing. SDoE was applied to the planning and execution of campaigns for testing CO2 capture systems at pilot-
scale in order to optimally allocate resources available for the testing. In this methodology, a stochastic process model is developed 
by quantifying the parametric uncertainty in submodels of interest; for a solvent-based CO2 capture system, these may include 
physical properties and equipment performance submodels (e.g., mass transfer, interfacial area). This uncertainty is propagated 
through the full process model, over variable operating conditions, for estimating the resulting uncertainty in key model outputs 
(e.g., percentage of CO2 capture, solvent regeneration energy requirement). In developing a data collection plan, the predicted 
output uncertainty is incorporated into an algorithm that seeks simultaneously to select process operating conditions for which the 
predicted uncertainty is relatively high and to ensure that the entire space of operation is well represented. This test plan is then 
used to guide operation of the pilot plant at varying steady-state conditions, with resulting process data incorporated into the existing 
model using Bayesian inference to refine parameter distributions. The updated stochastic model, with reduced parametric 
uncertainty from data collected, is then used to guide additional data collection, thus the sequential nature of the experimental 
design. 
  
The SDoE process was implemented at the pilot test unit (12 MWe in scale) at Norway’s Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM) in 
a summer 2018 test campaign with aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA). During the test campaign, the varied operating conditions 
included the flowrates of circulated solvent, flue gas, and reboiler steam and the CO2 concentration in the flue gas. The process 
data were used to update probability distributions of mass transfer and interfacial area parameters of a stochastic process model 
developed by the CCSI2 team. Two iterations of the SDoE process were executed, resulting in the uncertainty in model predicted 
CO2 capture percentage decreasing by an average of 58.0 ± 4.7% over the full input space of interest. This work demonstrates the 
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potential of the SDoE process for model refinement through reduction in process model parametric uncertainty, and ultimately risk 
in scale-up, in CO2 capture technology performance.  
 
 
Keywords: post-combustion carbon capture; pilot-scale testing; uncertainty quantification; design of experiments  

1. Introduction 

The United States Department of Energy’s Carbon Capture Simulation for Industry Impact (CCSI2) program is a 
collaboration of national laboratories, universities, and industrial organizations that provides research and development 
support for novel CO2 capture technologies with the objective of reducing risk and accelerating their 
commercialization. These efforts involve continuing advancements in and applications of the open-source toolset1 
developed as part of its predecessor project, the Carbon Capture Simulation Initiative (CCSI).  The CCSI Toolset 
includes a suite of computational tools and models with the overarching goal of accelerating the development, 
deployment, and scale-up of CO2 capture technologies. The toolset includes a rigorous process model, implemented 
in Aspen Plus®, of the aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA) solvent system, which is the industrial standard for solvent-
based CO2 capture. This model includes quantification of parametric uncertainty for solvent physical property models 
such as viscosity, density, and surface tension [1], the thermodynamic framework [2], and packing-specific models 
such as mass transfer, interfacial area, and hydraulics [3]. These submodels combine with a full process model that 
was validated with process data from the 0.5 MWe pilot test unit at the National Carbon Capture Center (NCCC) in 
2014 [4]. In 2017, an additional test campaign for the aqueous MEA system was held at NCCC, incorporating the 
CCSI2 framework for SDoE. In this methodology, the existing process model is leveraged to inform collection of data 
that are subsequently used to refine the model and modify the test plan accordingly [5,6]. Over two iterations of the 
SDoE process, parametric distributions for process submodels were refined through experimental observations of 
absorber CO2 capture percentage, resulting in an average uncertainty reduction of approximately 50% for the model 
prediction of CO2 capture percentage throughout the input space of interest.  

The CCSI aqueous MEA process model was scaled up to 12 MWe for consistency with the pilot test unit at 
Norway’s Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM) and was used in the planning and execution of a test campaign at 
TCM in summer 2018. TCM is one of the world’s largest facilities for testing carbon capture technologies, and 
previous test results with the MEA solvent system have been reported in the open literature [7-12], including variation 
in many process variables and both steady-state and dynamic operation. The pilot plant at TCM notably has two 
sources of flue gas: combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) based heat and power plant (CHP), with ~3.5 vol% CO2, and 
residual fluidized catalytic cracker (RFCC) unit, with ~13-14 vol% CO2. The TCM plant also contains two stripper 
columns, each designed for process operation with one of the flue gas sources. This work focused on collecting 
additional data for the MEA process at TCM with variation in the flowrates of solvent, flue gas, and reboiler steam, 
the concentration of CO2 in the flue gas, the packing height of the absorber, and the stripper configuration. During the 
first three weeks of the test campaign, which are the primary focus of this paper, the SDoE framework was used to 
guide the collection of process data using the existing MEA process model and multiple test objectives. The data were 
used to update the model by refining the distributions of parameters in the mass transfer and interfacial area submodels, 
ultimately resulting in a reduction of predicted uncertainty in the CO2 capture percentage from 10.5 ± 1.5% to 4.4 ± 
0.4%, or an average reduction of 58.0 ± 4.7%,  over the full input space of interest. In the final two weeks of the 
campaign, data were collected for a modified process configuration in which the packing height of the absorber was 
reduced to 18 meters, and eventually 12 meters, and the stripper configuration was modified so that a fraction (~20%) 
of the rich solvent exiting the absorber bypasses the lean-rich heat exchanger and is heated in the water wash of the 
stripper. This work, along with the previous test campaign at NCCC, demonstrates the potential of the SDoE 
methodology for refining predictions of stochastic process models through strategic data collection. The reduction of 
model uncertainty effectively reduces expected risk in process design and operation, thus improving confidence when 
predicting process performance and conducting economic analyses.  

 
1 Available at https://github.com/CCSI-Toolset/ 
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2. Methodology 

2.1. SDoE Methodology 
 

The SDoE process developed by CCSI2 uses a stochastic model, with parametric uncertainty quantified in the 
submodels, to inform collection of process data in order to maximize the value of data obtained during a test campaign. 
Moreover, it provides a framework for directly reducing uncertainty in model prediction of capture rates based on new 
process knowledge gained from data collection. The SDoE process is represented schematically in Fig. 1. 

As shown in Figure 1, a priori probability distributions of submodel parameters are propagated through a process 
model, denoted as 𝑦𝑦(𝒙𝒙, 𝜽𝜽, 𝜽𝜽∗), where 𝒙𝒙 is a set of input variables that can be manipulated in plant operation and 𝜽𝜽 and 
𝜽𝜽∗ are sets of model parameters. These sets differ in that 𝜽𝜽 contains parameters for which uncertainty is reduced over 
the course of executing the SDoE methodology whereas 𝜽𝜽∗ has parameters with irreducible uncertainty based on the 
type of data collected. For the example of a solvent-based CO2 capture system, 𝜽𝜽 includes process specific parameters 
from submodels such as mass transfer or interfacial area that may be informed through collection of plant data (e.g. 
CO2 capture percentage in the absorber column). Conversely, 𝜽𝜽∗ includes parameters from physical property 
submodels, for which uncertainty is readily estimated through direct measurements of the corresponding properties 
and cannot reasonably be informed from plant level data. If the process model y is sufficiently complex, it may be 
necessary to replace it with a surrogate model, denoted as �̂�𝑦(𝒙𝒙, 𝜽𝜽, 𝜽𝜽∗), developed and validated over the full input 
space. For a given point in the input space, a confidence interval for the model prediction are computed by propagating 
the uncertainty in the full set of parameters (𝜽𝜽𝑻𝑻 = [𝜽𝜽 𝜽𝜽∗]) through the surrogate model. The 95% confidence interval, 
estimated by taking a sample of size M over the full parameter space (𝜽𝜽𝑻𝑻,(𝒋𝒋), ∀ 𝑗𝑗 = 1, … 𝑀𝑀), is given as: 

 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶|𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊) = 𝐹𝐹0.975({�̂�𝑦(𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊), 𝜽𝜽𝑻𝑻,(𝟏𝟏)), . . . , �̂�𝑦(𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊), 𝜽𝜽𝑻𝑻,(𝑴𝑴))}) − 𝐹𝐹0.025({�̂�𝑦(𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊), 𝜽𝜽𝐓𝐓,(1)), . . . , �̂�𝑦(𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊), 𝜽𝜽𝑻𝑻,(𝑴𝑴))}) (1) 

where {�̂�𝑦(𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊), 𝜽𝜽𝑻𝑻,(𝟏𝟏)), . . . , �̂�𝑦(𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊), 𝜽𝜽𝑻𝑻,(𝑴𝑴))} is the set of values of an output variable calculated from propagating all of 
the individual 𝜽𝜽𝑻𝑻,(𝒋𝒋) through the surrogate model and 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘 represents the kth percentile of this set. The values of 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶|𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊) 
for individual 𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊) are considered in the test selection method; the specific optimality criterion used in this work is G-
optimality [13], which minimizes the maximum prediction variance.  This aim targets experimental settings 𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊) for 
which the predicted uncertainty (i.e., 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶|𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊)) is relatively large, so that the collection of data at these settings represents 
high potential for uncertainty reduction. Moreover, the algorithm used in this work for test selection simultaneously 
seeks to ensure that the full input space is well-represented in the test plan, balancing good representation of design 
points throughout the region while making locations with large confidence interval widths more likely to be selected.  

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of SDoE methodology 
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    The test plan is then implemented by running the plant accordingly, resulting in collection of experimental data 
(denoted Z). The data are incorporated into a Bayesian inference framework, using the PSUADE2 software package. 
For model parameters of fixed uncertainty, a sample (𝜽𝜽∗,(𝒋𝒋); ∀ 𝑗𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑁𝑁) is drawn from their probability distribution 
𝑃𝑃(𝜽𝜽∗). For each sample point 𝜽𝜽∗,(𝒋𝒋), a posterior distribution for the remaining parameters (𝜽𝜽) is calculated: 
 

 𝜋𝜋𝑗𝑗(𝜽𝜽|𝑍𝑍, 𝜽𝜽∗,(𝒋𝒋)) ∝ 𝑃𝑃(𝜽𝜽)𝐿𝐿(𝑍𝑍|𝜽𝜽, 𝜽𝜽∗,(𝒋𝒋)) (2) 
and given in the form of a set of sample points. Here, 𝐿𝐿(𝑍𝑍|𝜽𝜽, 𝜽𝜽∗,(𝒋𝒋)) represents the likelihood (some metric used to 
express the distance between simulation predictions and experimental data) of observing a set of experimental data 
(Z) conditioned on the values of the parameters, 𝑃𝑃(𝜽𝜽) the prior distribution of the parameters for which uncertainty is 
updated, and 𝜋𝜋𝑗𝑗(𝜽𝜽|𝑍𝑍, 𝜽𝜽∗,(𝒋𝒋)) the posterior distribution of 𝜽𝜽 conditioned on the observed experimental data and the 
value of 𝜽𝜽∗ for sample j. The overall posterior distribution 𝜋𝜋(𝜽𝜽|𝑍𝑍, 𝜽𝜽∗,(𝒋𝒋)) is obtained through the process of 
marginalization, combining all individual 𝜋𝜋𝑗𝑗(𝜽𝜽|𝑍𝑍, 𝜽𝜽∗,(𝒋𝒋)). The updated stochastic model, with refined estimates of 
parameter uncertainties, is then used to re-calculate 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶|𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊) throughout the input space. For all subsequent iterations of 
SDoE, the prior distribution 𝑃𝑃(𝜽𝜽) is replaced by the posterior distribution 𝜋𝜋𝑗𝑗(𝜽𝜽|𝑍𝑍, 𝜽𝜽∗,(𝒋𝒋)) from the previous iteration. 
                                 
2.2. Overview of TCM Test Campaign 
 
The TCM test campaign ran for five weeks in summer 2018, in five distinct test phases as outlined in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Phases of MEA test campaign at TCM 

Phase No. Absorber Packing 
Height (m) 

CO2 in Flue Gas 
(vol%) 

No. of Data Sets Stripper Configuration Description of SDoE 
Criterion 

1 24 8 14 Simple Space-Filling Design 
2 24 8 & 10 10 Simple Selection of points with 

optimal economic 
performance 

3 24 8 & 10 41 Simple Sequential SDoE targeting 
uncertainty reduction 

4 18 10 14 With Bypass Minimization of specific 
reboiler duty (SRD) 

5 12 10 19 With Bypass Minimization of SRD 
 
 
In the first three phases of the campaign, the absorber column was operated with all three packing beds (total height 
of 24 meters). A conventional stripper configuration was used in which the full amount of rich solvent exiting the 
absorber is heated in the lean-rich heat exchanger and sent to the top of the stripper column. Throughout the test 
campaign, flue gas from the CCGT plant (3.5 vol% CO2) was combined with recycle of the captured CO2, increasing 
the flue gas concentration to 8 or 10 vol% CO2 as required by the test plan. Due to the increased CO2 concentration in 
the flue gas, and the corresponding increase in the required solvent circulation rate for capturing CO2, the larger 
stripper intended for use with RFCC flue gas was used during this campaign in lieu of the smaller stripper intended 
for CCGT flue gas. In Phases 4-5, the packing height of the absorber was reduced by changing the number of beds 
and the stripper configuration was modified so that approximately 20% of the rich solvent exiting the absorber column 
bypassed the lean-rich heat exchanger and was instead heated with hot vapor leaving the top of the stripper. This 
portion of the test campaign, also guided with use of the process model, was focused on identifying the optimal solvent 
circulation for minimizing the specific reboiler duty for the process. Other process variables were fixed for this portion 
of the test campaign, including a flue gas flowrate of 50,000 sm3/hr with 10 vol% CO2 and 85% CO2 capture. For the 
purpose of brevity, the details of Phases 4-5 are not included in this paper. 

 
2 Problem Solving Environment for Uncertainty Analysis and Design Exploration (https://computing.llnl.gov/projects/psuade-uncertainty-
quantification) 
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The first three phases differed in the choice of criteria used for developing the test plan. Phase 1 used a space-filling 
design to ensure that the process model predicts key outputs such as CO2 capture and specific reboiler duty with 
reasonable accuracy. Phase 2 focused on collecting data in regions where the model predicts optimal economic 
performance. Phase 3 focused on collecting data to target regions where the model predicts high uncertainty based on 
the SDoE procedure in Section 2.1. For all three phases, a desired region of process operation was established based 
on ranges of operation for flue gas flowrate (𝐺𝐺), CO2 capture percentage (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶), CO2 loading in the lean solvent 
entering the absorber column (𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙), and the volume fraction of CO2 in the flue gas (𝑦𝑦𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2), with ranges: 

 𝐺𝐺 ∈ [36,000 − 75,000] 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/ℎ𝑟𝑟 (3a) 
 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∈ [80 − 95] % (3b) 
 𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 ∈ [0.10 − 0.25] 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶 (3c) 
 𝑦𝑦𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 ∈ {0.08,0.10} (3d) 

 
The first three variables are treated as continuous whereas the CO2 fraction in the flue gas is treated as a categorical 
variable with two process operation levels. For each value of CO2 fraction, a test set consisting of candidate 
experiments with a unique combination of variables {𝐺𝐺, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶, 𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙} is generated by sampling independently from 
uniform distributions for each variable with upper and lower limits based on the ranges given in Eq. 3. An Aspen Plus 
simulation is run for each point in the candidate set to estimate the corresponding values of lean (𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) and rich (𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ) 
solvent flowrate, steam flowrate (𝑆𝑆) and mass of CO2 captured (�̇�𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶). To be included in the final candidate set, a 
point must satisfy the following conditions based on operational limits for the TCM plant: 

 �̇�𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 < 8,000 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/ℎ𝑟𝑟 (4a) 
 𝑆𝑆 < 14,000 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘/ℎ𝑟𝑟 (4b) 

 
Separate candidate sets (for 𝑦𝑦𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 = 0.08 and 𝑦𝑦𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 = 0.10) were developed using a space-filling approach based on 
the input vector 𝒙𝒙 = [𝐺𝐺 𝑆𝑆 𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙]. These candidate sets were used in Phases 1 and 3, although Phase 1 used a space-
filling design on the model input space while Phase 3 incorporated the predicted uncertainty in the model output, using 
the methodology described in Section 2.1. Moreover, only the candidate set for 8 vol% CO2 in flue gas was 
implemented during Phase 1 of the test campaign due to time considerations. 
 
 Phase 2, however, was designed based on an optimization problem of the form: 

 
min

𝒙𝒙
𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙) =

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶 (𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶 , 𝑖𝑖, 𝑛𝑛) + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶
�̇�𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

 
(5a) 

 (𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶 , 𝑖𝑖, 𝑛𝑛) = 𝑖𝑖(1 + 𝑖𝑖)𝑙𝑙

(1 + 𝑖𝑖)𝑙𝑙 − 1 

 

 
(5b) 

 
𝒙𝒙 = [

𝐿𝐿𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝐺𝐺

𝛼𝛼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
] 

 

 
(5c) 

 subject to:  
 𝒙𝒙𝑳𝑳 ≤ 𝒙𝒙 ≤ 𝒙𝒙𝑼𝑼 

 
(5d) 

 ℎ(𝒙𝒙) = 0 (5e) 
 𝑘𝑘(𝒙𝒙) ≤ 0 (5f) 

The objective function is the ratio of the equivalent annual operating cost (EAOC) associated with the CO2 capture to 
the mass of CO2 captured. The EAOC is the sum of the capital cost (CAPEX) multiplied by an annuity factor (𝐶𝐶

𝐶𝐶 , 𝑖𝑖, 𝑛𝑛) 

and the operating cost (OPEX). Within the annuity factor, 𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶 is the ratio of annuity to present value, i is the interest 

rate, and n is the number of years. The vector of decision variables is denoted as 𝒙𝒙 with lower and upper bounds 𝒙𝒙𝑳𝑳 
and 𝒙𝒙𝑼𝑼. The equality constraints denoted by ℎ(𝒙𝒙) includes heat and material balances, and the inequality constraints 
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denoted by 𝑔𝑔(𝒙𝒙) includes the constraints for process operation listed in Eq. 4. The optimization was performed 
separately for the cases with 8 and 10 vol% CO2 in flue gas. In addition the optimal points in the test plan, additional 
test points near the optimal points were included. The space surrounding the optimal point can be represented by a 
cube created by perturbing the input variable values by a chosen amount (10% for this study) from their estimated 
optimal values. A design that permutes each factor away from this estimated optimum one at a time would require 
seven test points, or six for the center of each face of the cube (if each factor is manipulated one at a time) and one for 
the center (optimal) point. As shown in Fig. 2., the design size was reduced to five by considering a fractional factorial 
structure, which also allows exploration of potential interactions between input factors around the optimum [14].  

 
Fig. 2. Space-filling in region around optimal point for Phase 2 test plan 

Since two levels of 𝑦𝑦𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2  were included in the analysis, the reduction of the overall number of points required for the 
Phase 2 test plan from 14 to 10 was highly beneficial due to the limited amount of time available for the test campaign. 
 
3. Results 

3.1 Phase 1 

In Phase 1, the test plan was developed using a minimax space-filling methodology [15] to provide an initial data set 
that was well-representative of the process. For all testing in this phase, the CO2 concentration in the flue gas was 
fixed at 8 vol%. The set of input variables included in the test matrix differs from that used for space-filling design in 
that the input variables for the space-filling design were chosen for modeling convenience whereas the input variables 
in the test matrix were those directly manipulated in the plant operation. In developing the test matrix, the Aspen 
simulation was used to estimate the rich solvent flowrate and the flue gas flowrate was converted from mass to 
volumetric units. The test matrix, which was organized in terms of increasing flue gas flowrate for ease of process 
operation, for Phase 1 is given in Table 2.  
 
Table 2. Test matrix for Phase 1 design of MEA test campaign at TCM 

Test Rich Solvent Flowrate 
(kg/hr) 

Flue Gas Flowrate 
(Sm3/hr) 

Steam Flowrate  
(kg/hr) 

CO2 Capture Percent 
Estimate 

1A 55,300 31,800 5,500 86.1 
1B 54,200 36,000 7,200 88.0 
1C 92,100 37,300 7,400 92.5 
1D 81,400 43,800 7,700 84.9 
1E 81,300 45,900 8,900 93.4 
1F 120,800 53,700 10,700 92.2 
1G 88,900 56,500 12,100 90.4 
1H 90,300 57,100 9,800 82.7 

 
When obtaining data for test cases 1A-1B, it was noted that the CO2 capture percentage was substantially lower than 
the model predictions. This discrepancy was attributed to solvent maldistribution, or uneven flow through the 
packing, in the RFCC stripper column, resulting in inefficient performance of the column. This stripper was 
designed to operate at a solvent flowrate of approximately 200,000 kg/hr, or almost four times higher than the 
solvent flowrate in cases 1A-1B. Therefore, the lean solvent loading for these test runs was substantially higher than 
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that predicted by the model, and the CO2 capture percentage lower. This issue was addressed by dividing each 
subsequent test run into two intervals with distinct operating goals, so that two data sets were collected for test runs 
1C-1H. First, the test was executed with the value of steam flowrate specified in the original test matrix. Upon 
achieving the steady-state, the steam flowrate was manipulated to match the estimated value of CO2 capture. Parity 
plots for the model prediction of CO2 capture percentage in the absorber and steam requirement in the stripper are 
given in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3. Parity plots for (A) CO2 capture percentage and (B) steam flowrate required for test runs performed in Phase 1. Dashed lines represent 

±10% error. 

The original deterministic model, or the model in which all parameters are fixed as point values, predicts the CO2 
capture with a range of ±10% error for all test runs. The average error for CO2 capture percentage is -2.51 ± 2.29%, 
with the negative error indicating that the model generally underpredicts the data. The model predicts stripper steam 
requirement with an average error of -10.83 ± 10.82%, although the error is notably higher for cases in which the 
solvent flowrate is below 90,000 kg/hr (average error of -16.43 ± 8.49%) than when it is higher than 90,000 kg/hr 
(average error of -3.67 ± 9.29%). This discrepancy is likely due to liquid maldistribution in the stripper column, as 
discussed previously. The results obtained in the first phase of the test campaign demonstrated that the initial process 
model was sufficiently accurate to proceed with the sequential experimental design in subsequent stages.   
 
3.3 Phases 2-3 

During the test campaign, data for Phases 2-3 were collected simultaneously and used to update the model parameter 
distributions through Bayesian inference. The majority of the data for Phase 2 were actually collected after those for 
Phase 3 due to scheduling convenience. The optimization problem described in Eq. 5 was implemented separately for 
the 8 and 10 vol% CO2 cases, and used to develop the test matrix given in Table 3.  
 
Table 3. Test matrix for Phase 2 design of MEA test campaign at TCM 

Test Rich Solvent Flowrate 
(kg/hr) 

Flue Gas Flowrate 
(Sm3/hr) 

Steam Flowrate  
(kg/hr) 

CO2 in Flue Gas (vol%) 

2A 107,800 40,800 10,700 10 
2B 107,100 44,100 10,300 8 
2C 107,100 44,100 12,500 8 
2D 97,400 49,000 11,400 8 
2E 87,700 53,900 10,300 8 
2F 87,700 53,900 12,500 8 
2G 97,000 44,900 11,800 10 
2H 97,000 44,900 9,600 10 
2I 118,600 36,700 9,600 10 

 

In Table 3, the optimal points determined from solving separate optimization problems (Eq. 5) for the 𝑦𝑦𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 = 0.08 
(2A) and 𝑦𝑦𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 = 0.10 (2D) cases are highlighted, and additional test points were selected by perturbing the variables 
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by ± 10% from the optimal values. Parity plots for the model prediction of CO2 capture percentage in the absorber 
and steam requirement in the stripper are given in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Parity plots for (A) CO2 capture percentage and (B) steam flowrate required for test runs performed in Phase 2. Dashed lines represent 

±10% error. 

As shown in Figure 4, the accuracy of the model for the data collected in Phase 2 is comparable to that in Phase 1. 
The average percent error for the CO2 capture prediction and steam requirement prediction is -2.40 ± 3.27% and -5.28 
± 8.00%, respectively. The percentage error for the steam requirement prediction is substantially lower for the data 
collected in Phase 2 than in Phase 1 due to the absence of test runs with very low (< 85,000 kg/hr) solvent flowrate. 
Therefore, the model was shown to be sufficiently accurate for the region of the input space likely to be economically 
optimal. 
Phase 3 of the test campaign was focused on data collection in regions where the stochastic model predicts relatively 
high uncertainty for the absorber CO2 capture percentage. These data, along with those collected in Phase 2, were 
used to update the mass transfer and interfacial area model parameter distributions. The test matrix for Phase 3 is 
shown in Table 4.  
 
Table 4. Test matrix for Phase 3 design of MEA test campaign at TCM (First Iteration) 

Test Rich Solvent 
Flowrate (kg/hr) 

Flue Gas Flowrate 
(Sm3/hr) 

Steam Flowrate 
(kg/hr) 

CO2 in Flue Gas 
(vol%) 

CO2 Capture Percent 
Estimate 

3A 133,900 62,600 11,600 8 85.9 
3B 115,400 62,300 10,700 8 81.3 
3C 111,900 59,100 11,100 8 89.3 
3D 120,200 56,100 10,100 8 84.1 
3E 119,500 55,000 9,900 8 83.6 
3F 81,500 51,100 10,300 8 90.1 
3G 57,500 42,500 8,700 8 81.8 
3H 39,300 30,800 6,600 8 80.0 
3I 48,300 30,400 8,200 10 80.0 
3J 85,600 33,800 7,500 10 85.5 
3K 103,100 43,000 9,200 10 82.2 

 

The data collected in Table 4, along with case 2A from Table 3 were used in the Bayesian inference procedure based 
on Eq. 2. In this work, the parameters contained in 𝜽𝜽 included the leading coefficients for the interfacial area and mass 
transfer submodels developed in previous work [3], and the parameters contained in 𝜽𝜽∗ included the thermodynamic 
model parameters for which distributions were estimated in previous work [2]. Upon obtaining the updated parameter 
distributions, the refined stochastic model was used to develop a new test matrix, shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Test matrix for Phase 3 design of MEA test campaign at TCM (Second Iteration) 

Test Rich Solvent 
Flowrate (kg/hr) 

Flue Gas Flowrate 
(Sm3/hr) 

Steam Flowrate 
(kg/hr) 

CO2 in Flue Gas 
(vol%) 

CO2 Capture Percent 
Estimate 

3L 96,100 41,300 9,900 10 89.4 
3M 94,000 43,500 11,000 10 88.8 
3N 119,500 46,500 10,900 10 86.4 
3O 150,300 48,200 11,500 10 85.2 
3P 130,200 58,400 10,500 8 81.9 
3Q 99,900 53,400 10,500 8 90.8 
3R 80,800 51,600 12,900 8 88.3 
3S 127,500 50,800 10,000 8 88.7 
3T 121,200 49,300 9,200 8 85.2 
3U 98,200 47,800 8,400 8 81.6 
3V 125,500 47,000 9,900 8 94.2 

 

The data collected from the test plan given in Table 5, along with cases 2B-2I in Table 3, were used in a second 
iteration of the SDoE procedure to update the parameter distributions again. Parity plots for the model prediction of 
CO2 capture percentage in the absorber and steam requirement in the stripper for all data collected in both iterations 
of Phase 3 are given in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5. Parity plots for (A) CO2 capture percentage and (B) steam flowrate required for test runs performed in Phase 3. Dashed lines represent 

±10% error. 

The average percentage error values for the model predictions of the data collected in Phase 3 are -2.91 ± 5.27% for 
CO2 capture percentage and -8.53 ± 17.20% for the steam flowrate. As with the data collected in Phase 1, there is 
greater discrepancy in the stripper model for cases in which solvent flowrate is low; the average percentage error in 
the steam requirement is -31.05 ± 17.81% for cases in which the solvent flowrate is below 90,000 kg/hr and -0.27 ± 
6.04% when it exceeds 90,000 kg/hr. As previously suggested, the underprediction in steam flowrate is likely due to 
operation inefficiency of the RFCC stripper caused by solvent maldistribution, as the process is operated at much 
lower solvent flowrate than the stripper design condition. 
The probability density functions of the mass transfer and interfacial area parameters, including the prior and 
posterior distributions obtained after each SDoE iteration, are given in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of prior and posterior distributions of interfacial area and mass transfer model parameters 

Uniform prior distributions were initially chosen for the two parameters. The parameter space of plausible values was 
significantly reduced after incorporating the experimental data from the first iteration of SDoE into the stochastic 
model through Bayesian inference, with less reduction in the second round of SDoE. The effect of SDoE on model 
uncertainty reduction is more apparent when considering the model output, namely the CO2 capture percent in the 
absorber. The effect of the first iteration of SDoE on reducing model prediction of uncertainty in CO2 capture 
percentage is shown in Fig. 7. 

 
Figure 7. Effect of first round of Bayesian inference on CO2 capture prediction confidence interval for individual points in candidate set  

For the stochastic model prediction using the uniform prior distributions, the average confidence interval width for 
the CO2 capture percentage was approximately 10.5% (denoted in Figure 7 by solid line) with standard deviation 1.5% 
(denoted by dashed lines). For the stochastic model prediction with the posterior distribution obtained after the first 
iteration of SDoE, the average confidence interval width was approximately 4.4% with standard deviation 0.4%. No 
further significant reduction in the predicted uncertainty in CO2 capture percentage was demonstrated in the second 
round of SDoE. In Figure 7, the candidate set number refers to an index representing a unique combination of input 
variables (liquid and gas flowrates, CO2 loading, and CO2 fraction in flue gas). The percentage of reduction in 
uncertainty for a given point (𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊)) in the candidate set is calculated as: 

 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 = 100% ×
[𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶|𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊)]𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − [𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶|𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊)]𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

[𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶|𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊)]𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
 

(6) 
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where [𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶|𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊)]𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡  and [𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶|𝒙𝒙(𝒊𝒊)]𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡  represent the 95% confidence intervals in the model prediction of CO2 capture 
percentage before and after updating the parameter distributions through Bayesian inference, respectively. For the 
entire candidate set, the average percent reduction in the uncertainty is 58.0 ± 4.7%, which is comparable to the 
reduction in the previous SDoE-based test campaign executed at NCCC [5,6]. As the ability of the SDoE methodology 
to reduce parametric uncertainty in a process model for an aqueous MEA system has been demonstrated in multiple 
campaigns, it may be considered a promising technique for designing future test campaigns to effectively increase 
fundamental understanding of novel CO2 capture systems. 
 

4. Conclusions and Future Work 

In summary, a sequential design of experiments methodology was implemented for executing a test campaign for 
aqueous MEA at TCM, guiding collection of process data to refine the parameter distributions in the stochastic process 
model. This resulted in an average reduction of around 58% in the uncertainty in the prediction of CO2 capture 
percentage. The deterministic model, or the model without parameter uncertainty, also predicted the plant performance 
accurately, with an average error in percentage of CO2 capture of -2.74 ± 4.47% for the first three phases and an 
average error of -8.52 ± 14.85% for the reboiler steam requirement. An exception to the accurate performance of the 
model is for data collected under impractical operating conditions (low solvent circulation rate, in which solvent 
maldistribution in the stripper column was noted). For data collected when the system was operated with rich solvent 
flowrate below 90,000 kg/hr, the percent error in the reboiler steam prediction was -23.92 ± 15.70%. However, the 
percentage error in the steam prediction is -1.17 ± 6.65% for data collected when the rich solvent flowrate was above 
90,000 kg/hr. The insights gained during the execution of SDoE guided the development of a new SDoE module with 
capability for straightforward implementation of the aims used in this experiment [16] that has been implemented in 
the Framework for Optimization, Quantification of Uncertainty, and Surrogates (FOQUS). This is available as part of 
the aforementioned CCSI Toolset and will enable the SDoE process to be implemented in a more streamlined manner 
in future applications. In planned future work, the CCSI2 team will apply the SDoE methodology to novel CO2 capture 
technologies with the primary goal of refining initial process models by reducing their uncertainty, and thus the 
inherent risk associated with preliminary models of new processes, through guided data collection. 
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Abstract 

A campaign was carried out by Technology Center Mongstad (TCM) and its owners in the amine capture plant to study various 
cost saving operating options relevant for combined cycle gas turbine plants. The owners chose MEA as solvent for this test because 
it is a well-studied solvent system with no commercial constraints regarding sharing of data. Learnings obtained from MEA studies 
are also expected to be of relevance for other solvent systems. 
 
During this campaign the main focus was on thermal energy optimization at different flue gas flow rates through the absorber 
column and MEA emissions, with target for reduced CAPEX and OPEX. During the campaign, new options such as a rich solvent 
bypass to stripper overhead and higher concentration of MEA (up to 38wt%) were tested. Tests were carried out to identify plant 
configurations and process parameters with the potential for CAPEX and OPEX reduction in a post-combustion carbon capture 
plant. Significant cost of CO2 avoided reductions were achieved compared to the previous TCM campaigns for MEA. 
 
Keywords: CO2 Absorption; Cost Reduction; MEA  

1. Introduction 

TCM is located next to the Equinor refinery in Mongstad (outside Bergen, Norway) which is the source of the two 
types of flue gases supplied to TCM. These sources are the combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) based heat and power 
plant (CHP) and residual fluid catalytic cracker (RFCC). The owners of TCM started their third monoethanolamine 
(MEA) test campaign (MEA-3) in June 2017 and continued with MEA-4 and MEA-5 that lasted until October 2018. 
MEA-3, MEA-4 and MEA-5 have been the most significant collaboration campaigns that TCM has conducted since 
its inauguration in 2012. The large number of industrial, research and academic participants involved in these 
campaigns have enriched the projects and ensured that the results will serve a broad range of audiences.   

A sub-campaign on cost reduction during MEA-5 was carried out by TCM owners in this capture plant to study 
various cost saving options. MEA was chosen as solvent for this test because it is a well-studied solvent system with 
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no commercial constraints regarding sharing of data. This work follows previous work carried out on the same subject 
at TCM [1]. 

 

2. Test Campaign and Results 

The TCM amine plant is shown in Figure 1. The plant has been in operation since 2012 carrying out tests on a 
number of proprietary and non-proprietary solvent systems. A recent modification to the plant is the addition of a rich 
solvent partial-bypass upstream of the lean-rich amine heat exchanger to the stripper top. This is intended to improve 
the energy performance of the plant. A noteworthy feature of the plant is that there are three different feed locations 
for the lean solvent to the absorber. This allows for testing at different packing height for CO2 absorption (12m, 18m, 
and 24m), as shown in yellow in the Figure. Another important feature is that the plant has two strippers with dedicated 
reboilers, the Combined Heat and Power (CHP) stripper suited for stripping of lower amounts of CO2 and the Residual 
Fluidized Catalytic Cracker (RFCC) stripper suited for larger volumes of CO2. Only CHP flue gas was utilized in the 
present campaign.  

The purpose of the present campaign has been to explore different modes of operation with cost reduction potential. 
Such as higher flue gas throughput, lower packing height, more concentrated solvent and higher capture rate. Simple 
configurations such as operating with only one water wash section and higher flue gas inlet temperatures were also 
investigated. Table 1 summarizes the phases A to F of the test campaign. 

 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. A process flow diagram of the TCM Amine plant. The diagram illustrates the two different flue gas configurations (CHP and RFCC) as 
well as the available strippers. The CHP flue gas can be further enriched with CO2 from a CO2 recycle line, and the RFCC flue gas can be diluted 

with air to reach a target CO2 concentration. 
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Table 1. Phases of the campaign. 

Condition Phase A Phase B  Phase C Phase D Phase E Phase F 

Flue gas flow [Sm3/h] 40-47,000 50,000 50,000 67,000 67,000 59,000 

Absorber packing height [m] 18 18 18 24 24 18 

Stripper CHP CHP CHP RFCC RFCC RFCC 

CO2 capture rate [%]1 85 - 96 90 - 91 89 - 93 95 - 99 98 - 99 90-91 

Optimal SRD [GJ/ton CO2]2 3.8 (85) 3.6 (91) 3.6 (91) 3.7 (97) 4.0 (98) 3.7 (91) 

MEA [wt%] 32 37 34 - 37 35 -36 35 -37 36 -38 

CO2 conc, wet [vol %]  3.6 - 4.2 4.0 – 4.2 3.8 – 4.2 4.0 – 4.2 3.9 – 4.2 4.1 – 4.2 

Absorber water wash stages 2 1 1 1/23 1 1 

L/G [kg/Sm3]4 0.97 - 1.14 0.92 - 1.54 1.13 – 1.74 0.95 – 1.88 1.10 – 1,54 1.12 – 1.47 

Flue gas temp [°C] 30 30 45 30 45 30 

Rich solvent bypass [%] 0 20 20 20 20 20 

Lean solvent temp [°C] 41.2 54.9 54.5 45.0 40.0 44.4 

MEA emission [ppmv] <1 <1 0.6 1.5 2.1 1.1 

1: Capture rate is based on method 4 as described in the text. 2: SRD is Specific Reboiler Duty 3 as described in the text. Associated capture rate in 
parenthesis. 3: Second water wash stage was partially operated to manage emissions. 4: L/G is the ratio of lean solvent flow to flue gas flow into 
the absorber. 

 
 
The rich solvent bypass was in operation during all phases of the campaign except phase A. Flue gas CO2 

concentrations varied between 3.6 % and 4.2% during the campaign. The variations in CO2 concentration were 
achieved by use of a recycle. Phase A was operated at 32 wt% MEA and was investigating effect of CO2 concentration 
and flue gas flow.  

Phase A was mainly intended to validate previous work and will not be discussed further. The rest of the cases were 
operated at MEA concentration up to 38 wt% and with the target of having only the lower absorber water wash section 
in operation.  

Phase B and C were operated at 50,000 Sm3/h, 18-meter absorber packing, CHP stripper and with flue gas 
temperature out the absorber of 30 and 45°C, respectively. Operating with higher flue gas temperature could offer 
potential savings since this will enable the use of a smaller Direct Contact Cooler.  

During Phase D and E this temperature variation was intended to be repeated at flue gas flow of 67,000 Sm3/h, 24-
meter absorber packing and RFCC stripper in operation. The flue gas flow of 67,000 Sm3/h rate is the highest 
practically possible operating point at TCM and represents 113% of design capacity. 

Finally, Phase F was operated at 18-meter absorber packing and 59,000 Sm3/h flue gas flow at 36-38wt% MEA. 
The energy efficiency of the capture process is given by the Specific reboiler duty (SRD), this is defined as the heat 

delivered to the reboiler from the steam system divided by the amount of captured CO2: 
 
 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∆𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐           (1) 
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 where 𝑚𝑚steam is the steam flow to the reboiler heat exchanger. ∆𝐻𝐻 is the enthalpy difference between steam and 

condensate calculated from measured temperature and pressure, see also reboiler, steam and condensate in Figure 1. 
Steam pressure is typical around 2.5 barg and up to 160 °C for the tests reported in this paper. CO2 capture rate is the 
mass fraction of CO2 being captured out of the amount of CO2 flowing into the absorber. The amount of captured CO2 
can be derived from the CO2 product flow out of the stripper or from difference in CO2 flow in and out of the absorber. 
SRD and capture rate are presented utilizing both methods below, while the economical assessment is based on 
difference in and out of the absorber such that the results can be compared to previous work [1]. This method is in the 
present paper referred to as “SRD 3”. SRD based on the product flow out of the stripper is referred to as “SRD 1”.  
The reported results are two-hour averages within a test slot that lasts more than 6 hours. Typically, one liquid solvent 
sample is taken for each test point. 

In the present paper we report CO2 capture rates based on two methods, Capture Method 1 and Capture Method 4. 
Method 1 is based on the ratio between the stripper product flow and the absorber inlet flow, while Method 4 is based 
on the mass balance over the absorber [2]. 

TCM is equipped with multiple flue gas analyzers and flow meters for each of the main three gas streams. Table 2 
shows the ones selected for the current analysis. Water is calculated assuming saturated conditions based on pressure 
and temperature. Flow out of the absorber is calculated from measured flow into the absorber assuming conservation 
of all components in and out of the absorber except water and CO2. Finally, it is assumed that product gas out of the 
stripper is only CO2 and water.  
 

Table 2. Measurement of gas flows. 

Unit Property Method/Principle 
Absorber in H2O Calculated from p and T 
 CO2 Infrared spectroscopy (IR) 
 Flow Ultrasonic flow meter 
Absorber out H2O Calculated from p and T 
 CO2 Infrared spectroscopy (IR) 
 Flow Calculated from absorber in flow and composition 

in and out of absorber 
Product flow H2O Calculated from p and T 
 CO2 Calculated as: 100 - H2O 
 Flow  Coriolis flow meter 

 
 
In Figure 2 SRD and capture rate vs. L/G for phase B is shown. At TCM optimum SRD is obtained by varying the 

lean flow rate (and thereby the L/G) and adjusting the reboiler duty at each solvent circulation point to maintain the 
required/targeted capture rate. The optimum SRD achieved here was 3.6 GJ/ton CO2 (based on SRD 3).  
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Fig. 2 SRD (left y-axis) and capture rate (right y-axis) for phase B as function of liquid to flue gas ratio (flue gas 50,000 Sm3/h). 

One of the best cases demonstrated is “B3-rep” (at L/G of 1.13). The capture rate for this case is a bit above 90%, 
with SRD of 3.6 GJ/tCO2 with 18m packing height, 37 wt% MEA, one water wash and MEA emissions below 1 ppm. 
Flue gas flow is 50,000 Sm3/h and liquid to gas ratio (L/G) for “B3-rep” is about 1.13 kg solvent/Sm3 of flue gas. This 
can result in significant reduction of CAPEX and OPEX, compared to the MEA baseline.  

In Figure 3 SRD and capture vs. L/G for phase D is shown. During Phase D 97% CO2 capture at an SRD of 3.7 
GJ/ton CO2 were achieved. This SRD is perhaps lower than that would have been expected for a very high capture 
rate. The point at L/G of 1.38 has a high SRD, this is due to high levels of steam being utilized to achieve high capture 
rates. With Method 4 the capture rate was 99%, with Method 1 it was slightly over a 100% (due to accuracy limitations 
in calculation). Since the number is over 100% it is not visible in the plot.  
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Fig. 3. SRD (left y-axis) and capture rate (right y-axis) for phase D as function of liquid to flue gas ratio (flue gas 67,000 Sm3/h). 

Higher flue gas capacity tests at 67,000 Sm3/h resulted in high amine emission, which is partly due to mechanical 
entrainment and partly due to only one water wash section being in operation. However high solvent entrainment can 
be potentially reduced by improving the absorber design by installing a more efficient demister at appropriate location 
in the absorber.  Very high CO2 capture rate of almost 99% was demonstrated with SRD of 3.8 GJ/tCO2 with 24 m 
absorption bed and 67,000 Sm3/h of flue gas capacity. The increase in SRD is about 6% when the capture rate increases 
from 90% to 99%, however the comparison is not fair as the plant capacity and configuration is not similar in the two 
cases. 

During phase E higher flue gas capacity tests at 67,000 Sm3/h and flue gas temperature of 45°C resulted in a 
relatively high SRD and most importantly higher MEA emission as expected.  

SRD and capture results from Phase F are shown in Figure 4. Case F2 with 3.8 GJ/ton CO2 and 90% capture rate 
was selected for further assessment in the next section. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Lean Solvent flow rate (kg/h)
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Fig. 4. SRD (left y-axis) and capture rate (right y-axis) for phase F as function of liquid to flue gas ratio (flue gas 59,000 Sm3/h). 

 
 
In the present campaign the plant was mostly operated with 37 wt% MEA. There have been some relatively short 

campaigns at TCM in the past where the plant has operated with a concentration slightly higher than 40 wt% MEA 
[1]. From an energy performance perspective 40 wt% is expected to give better results. There is however a concern 
that solvent degradation will be more severe for 40 wt% MEA. Degradation can besides being a problem in itself also 
impact corrosion in the plant. 35 wt% MEA is what TCM is currently comfortable with operating, however long-term 
continuous test with 37-38 wt% MEA needs to be conducted to better understand degradation, emission and energy 
performance of the solvent. 

Table 3 summarizes the selected cases for economical evaluation along with the reference case named MEA 3 (9-
4) [1]. Stripper pressures were maintained at 0.9 barg for all cases. The MEA-3 and B3-rep were operated with CHP 
stripper while F2 and D3-rep utilized the RFCC stripper. Liquid sample for case D3-rep is taken about 1 hour outside 
the 2 hours being averaged, but still within the test period.  
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Table 3. Selected cases for economical evaluation [1-3] 

# Abs. 
pac
k 

MEA1 Flue 
gas   × 
1000 

L/G Anti-foam Stripper 
bottom temp  

Lean loading SRD 
 

CO2 
Capture 

 
[m] [wt%] [Sm3/h] [kg/Sm3] [-] [°C] [mol/mol] [GJ/ton CO2] [%] 

MEA-1 24 ~ 30 47 1.17 No 119.3 0.23 4.1 ~ 85  

MEA-2 24 31/30 59 1 Yes 121.0 0.21 3.6 86 

MEA-3 18 43/40 51.0 0.98 No 121.7 0.25 3.6 86 

F2 18 36/34 59.0 1.29 No 121.0 0.26 3.8 90 

B3-rep 18 37/35 50.0 1.13 No 121.4 0.24 3.6 91 

D3-rep 24 36/34 67.0 1.12 No 122.5 0.21 3.7 97 

1: Number given first is on MEA-water basis, second number is on MEA-water-CO2 basis. 
 

3. Economic Evaluation 

The economic evaluations of power and capture plants in this paper is based on standard “Cost of Electricity” 
(COE) and “Cost of CO2 avoided” metrics. These calculations are based on aligned and standardized estimates and 
assumptions on technology process performance such as energy efficiency, CO2 generation and capture rates, see e.g. 
[4]. Cost estimates include CAPEX, operations and maintenance (O&M) including fuel and a set of general price and 
rate of return assumptions. For each case below, a complete sized capture plant equipment list is established. Aspen 
In-Plant Cost Estimator (IPCE) V9 is used to estimate equipment cost. Equipment installation factors are then used to 
estimate total installed costs. Aligned with known projects, including contingency, 30% added to the Aspen 
Equipment cost and average installation factor of around 5.5. The OPEX can be split in annual cost (of CAPEX), 
power loss, maintenance, chemicals and fixed operating costs. The gas fired power plant specific cost and performance 
is based on GTPro simulation of a GE 9HA CCGT plant. 25% contingency is added to the estimated GTPro CCGT 
CAPEX number.  All calculations are furthermore carried out at: 

• normalized, per unit (kWh) output from the base industrial (power) plant 
• pretax, pre-financing basis 
• annual cost basis, applying a capital charge factor corresponding to a standard discount factor and project time 

horizon 
Cost of CO2 avoided ($/ton CO2) is calculated according to Equation below and is based on cost of electricity 

(COE) and CO2 emission per kWh (CO2 emission) for a power plant with capture (cap) and without CO2 capture (no 
cap). 

  
 

 
 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

     (2) 

 
 
 
The calculated cost of CO2 avoided implicitly accounts for the capture systems’ own energy demand and its 

inherent CO2 emissions. The following economic assumptions are applied: 
• Fuel gas price: 0.1875 US $/Sm3 
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• On-stream hours: 7884 (90 %) 
• Discount rate: 5 % real (pretax) 
• Time horizon: 30 years 
These were chosen to be consistent with a previous economical study [1]. 
This paper will only report percentage cost reduction and no absolute cost numbers. The main reasons are that the 

absolute numbers are not useful for the purpose of this work and are partially confidential. In this work one consistent 
method and one consistent set of assumptions are used for calculating the cost, which is important for a fair 
comparison. 

The experiments targeted lowest possible absorber packing height, lowest possible L/G and SRD while maximizing 
the captured CO2 and capture rate. In Table 4 below the experimental data for the selected cases are scaled to a full-
scale design at a fixed inlet CO2 flow of 150 tonnes CO2/h and measured capture rate case by case. 

In order to compare on the same basis in the cost assessment, the CO2 inlet concentrations for all cases are adjusted 
to 4.2 % (wet) since the tests was done with close to 4.2 % (wet) CO2 in the flue gas.  Typically, an H class gas-turbine 
will produce flue gas with at least 4.5% CO2 which will reduce the CO2 capture cost further. An increased CO2 content 
will impact all the cases in this paper equally (see discussion in previous paper [1]). 

The adjusted/scaled absorber packing height and the most important cost parameter, the packing volume, are 
calculated from the experimental data for the cases selected in the test campaign. The scaled-up absorber volume is 
based on packing height utilized for each TCM test case and a scaled up cross sectional area. The latter is calculated 
based on TCM cross sectional area and the ratio of full-scale (150 tonnes CO2/h, corresponding to 700 MWlhv fuel 
input) to TCM (case by case) CO2 inlet flow. 

For all scaled up cases the cross-sectional areas are adjusted to fit with a superficial velocity of 2 m/s (at 0 °C, 1 
atm). This will secure less differences in pressure drop between the cases and less impact on the flue gas fan duty in 
a full-scale plant. This means that it is assumed that the CO2 capture rate depends mainly on the total packing volume 
and less on the differences in flue gas velocity through the absorber. 

Thus, packing height, see Table 4, is adjusted in order to maintain the scaled-up absorber packing volume. The 
packing volume per captured CO2 will be equal for each TCM case and corresponding scaled up case. The data are 
shown in Table 4 including lean solvent flow rate, specific packing volume, amount of captured CO2 and CO2 capture 
rate. 

Packing volume is a significant CAPEX element and the most cost-effective packing volume demonstrated in this 
campaign was 34 m3/tonne CO2 capture per hour for the current test conditions. In Case B3-rep and D3-rep a 
significantly larger stripper (RFCC) was used removing any limits in the stripper process. This had a positive effect 
in allowing operating with a lower inlet lean loading at an increased solvent flow rate to the absorber (i.e. keeping an 
optimal L/G) increasing the absorber CO2 capture capacity and significantly increasing the CO2 capture rate. 

 
Table 4. Key cost parameters 

 Adjusted abs. 
Pack [m] 

Lean solvent 
flow        
[kg/kg CO2 in] 

Spec. packing 
volume [m3/t CO2, h]  

Captured CO2 
[t/h] 

CO2 capture 
[%] 

MEA-11 ~28  ~16  ~55  128 85 

MEA-21 25.5  14.5 50  128 86 

MEA-31 18.9 12.5 37 129 86  

F2 16.6 17.5 37 135 90  

B3-rep 19.5 14.5 36 136 91  

D3-rep 19.6 15.5 34 146 97  

1: Reference [1]. 
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The section above introduced the economic evaluation and cost of CO2 avoided. In Figure 5 the demonstrated cost 
reduction for the selected three test cases are compared with the best result from the MEA-3, 2 and 1 campaign [1]. 
The previous assessment [1] has been revisited and the presented relative cost of CO2 avoided are updated based a 
newer gas turbine (H class). 

Case D3-rep demonstrates the largest cost reduction contribution, i.e. 4.8 % down relative to MEA-3 and close to 
20% relative to MEA 1 The trend is a reduction in CO2 capture cost with increasing CO2 capture rate. Since more CO2 
is being captured for a given flue gas stream the total cost (CAPEX) of CO2 handling will increase somewhat also 
increasing cost of electricity. For case D3-rep this represents an increased cost of electricity with 3-4% compared to 
the MEA-3 case. Due to the significantly higher amount of CO2 captured, the avoided CO2 cost will still be reduced 
as shown in Figure 5 below. The cost estimation was done with two water wash stages for the case D3-rep. Results 
from the campaign did suggest that one stage could have been sufficient, resulting in some additional savings. 

Since the cost reduction potential of these measures is experimentally verified in one of the world’s largest 
demonstration plants, the cost reduction should be highly accurate, and hence relevant for future post-combustion 
plants.  
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Demonstrated reduction in cost of CO2 avoided for the selected cases compared with the earlier MEA  campaigns. 

4. Conclusions 

The results show encouraging cost reduction potential such as lower energy numbers for a more concentrated (35 
wt%) MEA solvent and more cost-efficient design of the capture plant. Cost improvements of 4.8% were achieved 
compared to the previous TCM benchmark (MEA 3) and close to 20% compared to the first campaigns. These results 
can be viewed as a form of debottlenecking of the amine plant, optimizing its throughput. However, the impact of 
working with a more concentrated solvent on corrosion, solvent degradation and emissions is something that must be 
explored further. 
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It is important to notice that these results are generated at one of the world’s largest capture demonstration units, 
and that it is one of the first times such a structured campaign is executed. Similar testing can be carried out with 
different amine-based solvents. Therefore, these results at TCM scale represent a very relevant basis for scale up and 
industrial design of amine solvent capture technologies. 
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Abstract 

Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM) is a large and flexible demonstration site for post-combustion CO2 capture. It 
is located next to the Equinor refinery at Mongstad (Norway) which is the source of the flue gases supplied to TCM. 
It has been used for testing CO2 capture with MEA solvent and a compact design, providing a benchmark for 
compact CO2 capture technologies.. The absorber was used with its lowest possible packing height of 12m, and only 
one of two water washes was used (3m height). The plant was operated with a high flue gas flow rate (67,000 Sm3/h) 
and 35 wt% MEA with a sensitivity down to 30 wt%. The CO2 inlet concentration was 6% mimicking some 
industrial exhausts, small turbines with exhaust gas recycle or modern turbines with high turbine inlet temperatures. 
The tests demonstrated that such a low absorber can capture more than 80% of the CO2 with only a slightly higher 
steam demand than conventional applications with higher packing heights of 18-24m. The low absorber gave 3.9 
MJ/kg CO2 for the specific reboiler duty, while previous tests at other conditions and with higher absorbers gave 
3.5-3.7. Acceptable emissions were observed, while degradation was higher than earlier TCM campaigns due to the 
choice of running with 35 w% MEA. Overall, a benchmark has been provided for future improved compact capture 
technologies. 
 
 
Keywords: CO2 capture, post-combustion, compact, benchmark, demonstration, monethanolamine  

1. Introduction 

Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM) is a large and flexible demonstration site for post-combustion CO2 capture. 
It is located next to the Equinor refinery at Mongstad (Norway) which is the source of the two types of flue gases 
supplied to TCM. These sources are the combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) based heat and power plant (CHP) and 
residue fluid catalytic cracker (RFCC). TCM is owned by Gassnova (on behalf of the Norwegian state), Shell, Total 
and Equinor. Various proprietary amine solvents have been tested and matured at TCM since the start-up in 2012. In 
addition, various campaigns have been executed with a numbered series of open non-proprietary monoethanolamine 
(MEA). Most of the results have been published. The most significant campaigns were the third monoethanolamine 
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test campaign (MEA-3) in June 2017 and the following MEA-4 and MEA-5 that lasted until October 2018. The large 
number of public, industrial, research and academic participants involved in these campaigns have enabled that the 
results served a broad scientific audience. The main objectives of these campaigns were to gain knowledge and 
information that can be used to reduce the cost as well as technical, environmental and financial risks of commercial 
scale deployment of post-combustion capture (PCC). This includes demonstration of a model-based control system, 
dynamic operation of the amine plant, investigating amine aerosol emissions, establishment of residue fluid catalytic 
cracker (RFCC) baseline performance with MEA, and specific tests targeted at experimentally verifying measures that 
can reduce the cost of CO2 avoided [1].  

This paper describes a part of the MEA-5 campaign tests relevant for reducing the size of a CO2 capture plant as 
the most important driver. Reduced size can be beneficial or even enable CO2 capture in certain applications. One 
example is brownfield retrofit of capture on exhausts with very limited spaces, e.g. existing industry near urban areas 
and refineries. Another example are turbines or engines on offshore oil&gas production unit. Equinor is currently 
developing its 3CWI concept “CO2 Capture with Carbonated Water Injection” for greenfield Floating Production, 
Storage and Offloading (FPSO) units [2]. In this concept CO2 is captured from a gas turbine, compressed, mixed with 
produced and/or sea water and injected as dissolved bicarbonate ions. For these examples the main constraints is 
available space and equipment weight rather than the energy efficiency. As the absorber is the unit of largest mass and 
volume, experiments that can reduce the uncertainty at low absorber heights are of value for these applications. Not 
much specific research has been done yet with this motivation. 

The tests in this paper are done at elevated CO2 concentration relative to earlier CHP based campaigns at TCM. 6 
vol% was chosen, which reduces the size of the absorber relative to the usual 3.5-4 vol%. The reason for this is that 
elevated CO2 concentrations are likely in applications where weight and volume are restricted. One motivation for this 
choice is the possible use of exhaust gas recycle (EGR) both on turbines and piston engines. Another motivation is the 
gradual development of increasing the CO2 content due the higher turbine inlet temperatures in modern turbines 
allowing for less air cooling of the expander blades. In order to achieve 6 vol% of CO2 in the flue gas going to the 
capture plant, the TCM amine plant was operated with flue gas from the Mongstad CCGT plant and with recycling a 
portion of the captured CO2.  

The absorber packing height was set at 12m, which is the lowest possible at TCM’s amine unit. Moreover, one of 
the two water washes was disabled. This combination simulates the lowest absorber setting possible at TCM, but has 
significant dry bed height in between. The results will be used for discussing the viability of making post-combustion 
capture more compact. It is acknowledged that the amine unit at TCM is not specifically designed for testing compact 
capture. Consequently, the result may not be representative for commercial use as the unit will operate outside the 
operational window TCM’s amine unit is designed for. The data can be utilized as a source for insight, comparison 
and for benchmarking commercial compact capture technologies. 

2. System 

TCM’s amine unit was used (see e.g. [4][5][6]) and its flexibility was utilized to collect data relevant for a compact 
capture plant design. This means that the absorber was operated with only the lower packing section (12 m) and with 
one water wash bed (3 m, Lower (L) in operation, Upper (U) is idle) in service. This is the smallest total amount of 
packing possible at TCM without modifications. The set-up is illustrated and compared to the full amine plant set-up 
in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Illustration of the compact flue gas absorber set-up. 

The flue gas flow rate was adjusted to its highest practically possible operating point (67,000 Sm3/h, 113% of design 
capacity). To mimic higher capacity solvent types, the MEA concentration was increased to 35 wt% from the normally 
used 30 wt%. 

The amine plant has extensive instrumentation with multiple measurements on the streams required for performance 
assessment. Details on the CHP flue gas characteristics, the main systems in the plant and an assessment of 
instrumentation quality as well as calculation methods for the main parameters are described in previously published 
papers, see Gjernes et al [1][7]. 

3. Method 

3.1. Strategy 

For this work various test series were executed named by the first letters in the alphabet. The plant was operated 
with a high flue gas flow rate (67,000 Sm3/h). An overview of the test series is given in Table 1. The strategy in this 
work was to start out with the highest achievable capture rate in test series A. Therefore, the steam flow rate to reboiler 
was maximized and the solvent flow rate was high (106-138 kg/hr). The series B to D were systematic experiments to 
produce steam demand optimum curves (so-called U-curves) for identifying the lowest specific reboiler duty (SRD) 
for each series over a selected range of target capture rates (~ 83 to 72 %). In the E and F-series the flue gas temperature 
into the absorber was higher (45 instead of 30 °C), for assessing potential reduction in the cooling requirement and the 
equipment size of the direct contact cooler (DCC). As in the A series, the E cases were maximizing the steam flow 
rate to achieve a high capture rate and the F series was systematic experiments to find the energy optimum. The E case 
consists only of one test. All these series were run with around 35 w% MEA. Next, some tests were added to put the 
series A-F in a wider perspective. The cases named B5-1 and B5-2 are two reference runs with MEA at 30 wt% and 
with lower and upper water wash in operation, respectively. The motivation was to see whether there are differences 
between the upper and lower water washes. The case named 15-3 is included in the results section to have a comparison 
against the most compact absorber line-up used in the previous TCM study on modes of operation with cost saving 
potential back in 2018 [1]. The objectives for the experimental work were to investigate capture rates and specific 
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reboiler duty during parameter testing. Steam flow to reboiler and solvent flow rates were the main variables, while 
flue gas flow and CO2 inlet concentration were kept constant.  
 

Table 1. Overview of the tests. 

Series MEA Flue gas 
temperature 

Lean 
x 1000 

Water 
wash 

 [%] [°C] [kg/h]  

A 35 30 106-138 L+U 
B 35 30 138-98 L 
C 35 30 139-83 L 
D 35 30 120-72 L 
E 35 45 107 L 
F 35 45 128-77 L 

B5-1 30 30 128 L 

B5-2 30 30 128 U 
 

With this strategy, it was the intention to inspire, and stretch the targets for new technology developments of 
compact and low weight CO2 capture plants. With more advanced solvents and optimized systems, it is expected that 
significant improvements beyond what TCM demonstrates here are possible.  

The so-called U-curves were produced by variations in the lean amine to gas flow rate ratio (L/G). The cold rich 
by-pass of the lean rich heat exchanger (17% by-pass) was in operation during all test runs. This variable was left 
unchanged. It is acknowledged varying it could provide somewhat lower steam demand or higher capture rate, but not 
significant. 

3.2. Measurements 

The combination of methods used in the current work is shown in Table 2. The flow out of absorber is based on 
flow into the absorber assuming all components except water and CO2 are conserved. Moisture is calculated from 
temperature and pressure. The product flow is assumed to be CO2 and moisture only.  
 

Table 2. Selected methods for test performance assessment.  

Location Property Method 

Absorber in H2O Calculated from p and T 
 CO2 Infrared Spectroscopy (IR) 
 Flow Ultrasonic 
Absorber out H2O Calculated from p and T 
 CO2 Infrared Spectroscopy (IR) 
 Flow Calculated from absorber in flow and composition 
Product flow H2O Calculated from p and T 
 CO2 Calculated as: 100 - H2O 
 Flow  Coriolis 

 
In each test run the plant is first allowed to stabilize over several hours. A set of key performance indicators is used 

to assess the quality of data. A two-hour stable period is selected for data extraction. Liquid sampling is conducted 
within this period. All properties except liquid samples (amine concentration and loading) are averaged over the two-
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hour period. Thus, reported data are based on stable operation with respect to all streams. The total and CO2 mass 
balances should be within 100 ± 2%. This procedure allows normally not more than two single test runs per day (24 
hours). To make comparisons between the test runs, it is important to maintain stable MEA concentration (35 wt%, 
CO2 free) and the absorber inlet CO2 concentration (6 vol%, dry). MEA concentration, lean and rich loading are 
calculated from laboratory analysis of the liquid samples. In case there is a missing liquid sample, the lean loading is 
extrapolated using amine density (only for the following tests: B6-opt, C2, D4 and F2). 

The solvent loading is calculated from total inorganic carbon (mole CO2/kg solvent) and total alkalinity (mole 
amine/kg solvent):  
 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎          (1) 

 
The specific reboiler duty (SRD) is the heat delivered to the reboiler from the steam flow divided by the amount of 

captured CO2:  
 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∆𝐻𝐻 �̇�𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
�̇�𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 

            (2) 
 

In this work the captured CO2 (�̇�𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2) is based on the difference in mass flow of CO2 over the absorber (�̇�𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2abs, 
in – �̇�𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2abs, out). This is chosen in order to aligned with earlier published results (e.g. [1]). Captured CO2 (�̇�𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2) 
based on product flow from stripper will for the present cases result in a lower CO2 product flow. The steam pressure 
and temperature are typically around 2.5 barg and 160 °C in this work.  

The capture rate is the mass fraction of captured CO2 and the amount of CO2 flowing into the absorber.  
 

𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = �̇�𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖− �̇�𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠
�̇�𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑥𝑥100%       (3) 

 
The absorber packing volume and thus the absorber size are major CAPEX elements. The absorber packing volume 

(m3/ton CO2, h) was calculated for the cases with highest CO2 product flow and compared with the previous test case 
15-3. The parameter is one metric used for assessing compact absorber designs. The TCM absorber cross section is 
7.2 m2 and packing height applied is 12 m. 

The emissions of amine and ammonia were monitored during all test runs. As higher MEA concentration is 
associated with increased solvent degradation [3] and plant corrosion, degradation and metal content in the solvent 
were closely monitored. However longer-term testing is expected to be needed to assess the solvent management 
aspects of higher MEA concentrations. Moreover, the solvent composition was measured before and after for 
estimating the cumulative degradation. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Capture rate and steam demand 

The observed relation between SRD and capture rate is shown in Figure 2 for all the series A-F and the B5-2 and 
B5-1 with 30 w% MEA. The lowest SRD value in the U-curves achieved within each test series is shown as transparent 
squares along with a dashed trend line based on the five selected optimum points. The trend line shows a corresponding 
decrease in capture rate and SRD from 87% and 4.3 MJ/kg CO2 down to 73% and 3.7 MJ/kg CO2. Within each series 
the capture rates were quite well controlled within the target. The trend line gives a good indication of what is 
achievable with a compact plant configuration. The results from the F-series (82% capture rate) shows promise also 
for reducing cooling need and size of the DCC. It is also seen that the SRD is significantly higher for the two test runs 
with MEA 30wt% (B5-2 and B5-1). The uncertainty at TCM is discussed in other papers [4][5][6] and is assumed not 
to be significant different in this campaign. 
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Figure 2. SRD and capture rate for the test series. Optimum points for each series are shown as transparent squares. 

As expected with the low absorber height the SRD become higher than TCM has reported earlier for higher absorber 
heights. For 30 w% MEA Gjernes et al.[1] reports down to 3.6 MJ/kg CO2 at 86% capture with 3.6 vol% CO2 in the 
inlet, while this work shows around 4.0-4.2 MJ/kg CO2 at 87% capture with 6 vol% CO2 in the inlet. This increase 
may not be unacceptable high in situations where energy ample cheap heat is available. Figure 2 also shows that a 
similar low SRD of around 3.6-3.8 is achievable with a lower capture rate of 70-80%. This decrease may neither be 
unacceptable in the mentioned applications where space and weight are the limiting factors.  

The MEA and wet CO2 inlet concentrations were aimed to be kept constant for all tests, and the achieved results 
are shown in Figure 3. There are small variations between the test series and the comparison between the series are 
representative. There is also good agreement between the two CO2 measurement methods. The figure also shows MEA 
concentration close to 31 wt% for the B5-1 and B5-2 cases and the CO2 concentration in good agreement with the 
other test series. This means that any differences are likely not to be caused by variations in CO2 inlet concentration 
and MEA concentration. 

 
 
Figure 3. Wet CO2 inlet concentration and lean amine concentration were maintained at the same level for the selected optimum cases. Grey 
symbols are for the B5-1 and B5-2 cases that were operated at lower amine concentration. 
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Figure 4. L/G ratio is increasing, and lean loading is decreasing for the optimum cases when plotted versus the targeted capture rate. Grey 
symbols are for the B5-1 and B5-2 cases that were operated at lower amine concentration. 

 
A graph of the variations in L/G and lean loading versus capture rate is given in Figure 4. There was a wide enough 
experimental window with respect to lean flow and resulting loading to observe trends. A 14 percentage points 
higher capture rate (from 73 to 87) demands a 0.03 mole/mole lower lean loading and a 0.3 kg/Sm3 higher L/G. It is 
observed that the MEA 30wt% test cases (B5-1 and B5-2) needs a significantly (0.4 kg/Sm3) higher solvent flow 
rate to achieve the target capture rate of 82-83% than the results with 35% MEA, while the lean loading is not very 
different. As mentioned before, all cases are with 67,000 Sm3/h flue gas flow.  

A summary of results from the test series is given in Table 3. The CO2 captured in the optimum cases shown in 
Figure 2 are used for calculating the absorber packing volume. 

 
Table 3. Results summary for all test series. 

Series 
 
 
# 

L/G interval 
 
 

[kg/Sm3] 

Lean loading  
 
 

[mole/mole] 

Captured CO2 
Optimum case 

 
[tonne/h] 

Capture rate 
interval 

 
[%] 

SRD interval 
 
 

[MJ/kg CO2] 

Absorber packing 
volume per tonne 

captured CO2 
[m3/tonne CO2, h] 

A 1.6-2.1 0.19-0.24 6.4 84-87 4.3 13 
B 1.5-2.1 0.19-0.25 6.0 83-84 3.9-4.3 14 
C 1.2-2.1 0.18-0.25 5.8 78-79 3.8-4.1 15 
D 1.1-1.8 0.15-0.27 5.2 73-75 3.7-4.3 16 
E 1.7 0.19 5.9 87 4.3 15 
F 1.2-1.9 0.16-0.24 5.6 80-82 3.9-4.3 15 
B5-1/2 1.8 0.2 5.9 82 4.1-4.3 15 

15-3 1.4 0.23 3.2 72 4.0 27 

 
The new property added in this Table is the “Absorber packing volume per ton captured CO2. This is a good property 

for analyzing the potential for size and weight reductions. Most interestingly, in the A-1 case the CO2 produced is 
6,427 kg/h and the absorber packing volume parameter is 13. The result for the 15-3 case from earlier TCM publication 
[1] was 27. This shows that there are significant differences in this property and that this campaign had low number 
ranging from 13-16. The difference with 15-3 up to 27 shows that there should be a significant opportunity for more 
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compact absorber designs and corresponding cost saving for this largest equipment item in post-combustion capture. 
It is recommended to use this new property in future work for comparison. 

A final observation is that no large differences were observed between B5-1 and B5-2. This means that there are 
likely no big differences between upper and lower water wash (as expected) that can explain any variation or invalidate 
any conclusions. 

4.2.  Emissions to air 

When changing design of amine based post-combustion one must always keep control of the emissions since these 
pose of the main HSE risks [8]. Table 4 gives an overview of the measured emissions to air at moments or intervals 
the results were regarded as reliable and representative. The letter gives which series the measurement is taken from 
while the number gives which test it is (not reported in detail in this work). Two measurements were done in the C5 
test. The online data were 5 min averaged data over an analyzed period of 2 hours. 

 
Table 4 Overview of isokinetic sampling during the period. Note that FTIR values are reported for time slots where isokinetic samplings were not 
available. In addition to optimum cases, emission results are included from B4, C3 rep, E1 and F3. The FTIR was out of service during case D4 
and F4. 

Series/Test  Water 
wash 

MEA   NH3   Emission result 
type 

  [ppm] [ppm]  

A1 L+U 0.12 9.3 Online (FTIR) 
B4 L 0.13 11 Isokinetic 
B5 L 0.00 12 Online (FTIR) 
C3 rep L 0.059 9.0 Isokinetic 
C5 L 0.047 14 Isokinetic 
C5 opt L 0.37 22 Isokinetic 
C5 opt L 0.52 30 Online (FTIR) 
D4 L - - Online (FTIR) 
E1 L 5.7 24 Isokinetic 
F3 L+U 3.5 26 Isokinetic 
F4 L+U - - Online (FTIR) 

 
Except for E1 and F3 the emissions to air were not significantly higher than the ones published earlier on 

industrially representative operation [9]. In E and F especially the MEA emissions are high, probably higher than most 
future emission permits will allow. The reason is that the inlet temperature was increased from 30 to 45 °C. So, this 
seems not to be a favourable measure for compact capture. This indicates that two water washes are likely needed for 
compact capture if high inlet temperature is unavoidable.  

The numbers presented here have a somewhat higher uncertainty than TCM presents in dedicated emission papers, 
e.g. Morken et al [9]. Some numbers may be somewhat higher than if the plant was operated stable for longer time. 
Build-up of MEA in water wash can occur. On the other hand, some numbers may be low since they can be impacted 
by the large amount of dry packing bed above the absorption bed. It must be noted that the quantification limit for the 
FTIR is 0.5 ppm due to increased instrument noise at low levels. However these uncertainties do not impact the 
conclusion on the overall low enough levels with 30 °C inlet and the overall too high levels at 45 °C inlet temperature. 

4.3. Solvent degradation 

When changing design of amine based post-combustion one must also always keep control of the degradation since 
it can be important for the OPEX and HSE risk. Table 5 gives an overview of metal and heat stable salt (HSS) in the 
solvent. The compact campaign was done after another campaign of 905 hours. So, the amine was already partly 
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degraded at the start. 
 
Table 5. Overview of metal and heat stable salt (HSS) concentrations after reclaiming and at the beginning and end of the campaign discussed in 
this paper. All concentrations are mg/kg solvent. Components below the detection limit are marked with “<”.  

Component  After Reclaiming Beginning  End  

     Sum operational hours 0 905 1,230 

     Sum tons CO2 captured 0 5,830 7,702 

Cr <0.1 0.30 1.3 
Fe 0.2 1.60 11 
Ni 0.2 0.5 1.7 
Mo <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 
Na 0.9 1.9 4.5 
V <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 
Zn <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 
Cu <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 
Sum metals  1.3 - 1.7 4.3 - 4.7 18.5 - 18.9 
    
Formic acid 41.8 285 645 
Glycolic acid <20 54 79 
Oxalic acid <20 84 213 
Acetic acid <20 74 165 
Nitrate 37.3 246 510 
Nitrite <30 <35 <35 
Sulfate <35 92 114 
Sulfite <30 <35 <35 
Sum HSS  79.1 - 234.1 835 - 905 1,726 – 1,796 

 
The degradation products increase as expected. When deciding to run this campaign with 35wt% a risk of excessive 
degradation was taken. This risk was mitigated by only running a relative short time of 325 hours. From all the 
measured concentrations the main discussion in literature focuses on the iron concentration. TCM’s own guideline 
[10] recommends keeping the iron concentration below 5 mg/kg solvent. In the compact campaign it increased from 
from 1.6 to 11 crossing the recommended value. However, Moser [11] has observed long periods of low degradation 
above the 5 mg/kg iron. It seems anyhow recommended to have more mitigation actions in place for keeping the 
degradation under control for using 35 w%. Examples are continuous reclaiming or use any of the new O2 and/or iron 
removal technologies.  

4.4. Comparison with previous results  

Over the years various campaigns have been executed at TCM with MEA on CCGT flue gas, of which the compact 
campaign in this paper is the latest. From each campaign one representative result was chosen that has most industrial 
relevance. Table 6 below gives an overview of these representative results enabling a comparison and perspective of 
what TCM has been achieved at TCM.  
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Table 6. Comparison of representative results from all MEA campaigns at TCM. 

Campaign (literature 
reference) 

CO2 inlet 
[vol%] 

Gas 
velocity 
[m/s] 

Absorber 
packing  
[m] 

MEA  
 
[w%] 

L/G  
 
[kg/Sm3] 

Capture 
rate  
[%] 

SRD  
 
[MJ/kg] 

MEA 
emissions 
[ppmv] 

MEA2 [1] 3.6 2.3 24 30 1.0 86 3.6 < 1 
MEA3 [1] 4.2 2.0 18 40 0.98 86 3.6 < 1 
MEA5 (B5 this paper) 6 2.7 12 35 1.46 83 3.9 < 1 

 
The results from this compact campaign has as expected the largest SRD as well as the lowest capture rate. The 

differences with the other cases on variables that are important for cost and HSE are not very large. Hence, we can 
conclude that the amine unit at TCM can be used to study compact capture, although it is not specifically designed for 
it. Another result from this Table is a set of data that can be used to tune any overall MEA model. The data give a 
large enough specter to serve this purpose. 

4.5. Discussion on compact capture 

 The results in this paper give a benchmark for any compact capture technology. Many new ideas and improvements 
on reducing weight and size can use this work for comparison. Preferably, these should perform better on most 
variables that are important for cost and HSE. Examples of such more compact but less mature technologies are 
rotating absorption&desorption, membrane contactors and CO2 selective gas-gas membranes. 

But better results could also be obtained at TCM in the future. One improvement idea for TCM is to use another 
better solvent. This work already shows that increasing the MEA concentration from 30 to 35% makes compact 
capture design more attractive. TCM has already tested the solvent CESAR-1 for other motivations [12]. Testing this 
solvent on compact design like done in this work is a logic next step. 

Another idea for TCM is to study in more detail metal build-up and degradation rates in compact design. This work 
provides a good indication but had not enough hours for industrially relevant conclusions. A final idea is further testing 
at 45°C and two water washes could also be interesting to be able to find the balance with the size of the direct contact 
cooler (DCC) upstream the absorber and the lean amine cooler. 

5. Conclusions 

The amine unit at TCM has been used for testing compact capture for providing a benchmark. The absorber was 
used with its lowest possible packing height of 12m, and only one of two water washes was used (3m height). The 
plant was operated with a high flue gas flow rate (67,000 Sm3/h) and 35 wt% MEA with a sensitivity down to 30 
wt%. The CO2 inlet concentration was 6% mimicking some industrial exhausts, small turbines with exhaust gas 
recycle or modern turbines with high turbine inlet temperatures. The tests demonstrated that such a low absorber can 
capture more than 80% of the CO2 with only a slightly higher steam demand than conventional applications with 
higher packing heights of 18-24m. The low absorber gave 3.9 MJ/kg for the specific reboiler duty for the low 
absorber, while the higher absorbers gave 3.5-3.7. Acceptable emissions were observed, while degradation was high 
due to the choice of running with 35 w% MEA. Overall, a benchmark has been provided for future improved 
compact capture technologies. 
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Abstract 

From December 2017 to February 2018 the Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM DA), operated a test campaign capturing CO2 by 
use of monoethanolamine (MEA) in a 80 to 200 ton CO2 per day demonstration unit. The primary objective was to provide 
experimental evidence for reducing operational as well as capital costs of CO2 capture. For cost assessment a selection of the test 
cases has been used as a basis for estimating cost of full scale amine based CO2 capture for a large combined cycle gas turbine 
based (CCGT) power plant. The cost of CO2 avoided is presented for these cases and the case with the lowest cost of CO2 avoided 
has been furthered investigated by a parameter study. The cost assessment is presented relative to two earlier MEA campaigns at 
TCM. A reduction in cost of CO2 avoided up to 18% was justified by experiments while further improvements were made plausible 
theoretically. 
 
Keywords: MEA; post-combustion capture; cost of CO2 avoided; CO2 Technology Centre Mongstad; TCM DA 

1. Introduction 

The Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM) is the world’s leading facility for verifying and improving CO2 capture 
technologies. TCM is located at Mongstad, one of Norway´s most complex industrial facilities. TCM has been 
operating since autumn 2012, providing an arena for qualification of CO2 capture technologies on an industrial scale. 
In autumn 2017, Gassnova (on behalf of the Norwegian state), Equinor (formerly Statoil), Shell and Total entered into 
a new ownership agreement securing operations at TCM until 2020. The owners of TCM started their most recent 
monoethanolamine (MEA) test campaign in June 2017 where a large number of public, industrial, research and 
academic stakeholders were involved [1]. The campaign included demonstration of a model-based control system, 
dynamic operation of the amine plant, investigating amine aerosol emissions and specific tests targeted at reducing the 
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cost of CO2 avoided. Through the testing, both flue gas sources currently available at TCM were used. These sources 
are the combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) based heat and power plant (CHP) and the residual fluidized catalytic 
cracker (RFCC).  They provide flue gases with a wide range of properties and a CO2 content from 3.6 to 14 %.  TCM 
is located next to the Equinor refinery in Mongstad. The Mongstad refinery is the source of both flue gases supplied 
to TCM. 

 The part of the test campaign addressing cost of CO2 avoided will be reported in the current paper where the aim 
is to estimate the potential for cost reduction of some known measures based on experimental data from TCM’s amine 
unit. This means that these estimates will be experimentally verified. It is the first time such a structured cost reduction 
test campaign has been executed on such a large test unit. Hence the results are expected to be useful for large scale 
plants. Besides an experimental verification of known measures, this paper will also use this methodology to estimate 
other cost reduction measures on a theoretical basis using extrapolation of the verified results. 

The performance of TCM's amine plant was presented in 2014 [2] along with an independent verification protocol 
developed by Electric Power Research Institute (Epri) [3]. The performance was reported with a specific reboiler duty 
(SRD) of 4.1 GJ/ton CO2 for a case with 47,000 Sm3/h flue gas flow at 3.7 % CO2 and a capture rate around 85 %. 
CO2 concentration in the flow in and out of the absorber as well as in the product flow was measured by use of one 
FTIR unit that cycled between the three flows. One cycle lasted more than one hour, thus simultaneous gas 
composition measurements could not be presented. In 2015 performance was revisited after a major upgrade of the 
gas phase measuring system. The upgrade included multiple gas phase analyzers at each of the three flows, i.e. in and 
out of the absorber and out of the stripper. The use of anti-foam significantly improved the performance and resulted 
in an SRD of 3.6 GJ/ton CO2 [4] for operation at 59,0000 Sm3/h flue gas flow with 3.6 % CO2. The 47,000 Sm3/h case 
was also revisited in 2015 [5] with a test program for energy optimization based on maintaining 85 % capture rate for 
various combinations of stripper bottom temperature and corresponding lean CO2 loading (mole CO2 per mole amine). 
This resulted in SRDs for the cases without and with the use of anti-foam of 3.9 and 3.6 GJ/ton CO2, respectively. 
These results were used for establishing a baseline. This work takes the next step: how can the cost of capture based 
on this baseline be reduced through a structured test campaign? 

 
Nomenclature 

Abs. pack Absorber packing height 
CAPEX Capital expenditure 
CCGT  Combined cycle gas turbine 
CHP Combined heat and power plant 
L/G Liquid to gas ration, i.e. ratio of solvent flow and flue gas flow  
MEA Monoethanolamine 
MEA-1 Test campaign at TCM on MEA (2013-2014) 
MEA-2 Test campaign at TCM on MEA (2015) 
MEA-3 Test campaign at TCM on MEA (2017-2018) 
OPEX Operational expenditure 
RFCC Residual fluidized catalytic cracker 
Sm3/h  Standard cubic meter per hour at 15 °C and 101.325 kPa 
SRD Specific reboiler duty 
ton 1,000 kg, 
TCM Technology Centre Mongstad 
wt% Concentration on weight basis 

2. Overview of the tests program 

The test program that is reported in this paper was executed at TCM from December 2017 to February 2018. The 
main elements investigated were:  
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• Absorber configurations with packing heights at 24, 18 and 12 meter 
• Solvent concentration with MEA at 30 and 40 wt% 

 
In addition to this, most of the tests were operated at slightly elevated CO2 concentration in the flue gas to be 

treated, i.e. from 3.6 to 4.2 % CO2 (wet), and during last part of the campaign anti-foam was injected based on 
experience from the test program in 2015 [5]. The test program contains 18 test series and the main operational 
parameters are listed in Appendix A. 

The operation in December 2017 was stopped due to signs of corrosion i.e. increasing iron content in the solvent 
and high levels of ammonia emissions to air. Results from corrosion monitoring at TCM is reported in e.g. [6]. After 
inspection and a comprehensive plant washing operation, the test program was started up again week 3, 2018. The 
following two months different modes of operation were investigated. Before presenting the experimental results and 
cost assessments, the definitions of specific reboiler duty, capture rate and CO2 loading will be discussed. 

Figure 1 shows the TCM amine plant in CHP mode. It is a flexible plant that enables testing of CO2 capture in 
several configurations and offers a wide range of flue gas flow rates as well as flue gas compositions [2 to 5]. In the 
current campaign injection of lean amine is made at three different heights in the absorber and thus utilising 24, 18 
and 12 meter absorber packing (yellow boxes in figure), respectively. The CO2 recycle line has been in operation for 
most of the campaign in order to maintain a CO2 level of 4.2 % (wet) in the flue gas into the absorber. 

Specific reboiler duty (SRD) is defined as the heat delivered to the reboiler from the steam system divided by the 
amount of captured CO2: 
 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
�̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

          (1) 

 
where �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the steam flow to the reboiler heat exchanger. ∆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 is the enthalpy difference between steam and 

condensate calculated from measured  temperature and pressure, see also reboiler, steam and condensate in Figure 1. 
Steam pressure is typical around 2.5 barg and up to 160 °C for the tests reported in this paper.  

 

 

Figure 1. The TCM amine plant in CHP mode (up to 80 ton CO2 per day). Flow meters and flue gas analysers are located at absorber inlet, 
outlet/depleted flue gas and product flow. Captured CO2 can be recycled, see green dotted line, to increase the CO2 concentration in the flue gas 
flow into the absorber. 
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CO2 capture rate is the mass fraction of CO2 being captured out of the amount of CO2 flowing into the absorber: 

𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀 = �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

�̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
          (2) 

 
Captured CO2 (�̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) in (1) and (2) can be based on CO2 in product flow (�̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2,𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝) leaving the stripper or on 

difference in mass flow of CO2 over the absorber (�̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 −  �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠). There are several ways of calculating 
CO2 capture rate [4]. In addition to this and as outlined in more details in [4,5] TCM is equipped with multiple flue 
gas analysers for measuring composition in and out of the absorber and out of the stripper, see Figure 1. This also 
includes moisture which alternatively can be calculated based on thermodynamics using temperature and pressure of  
the gases in question. The flow meter at the absorber outlet is unreliable and flow out of absorber is calculated from 
flow into the absorber assuming that all components except moisture and CO2 are conserved. The current analysis will 
be based on the selection of composition analysers, flow meters and calculation methods presented in Appendix B. 

Lean and rich solvent loading (mole CO2/mole amine) are calculated from laboratory analysis of liquid solvent 
samples that provide total inorganic carbon (mole CO2/kg solvent) and total alkalinity (mole amine/kg solvent): 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 =  𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

        (3) 

3. Optimising performance: energy 

Most of the MEA-3 program was conducted with CO2 concentration at 4.2 % (wet) in the flue gas into the absorber. 
This was maintained by recycling captured CO2 back to the absorber inlet. This secured stable CO2 concentration in 
the flue gas since recycled CO2 could top the initial CO2 concentration of 3.5 to 3.9 % up to 4.2 % (wet). This CO2 
level is typical for state of the art CCGT plants. Selected test series that will be discussed below are presented in Table 
1. 

Figure 2 shows to the left the MEA-3 test series 3 with black filled symbols and series 11 with black open symbols. 
These two series were operated at 47,000 Sm3/h, 24 meter absorber packing and without use of anti-foam. Compared 
to results from the MEA-2 campaign in 2015 [5] these two new test series resulted in a lower optimum SRD, but this 
may be due to several aspects and in addition the CO2 concentration in the flue gas into absorber was higher. However, 
during this part of the campaign the amine plant could be operated at rather high stripper bottom temperature and 
corresponding low lean solvent CO2 loading without the use of antifoam. Thus, the resulting optimum point was found 
at a higher stripper bottom temperature and lower lean CO2 loading compared to MEA-2 results, i.e. 118.1 °C /0.29 
mole/mole for MEA-2 versus 121.0 °C/0.21 mole/mole for MEA-3. Results down to 3.6 GJ/ton CO2 was not achieved 
at 24 meter absorber packing when operated without the use of anti-foam and as will be presented below the effect 
anti-foam was not at all as pronounced as in the MEA-2 campaign. We acknowledge this difference in performance 
which could be due to several factors, however, this has not yet been concluded. 

Table 1. Selected test series from MEA-3 campaign at 24 and 18 meter absorber packing, the latter operated at 30 and 40 wt% MEA. The liquid- 
to gas ratio (L/G) is the ratio of lean amine- to flue gas flow. SRD is based on thermal energy, see equation 1. 

# Abs. 
pack 

MEA Flue gas  
× 1000 

Anti-
foam 

Lean 
× 1000 

L/G Stripper 
bottom temp  

SRD 
 

CO2 
capture  

[m] [wt%] [Sm3/h] [-] [kg/h] [kg/Sm3] [°C] [GJ/ton CO2] [%] 

3 24 30 47.0 No 42.0–55.0 0.89–1.17 119.8–121.5 3.8-4.4 86 

11 24 30 47.0 No 45.0–60.0 0.96–1.28 119.7–121.4 3.8-4.4 83-86 

13 18 30 47.0 Yes 47.5–55.0 1.01–1.17 120.6–121.4 3.9-4.1 84-86 

17 18 30 47.0 Yes 52.2–55.1 1.11–1.17 121.5–121.9 3.8-3.9 85-89 

B 18 30 47.1-47.2 No1 52.5–52.7 1.11–1.12 120.8–120.9 3.8-3.9 87 

9 18 40 51.0 No 44.8–55.0 0.88–1.08 121.0–122.8 3.6 82-86 
1Test series B is made after reclaiming and with no use of anti-foam. 
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All SRDs and capture rates presented in Figure 2, Table 1 and Table 2 are calculated based on that captured CO2 
(�̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐) in equation (1) is derived from the difference in mass flow of CO2 over the absorber. Earlier reported data 
from MEA-2 campaign [5] was based on measured product mass flow of out of stripper. The discussion below is 
based on a reassessment of these data using mass flow of CO2 over the absorber. The data points presented are made 
from averaging process data over a two hour time slot. This time slot also includes liquid solvent samples such that 
solvent CO2 loading can be calculated according to equation (3). 

Performance at 18 meter absorber packing height was investigated at both 30 and 40 wt% MEA. Figure 2 shows 
to the right the MEA-3 test series 13 and 17 with filled and open brown symbols, respectively. The blue filled symbols 
are test series B without anti-foam that was executed after solvent reclaiming. The best SRDs were obtained around 
3.8 GJ/ton CO2 for test series 17 which is a bit below the 24 meter tests in MEA-2 without anti-foam. The red filled 
symbols in Figure 2 right hand side shows MEA-3 series 9 which was operated with 51,000 Sm3/h flue gas flow, 40 
wt% MEA and without the use of anti-foam. The optimum SRD is similar as the best performance from MEA-2, 
however, the absorber packing required was reduced from 24 meter (MEA-2) to 18 meter (MEA-3) and no use of anti-
foam. Test series 9 was stopped before completion due to increasing ammonia emission and signs of corrosion i.e. 
increasing iron content in solvent. Thus only a limited number of parameter variations was conducted during operation 
at 40 wt% MEA and there might still be a potential for obtaining even lower SRDs. Another observation was that the 
use of anti-foam had limited effect on performance which can be seen from the brown (with anti-foam) and the blue 
symbols (without anti-foam) in Figure 2 to the right. Case 9-4 that was operated at 40 wt% MEA without the use of 
anti-foam resulted in the lowest SRD in this campaign. 

Figure 2. To the left SRD for tests utilising 24 meter absorber packing compared to results from MEA-2 in 2015 (grey symbols and lines). MEA-3 
series 3 is with black filled symbols and series 11 is with black open symbols. To the right SRD for tests at 18 meter absorber packing compared 
to the same results from MEA-2 in 2015 (grey symbols and lines). Series 13 is with brown filled symbols, series 17 with brown open symbols, 
series B with blue symbols and series 9 which is with 40 wt% MEA, is with red symbols. SRDs are calculated based on difference in mass flow of 
CO2 over the absorber. All plots except series 9 are with 30 wt% MEA. The right and left figure present the same MEA-2  results utilising 24 meter 
absorber packing. Table 1 and Table 2 provide more information about the test series. 

Table 2. With ref to Figure 2 operational data, SRD and capture rate for the three cases at lowest SRD values during MEA-3. SRD is based on 
thermal energy, see equation 1. 

# Abs. 
pack 

MEA Flue gas   
× 1000 

L/G Anti-
foam 

Stripper 
bottom temp  

Lean 
loading 

SRD 
 

CO2 
Capture  

[m] [wt%] [Sm3/h] [-] [-] [°C] [mole/mole] [GJ/ton CO2] [%] 

11-1 24 30 47.0 1.07 No 121.0 0.21 3.8 85 

17-5 18 30 47.0 1.11 Yes 121.6 0.20 3.8 88 

9-4 18 40 51.0 0.98 No 121.7 0.25 3.6 87 
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4. Modes of operation 

Based on previous work [4,5] it was interesting to further investigate the trade-off between capital expenditure 
(CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX) parameters for operating conditions relevant for various CCGT- and 
exhaust gas recycling systems with the aim of providing experimental evidence on how total capture cost can be 
minimized. 

The flexibility of the TCM amine plant was utilized in test series with large variations in absorber packing height, 
flue gas flow rate, liquid- to gas flow ratio (L/G), solvent CO2 loading and inlet CO2 concentration. This experimental 
set-up covered a range of operating modes. Data collection and performance results such as mass balance, CO2 
recovery, capture rate and SRD are according to methods described in section 2 above. Table 3 gives operational 
parameters and performance results for selected cases used in the cost evaluation described in section 6 below. Data 
from previous campaigns, MEA-1 and MEA-2 [2,4], are also included in the table for comparison. 

Table 3. Test cases selected for further investigation. Case 11-1 and 9-4 are optimum modes of operation selected from Figure 2. The liquid- to gas 
ratio (L/G) is the ratio of lean amine- to flue gas flow. SRD is based on thermal energy, see equation 1. 

# Abs. 
pack 

MEA Flue gas 
× 1000 

CO2 wet L/G Lean 
loading 

SRD �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 CO2 
capture 

 [m] [wt%] [Sm3/h]  [%] [-] [mole/mole] [GJ/ton CO2] [kg/h] [%] 

11-1 24 30 47.0 4.2 1.07 0.21 3.8 3,160    85 

5-1 24 30 59.0 4.1 0.92 0.20 4.0 3,480    77 

8-1 18 30 51.0 4.3 1.07 0.21 3.9 3,360    82 

9-4 18 40 51.0 4.2 0.98 0.25 3.6 3,430    86 

13-2 18 30 47.0 4.3 1.12 0.20 3.9 3,180    84 

15-0 12 30 47.0 4.2 1.18 - 4.1 2,700    73 

15-3 12 30 47.0 5.0 1.38 0.23 4.0 3,170    72 

MEA-1 24 30 47.0 3.7 1.17 0.23 4.1 2,750 ~ 85 

MEA-2 24 30 59.0 3.6 1.00 0.21 3.6 3,390    86 

 
The initial learning at TCM during the years 2013 and 2014 are represented by the test case MEA-1. At that time 

the operation was mainly with 24 meter absorber packing height and flue gas flow at 47,000 Sm3/h (80 % of design 
flow capacity). For capture rates between 85 to 90 % the specific reboiler duty was measured to 4.1 GJ/ton CO2. 

In the MEA-2 campaign in 2015 learning from several test campaigns were implemented in the test plan. Addition 
of anti-foam improved especially the stripper performance. This allowed operation with full flue gas load and 
achievement of both high capture rates and significantly lower SRD values. 

In the current MEA-3 campaign, the cases 11-1 and 5-1 are utilizing 24 meter absorber packing height and were 
run at 47,000 and 59,000 Sm3/h flue gas flow, respectively. The stripper performance constrained the maximum 
possible CO2 capture to 3,480 kg/h in the case with highest flue gas flow. The corresponding capture rate was 77%. 
However, during the current campaign no energy optimisation was made at 59,000 Sm3/h flue gas flow and this test 
was done without the use of anti-foam.  

From the three cases run at 18 meter absorber packing height (cases 8-1, 9-4 and 13-2) it is seen that the benefit of 
40 w% MEA is lower L/G, lower SRD and still achieving high capture rate. The low L/G and the high lean CO2 
loading indicates a further potential for capturing more CO2 in this system.  

The two cases run at 12 meter absorber packing height achieved rather low capture rates. The benefit of increasing 
the CO2 concentration in the flue gas flow into absorber from 4.2 to 5.0 % (wet) is assessed based on results from 
these two cases. 
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5. Cost assessment and cost of CO2 avoided 

The economic evaluations of power and capture plants in this paper is based on standard “Cost of Electricity” 
(COE)- and “Cost of CO2 avoided” metrics. These calculations are based on aligned and standardized estimates and 
assumptions on technology process performance such as energy efficiency, CO2 generation and capture rates, see e.g. 
[7]. Cost estimates include CAPEX, operations and maintenance (O&M) including fuel and a set of general price and 
rate of return assumptions. For each case in section 6 below, a complete sized capture plant equipment list is 
established. Aspen In-Plant Cost Estimator (IPCE) V9 is used to estimate equipment cost. Equipment installation 
factors are then used to estimate total installed costs. The OPEX can be split in annual cost (of capex), power loss, 
maintenance, chemicals and fixed operating costs. The gas fired power plant specific cost is based on GTPro and a 
West Europe scenario. All calculations are furthermore carried out at: 

 
• normalised, per unit (kWh) output from the base industrial (power) plant  
• pretax, pre-financing basis 
• annual cost basis, applying a capital charge factor corresponding to a standard discount factor and project time 

horizon 
 
Cost of CO2 avoided ($/ton CO2) is calculated according to (4) below and is based on cost of electricity (COE) and 

CO2 emission per kWh (CO2 emission) for a power plant with capture (cap) and without CO2 capture (no cap). 
 

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

     (4) 

The calculated cost of CO2 avoided implicitly accounts for the capture systems’ own energy demand and its 
inherent CO2 emissions. The following economic assumptions are applied: 
 
• Fuel gas price: 0.1875 US $/Sm3  
• On-stream hours: 7,884 (90 %) 
• Discount rate: 5 % real (pretax) 
• Time horizon: 30 years 
 

This paper will only report percentage cost reduction and no absolute cost numbers. The main reasons are that the 
absolute numbers are not useful for the purpose of this work and are partially confidential. In this work one consistent 
method and one consistent set of assumptions are used for calculating the cost, which is important for a fair 
comparison. 

6. Cost evaluation of selected cases 

The experiments targeted lowest possible absorber packing height, lowest possible L/G and SRD while maximizing 
the captured CO2 and capture rate. In Table 4 below the experimental data for the selected cases are scaled to a full-
scale design at a fixed inlet CO2 flow of 150 ton CO2/h and measured capture rate case by case.  

In order to compare the MEA-1 and MEA-2 to MEA-3 on the same basis in the cost assessment, the CO2 inlet 
concentrations for these two cases are adjusted up to 4.2 % (wet) and the flue gas flow rates are reduced 
correspondingly, reducing the size and cost of flue gas blower, DCC and absorber. The superficial gas velocity is held 
constant in the DCC and absorber, reducing the diameter of these units. 

The adjusted/scaled absorber packing height and the most important cost parameter, the packing volume, are 
calculated from the experimental data for the cases selected in the MEA-3 campaign. The scaled-up absorber volume 
is based on packing height utilised for each TCM test case and a scaled up cross sectional area. The latter is calculated 
based on TCM cross sectional area and the ratio of full-scale (150 ton CO2/h) to TCM (case by case) CO2 inlet flow. 
For all scaled up cases the cross sectional areas are adjusted to fit with a superficial velocity of 2 m/s (at 0 °C, 1 atm). 
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Thus, packing height, see Table 4, is adjusted in order to maintain the scaled-up absorber packing volume. The packing 
volume per captured CO2 will be equal for each TCM and corresponding scaled up case. The data are shown in Table 
4 below together with calculated lean solvent flow per kg CO2 into absorber, CO2 loading in lean and rich amine. The 
rich CO2 loading is calculated based on solvent flow rate and captured CO2. 

Packing volume is a major CAPEX element and for operation with 30 and 40 wt% MEA the most cost-effective 
packing volume demonstrated at TCM was about 37 m3/ton CO2 capture per hour for the current test conditions. This 
result is however, design and site specific. In case 9-4 with 40 wt% MEA the main cost reduction parameters are 
reduced enthalpy to reboiler (low SRD) and reduced solvent flow rate. 

The case 11-1 had more packing than needed and very little CO2 is captured in the upper 6 m packed bed. The 
cases 11-1, 8-1 and 13-2 performed close to the MEA-2 results, while the case 5-1 was performing poorer. The flue 
gas flow rate was very high in this case resulting in high CO2 flow into the absorber. The rich CO2 loading was high, 
indicating that the solvent flow rate was too low to achieve high capture rate. Solvent flow rate was 12.02 kg solvent 
per kg CO2 in comparison to at least 13.50 kg solvent per kg CO2 into absorber for the best cases. In new campaigns 
some of the cases could be further improved if higher capture rates are obtained. 

The cases 15-0 and 15-3 with 12 m absorber packing achieved the lowest packing volume per kg CO2 captured. 
On the other hand, the capture rate was low and the solvent flow rate was higher. This resulted in higher capture cost. 
These cases had in fact a too low packing volume. 

In MEA-1 the packing volume was slightly higher than for the 11-1 case, solvent flow was higher and the rich 
loading was lower. In MEA-2 with 24 meter absorber packing height, the packing volume of 50 m3 per ton CO2 
captured is on the high side compared to the MEA-3 results. 

Table 4. The test cases selected for further investigation are scaled up to 150 ton of CO2/h in the flue gas into the absorber base on 2 m/s superficial 
velocity (at 0 °C, 1 atm) in the absorber. Case 11-1 and 9-4 are optimum cases in Figure 2 while rest of the tests documents different modes of 
operation. 

# Adjusted  
abs. pack 

Packing  
Volume 

Lean solvent 
flow 

Lean  
loading 

Rich  
Loading 

Captured 
CO2  

CO2 
capture  

[m] [m3/ton CO2, h] [kg/kg CO2 in] [mole/mole] [mole/mole] [ton/h] [%] 

11-1 27.3 54 13.48 0.21 0.51 128 85 

5-1 22.4 49 12.02 0.20 0.51 115 77 

8-1 18.5 38 13.31 0.21 0.51 123 82 

9-4 19.0 37 12.48 0.25 0.50 129 86 

13-2 20.2 40 13.94 0.20 0.50 127 84 

15-0 13.7 32 15.07 0.21 0.45 110 73 

15-3 13.7 27 14.74 0.23 0.47 108 72 

MEA-1 ~28 ~55 ~16 0.23 0.48 128 85 

MEA-2 25.5 50 14.5 0.21 0.50 128 86 

 

Section 5 above introduces the economic evaluation and cost of CO2 avoided. In Figure 3 to the left the 
demonstrated cost reduction for the seven test cases selected from MEA-3 is presented relative to the cost of CO2 
avoided of MEA-1. The demonstrated effect of increasing the CO2 concentration in flue gas into absorber from 4.2 to 
5.0 % (wet) is shown by cases 15-0 and 15-3. When scaled to 150 ton CO2/h the cost reduction for 15-0 to 15-3 is 
mainly due to the reduced resulting flow of flue gas, impacting the cost of the DCC, flue gas blower and absorber. 
Case 9-4 demonstrates the largest cost reduction contribution, i.e. 13.5 % down relative to MEA-1. This case is also 
presented in Figure 3 to the right (MEA-3) along with MEA-2 and a theoretically case based on 9-4 assuming 5 % 
CO2 (wet) in the flue gas. The latter improves the case 9-4 by about 5 % points. 
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Figure 3. To the left: Demonstrated reduction in cost of CO2 avoided for seven selected MEA-3 cases. To the right: Lowering cost of CO2 avoided 
in campaigns MEA-1 to MEA-3. The MEA-3 is also presented with its theoretically potential if CO2 content in flue gas is 5 % (MEA-3 Base + 5 
% CO2). Results are presented relative to assessment made for MEA-1 in 2014. Note that case 9-4 in the left plot is presented as "MEA-3 base" in 
the right plot. 

The measures in Figure 3 do not represent radical new ways of operating or new technologies. They can rather be 
categorized as learning-by doing. They are typically measures relevant for the first few plants, also called FOAK – 
first of a kind. Since the cost reduction potential of these measures is experimentally verified in one of the world’s 
largest demonstration plants, the cost reduction should be highly accurate, and hence relevant for future post-
combustion plants. 

Based on the experience from the test campaign other reduction measures have been studies on a theoretical basis 
in order to investigate future potential for reducing cost of CO2 avoided. A theoretical parameter study has been made 
based on case 9-4, referred as "MEA-3 Base" in Figure 4. The following elements have been assessed: 
 
• Reduce from 2 × 3 meter wash section to 1 × 3 meter wash section  
• Reduce solvent consumption from 1.6 kg/ton CO2 down to 0.3 kg/ton CO2 [8,9] 
• Increase CO2 capture rate from 86 to 90 % 
• Reduce steam consumption to achieve SRD of 3.1 GJ/ton CO2 (other solvents than MEA) 
• Increasing CO2 content in flue gas from 4.2 up to 5 % 
 

These measures are considered to be realistic. Most of the numbers are reported in the post-combustion literature 
and seem reasonable. In addition to these measures reduced manning is also included in the parameter study for 
illustration: 

 
• Reduced manning from 4 operators per shift to 1 operator per shift 
 

Figure 4 shows the cumulative effect for cost of CO2 avoided from these 6 elements. Solvent and process 
development relates to the first five items. The assumptions on operators before and after reduction is not based on 
TCM experience. The second last element corresponds to state of the art CCGT plants that are expected to be operated 
at 5 % CO2. The five first elements improves the "MEA-3 Base" by 17.1 % while utilizing all six elements results in 
21.5 % improvement.  

All in all, these initiatives will represent a reduction in cost of CO2 avoided of the order of 30 % when compared 
to MEA-1. However, note that these measures are not necessary cumulative, i.e. all combinations may not be possible 
at the same time.  

MEA-1 11-1 5-1 8-1 9-4 13-2 15-0 15-3

0,0 %

-8,9 %

-1,1 %

-9,3 %

-13,5 %

-9,9 %

0,4 %

-5,0 %

MEA-1 MEA-2 MEA-3
Base

MEA-3
Base  +

5 % CO2

0,0 %

-10,3 %

-13,5 %

-18,2 %
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Figure 4. Relative cost of CO2 avoided based test case 9-4 (MEA-3 Base) and a theoretical parameter study involving 6 cost reduction initiatives 
introduced on top of each other. 

7. Conclusion 

Different modes of operation with cost saving potential were executed as part of the MEA-3 campaign at TCM 
from December 2017 to February 2018. The target was to explore learning from five years of operation at TCM with 
respect to overall cost reduction potential using the relative cost of CO2 avoided metric. The new results were therefore 
compared to those reported from the MEA-1 and MEA-2 campaigns. The investigation of optimum energy 
performance identified that SRD values below 3.6 GJ/ton CO2 for MEA are challenging to achieve with 30 wt% MEA 
and a CCGT like flue gas. This performance is achieved at TCM with a conventional amine plant and may be 
optimized with an advance process plant. In the cost reduction part of the investigation the level of 10 % cost reduction 
in cost of CO2 avoided as achieved in MEA-2 was confirmed with the new experiments. Packing volume is a major 
CAPEX element and the most cost-effective packing volume demonstrated based on TCM equipment, was about 37 
m3/ton CO2 capture per hour for the current test conditions. The lowest cost of CO2 avoided was demonstrated when 
using MEA at 40 wt% and 18 meter absorber packing height. Compared with MEA-1 results a cost reduction of 13.5% 
was demonstrated. There is likely a further cost reduction potential of 5 %-points for this case. This is based on results 
from tests when the flue gas CO2 concentration was increased from 4.2 to 5.0 % (wet). Finally, a theoretical parameter 
variation showed a potential cost reduction of around 20 % compared with MEA-3 Base. Compared to MEA-1 this 
amounts to a reduction potential of the order of 30 %. However, all combinations may not be possible at the same 
time.  

It is important to notice that these results are generated at one of the world’s largest capture demonstration units, 
and that it is the first time that such a structured campaign is executed. Similar testing can be carried out with different 
amine-based solvents. Therefore, these results at TCM scale represent a very relevant basis for scale up and industrial 
design of amine solvent capture technologies. 
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Appendix A 

Table A1. The test series during MEA-3, 2017-2018. 

# Abs. 
pack 

MEA Flue gas 
× 1,000 

Anti-
foam 

Lean  
× 1,000 

L/G Stripper bottom  Lean 
loading 

CO2 wet 
 

[m] [wt%] [Sm3/h] [-] [kg/h] [-] [°C] [-] % 

11 12-18 30 40.0-60.0 No 39.4-66.0 0.82-1.11 119.2-121.5 0.15-0.23 3.5-3.9 

2 12-24 30 40.0-47.0 No 40.5-44.1 0.94-1.10 120.0-120.5 0.18-021 3.8-3.9 

3 24 30 47.0 No 42.0–55.0 0.89–1.17 119.8–121.5 0.16-0.23 4.1-4.3 

4 24 30 50.5-53.0 No 54.5-54.6 1.03-1.08 120.2-120.4 0.20-0.21 4.1-4.2 

5 24 30 59.0 No 54.4 0.92 120.5 0.20 4.1-4.2 

6 Test of max flue gas flow vs. pressure drop in the absorber 
    

7 24 30 51.0 No 54.8 1.07 120.8 0.21 4.1-4.2 

8 18 30 51.0 No 54.1-73.9 1.06-1.45 118.5-120.6 0.21-0.28 4.2-4.3 

92 18 40 51.0 No 44.8–55.1 0.88–1.08 120.5–122.8 0.23-0.28 4.1-4.4 

10 18 30 51.0 No 55.2-60.1 1.08-1.18 120.6-121.2 0.22-0.25 4.1-4.2 

11 24 30 47.0 No 45.0–60.0 0.96–1.28 119.7–121.4 0.17-0.25 4.2-4.3 

12 18 30 47.0 No 49.6-54.7 1.06-1.16 120.5-121.1 0.19-0.21 4.1-4.3 

13 18 30 47.0 Yes 47.5–55.0 1.01–1.17 120.6–121.4 0.17-0.21 4.1-4.3 

14 12 30 47.0 Yes 54.2-65.2 1.15-1.39 120.8-121.7 0.18-0.22 4.1-4.3 

153 12 30 47.0 Yes 55.3-65.0 1.18-1.38 120.5 0.23 4.2-5.0 

16 12 30 40.0 Yes 35.2 1.14 121.2 0.20 4.2 

174 18 30 47.0 Yes 52.2–55.1 1.11–1.17 121.0–121.9 0.17-0.21 4.2 

B 18 30 47.1-47.2 No 52.5–52.7 1.11–1.12 120.8–120.9 0.21-0.22 4.2-4.3 
1Tests in week 49 and 50 2017. Rest of the test series were executed in 2018. 
2Full range of parameters reported, but 9-1 and 9-3 were at capture rate below 80% and are not included in Table 1 (section 3). 
3Includes test at elevated CO2, i.e. 5% CO2 (wet). 
4Full range of parameters reported, but 17-1 was at capture rate below 80% and is not included in Table 1 (section 3). 

Appendix B 

Table B1. Selected instruments and calculation methods for analysing test data. 
Unit Property Method  Tag/comment 

Absorber in H2O Calculated f(T,p) 8610-TT-2041, 8610-PT-2040 

 CO2 IR-high 8610-AI-2004A 

 Flow Ultrasonic 8610-FT-0150 

Absorber out H2O Calculated f(T,p) 8610-TT-2035, 8610-PT-2430 

 CO2 IR-high 8610-AI-2030A 

 Flow Calculated Based on flow: "Absorber in" 

Product flow H2O Calculated f(T,p) 8615-TT-2210, 8615-PT-2213 

 CO2 Calculated 100 – f(T,p) 

 Flow  Coriolis 8615-FT-2215 
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With ref to Table B1 the volume flow out of the absorber (�̇�𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠) is calculated from volume flow into ��̇�𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖� the 
absorber assuming all components except water (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) and CO2 (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2) are conserved: 

�̇�𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = �̇�𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
100−𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

100−𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠         (B-1) 
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Abstract 

In the ICO2P-project the overall aim is to develop an innovative and cost-effective monitoring scheme for CO2 capture and storage 
operations, implementing new methods for in situ noble gas measurements. The first step is to establish a basis for fluid source 
identification by recording temporal variance of noble gas composition in CO2 product. Studies of noble gases related to CCS 
typically include few, single point samples. In ICO2P, a portable mass spectrometer (i.e. miniRUEDI) is utilized to directly measure 
real time variability of the noble gas content in CO2 gas streams at operating CCS facilities. The first study was performed at the 
Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM) in Norway, a large-scale test facility for post-combustion CO2 capture operations. During an 
open scientific test campaign for amine-based capture (TSA-MEA), noble gases (He, Ar, Kr) as well as CO2, N2, O2 concentrations 
in the CO2 product stream were recorded every 10 to 15 minutes during a 5-day period. He concentrations (<0.001ppm)were 
depleted post-capture and too low for temporal variation measurements in the CO2 product line. Ar concentrations (0.15 – 0.65 
ppm) were significantly higher and temporal variation was successfully recorded in the CO2 product line. Ar was found to be 
sensitive to capture operations, e.g. CO2 recycling ratio. This new approach will provide knowledge of the uniqueness and 
variability of inherent noble gas fingerprints and depletion/absorption during CCS operations and provide grounds for comparison 
between fluid origins needed in leakage detection schemes at CO2 storage sites.  
 

Keywords:  CO2 storage; CO2 capture; CCS; noble gases; monitoring; 
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Fig. 1. Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM), Norway [Photo © Equinor] DA amine plant with CHP flue gas inlet from the front, and the high 
absorber tower in the middle. “Captured” CO2 product outlet and sample point towards the right. 
 
 

1. Introduction 

During a recent feasibility study [1], to assess the potential for real-time, semi-continuous noble gas monitoring, 
data were collected from CO2 capture operations at the Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM) in Norway (Fig. 1), 
using a novel method for quantitative gas composition measurement. The overall aim has been to contribute towards 
developing innovative and cost-effective monitoring schemes for CO2 capture and storage operations, work that is 
now part of an ongoing research project - the ICO2P-2 project [1] during 2018-2021. 

By recording temporal variance of noble gas composition in CO2 capture products, the inherent geochemical 
fingerprint can be evaluated with respect to the potential for source identification at prospective storage sites (i.e. 
differentiation of sources at CO2 seepage sites or natural variations in marine and terrestrial environments). Studies 
so far typically include only a few, single point samples, and there is a clear need for more background data on gas 
compositions and better sampling strategies to ensure safe storage and reliable leakage detection. The miniRuedi [2] 
portable mass spectrometer has the capacity to measure low concentrations (i.e. partial pressures) of He, Ar and Kr, 
as well as CO2, CH4, O2 and other relevant chemical substances with high accuracy at sample intervals of < 15 minutes. 
This technology proved suitable for monitoring fluctuations in some components of the CO2-product composition, as 
tested during an open scientific test campaign for post-combustion capture processes; amine-based temperature swing 
absorption (TSA), at TCM in summer 2017.    

This data set, and further work, will provide important knowledge on absolute variability in CO2 product from 
complex and mixed sources. During capture operations and before storage of CO2 can commence, there is a need to 
document variability, and to evaluate the inherent compositional signature (and the potential need for adding tracers). 
This approach will allow for source-specific identification of fluids; differentiating injected (anthropogenic) CO2 from 
natural (methanogenic / biogenic) CO2 rich gases at potential leakage points.    

 
 

2. Noble gases as tracers in CCS (and EOR) 

     Reliable monitoring is a prerequisite for safe, long-term storage and public acceptance of CCS. Terrestrial noble 
gases (i.e. He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) appear to be suitable natural tracers for monitoring and understanding CO2-rich gas 
systems [3]. They are chemically inert and non-degradable. And in contrast to several commonly applied chemical 
tracers (e.g. PerFluoroCarbons), inherent noble gases are not harmful to the environment and bring no additional cost. 
The concept of using noble gases for monitoring CO2 projects has been demonstrated at small-scale onshore facilities, 
and noble gas data proved to be crucial evidence to rule out an alleged leakage incident at the Weyburn project [4]. 
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However, there are still knowledge gaps: studies so far typically include only a few, single-point samples, and there 
is a clear need for better data on gas compositions and variability. 

To understand large-scale reservoir dynamics and fluid mixing at CO2 injection sites and along possible leakage 
paths, experience from research related to multi-phase hydrocarbon systems have to be used and adapted to the 
scientific case of CCS. Formation water in deep, saline aquifers will have a unique noble gas signature based on a 
blend of an atmospheric component (stable contents of 20Ne, 36Ar, 84Kr), a deep mantle component (mostly supplying 
3He) and a crustal radiogenic component (production of 4He, 21Ne, 40Ar). The signature is a function of time and 
dependent on the in-situ lithology [5]. Crustal 4He is supplied from radiogenic decay of U and Th in minerals, and 
40Ar is produced by radioactive decay of 40K. The mixing ratios of meteoric, mantle and crustal components may yield 
information about residence times and fluid mixing. E.g., it was found that seepage of methane causes depletion of 
20Ne and 36Ar relative to 4He by partitioning, as the heavier noble gas species are more soluble in methane than in 
water [5]. Exchange between groundwater and oil phase may also be detected as increased 20Ne and 36Ar abundance 
in oil, as described for the Magnus Field in the British North Sea [6]. Injected CO2-rich fluid will also interact with 
formation water and/or hydrocarbon phases present in a storage reservoir. A recent tracer test at the Cranfield enhanced 
oil recovery (EOR) field in the US, adding Kr and Xe, showed noble gases to be stripped from formation water and 
into the CO2 phase [7]. Mapping of the background noble gas abundance before injection is of utmost importance to 
characterize the natural gas composition and spatial distributions prior to CO2 injection. This will improve the 
understanding of CO2 trapping mechanisms and oil/water/gas partitioning in reservoirs, and form the grounds for 
comparison needed in leakage detection schemes. 

2.1. Compositional variability in captured CO2 

Norway is currently at the forefront in developing CCS, along with Canada, Australia, USA and China. With two 
active storage sites and a national plan to establish another, larger-scale offshore storage site at Smeaheia, there is an 
imminent need to prepare reliable, cost-effective and long-term monitoring programs. Noble gas finger-printing can 
provide an applicable solution, but there is a significant knowledge gap concerning the inherent signature of CO2 from 
various capture processes.  

At the operative Sleipner and Snøhvit sites, inherent CO2 from fossil sources (natural gas reservoirs) is captured 
(as part of the gas processing) and re-injected into a storage formation (saline aquifer). Such single-source storage 
schemes are expected to display the least degree of temporal variation in the noble gas compositions of injected gas. 
The noble gas signature of a given natural gas accumulation is related to long-term, slow accumulation rates of e.g. 
3He, 4He, 21Ne, 40Ar in a given geological setting. Lateral or vertical compositional gradients in reservoirs related to 
the lithology and contact time with fluids in traps and along migration paths, may be documented as compositional 
changes during production. However, these changes are expectedly subtle, compared to complex mixed-source and 
post-combustion schemes. At the Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM) the source is mixed, and natural gas from 
several reservoirs are combusted before CO2-rich flue-gas enters the capture facility. CO2 is captured from a 
combination of flue gases; (1) from a combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) based heat and power plant (CHP) or (2) 
the residual fluid catalytic cracker (RFCC) at the Equinor refinery at Mongstad.  At the CHP plant large quantities of 
gases from different fossil sources are combined, but after initial mixing and combustion, the signature of the flue 
gases are expected to become relatively homogenous within a few days. Then, with addition of residual refinery gas, 
the compositional variability is expected to increase. Further, the combustion process will add an atmospheric 
component.  
     Depletion of the radiogenic/nucleogenic components of reservoir derived noble gases occurs during combustion 
and capture [8]. In the product line recirculation rates, addition of different solutes with given solubilities for the gases 
and their isotopes under varying pressure and temperature conditions will affect noble gas contents. In this study, we 
attempt to document temporal changes, and the next step is to interpret and decipher the relative effects of capture 
processes on noble gas fingerprinting. Additionally, documenting variation in the fossil gas feed is highly relevant in 
evaluating the traceability of mixed-source gas in future storage schemes, involving captured CO2 also from other 
industries (e.g. cement, ammonia, waste incineration, biogas). E.g. the presented storage scheme for Smeaheia 
involves storage of CO2 from mixed sources, after post-combustion capture. 
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3. Methodology 

3.1. Capture processes at TCM 

The Technology Centre Mongstad (TCM) is 
a large-scale test facility for CO2 capture 
operations. This study was conducted in July 
2017 during an open scientific test campaign for 
post-combustion capture processes, using 
amine-based temperature swing absorption 
(TSA) [e.g. 9, 10, 11]. Monoethanolamine 
(MEA) is used as solvent for CO2. The combined 
cycle gas turbine and power plant is run with 
reservoir gas from different fields in the North 
Sea mixed with a fraction (up to 50 %) of 
residual gases from the nearby refinery. Flue gas 
is fed into the TCM plant, cooled, run through 
the absorber, before CO2 is stripped off by 
heating the solvent and vented to a safe location 
in a dedicated vent stack (Fig. 2). During the test 
period, the capture plant was run with flue gas 
from the CHP plant, with a CO2 concentration of 
approximately 4 vol%. In addition, recycling 
(i.e. return of CO2 product back to feed gas 
upstream absorber) was performed, increasing 
the CO2 content to mimic concentrations similar 
to coal combustion capture (Fig. 2).   

3.2. Portable mass spectrometer  

     The adapted mass spectrometric technology 
for analyzing extremely low concentrations and 
the isotopic fractionations of He, Ne, Kr, Xe, Ar 
in water and gas is available only in few 
laboratories worldwide, with the research 
laboratory at Eawag/ETH (Zürich) being one of 
the pioneers in this field. 
     The miniRuedi (Fig. 3) allows for semi-
continuous gas analysis (i.e. partial pressures), 
and may be used to measure noble gas 
concentrations. It consists mainly of two vacuum 
pumps (DP, TP) and a quadrupole mass 
spectrometer (QMS) with two detectors 
(Faraday and Multiplier) with different 
sensitivities. In contrast to fixed laboratory units, 
no purification by e.g. cryogenics is carried out, 
which reduces the detection limits, but allows for 
on-site measurements and smaller instrument 
units [2]. The instrument has several inlet ports such that a standard gas for calibration and multiple samples can be 
measured subsequently and automatically without changing the setup. The consumption rate of sample gas is 
negligible low compared to passing gas streams. 

Fig. 2. Post-Combstion CO2 capture at the Technology Centre Mongstad 
during TSA-MEA test campaigns. A mobile mass spectrometer was 
connected to the CO2 product line. Modified from Thimsen et a. [9] 
 
 

Fig. 3. The miniRuedi portable mass spectrometer (figure from Brennwald et 
al.  [2]) set up with 6-port inlet selector valve (S), capillary (C), inlet valve 
(V), quadrupole masspectrometer (QMS), turbomolecular pump (TP), and 
diaphragm pump (DP). 
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3.3. Sample set-up 

A miniRuedi [2] mass spectrometer was connected to the outgoing CO2 product line, downstream the overhead 
condenser of the CO2 stripper (Fig. 2). This stream is water-saturated, and the slip-stream to the instrument was passed 
through a dryer to avoid the risk of condensation in the instrument. A pressure regulator was mounted between the 
sample point and the membrane inlet to decrease the inlet pressure to atmospheric pressure. This inlet pressures were 
fairly constant and recorded with a pressure sensor. The instrument was mounted in less than 1 hour, and ran 
continuously during a 5-day test period. The analytical sequence was set to repeating cycles of one air-standard 
analysis block (calibration), followed by three CO2 output stream sample analysis blocks. An ambient air sample 
analysis block was added intermittently to remove residual CO2 from the ion source. The analysis blocks lasted 
between 10 and 15 minutes depending on the number of components measured. During the test He, H2O, Ne, N2, O2, 
Ar, CO2 and Kr were measured. In this way, a unique, semi-continuous data series of gas content was collected and 
suitable measurement routines were established. Single samples were gathered for lab analysis of noble gas isotopes. 

4. Results 

The instrument ran steadily throughout the sampling period. However, as this was a feasibility study, parameters 
such as air-calibration and sampling intervals as well as the selection of analyzed components were tweaked and tested 
underway. Absolute concentrations of CO2, O2 and N2 were compared with measurements performed by TCM (in-
line gas-chromatography).  Low concentrations of noble gases throughout the measuring campaign confirm depletion 
during capture. Kr and Ne were excluded after initial sampling tests, as their partial pressures were below the detection 
limit. He was too low (< 0.001 ppm) throughout for proper quantification with the miniRuedi, as peak variation could 
not be deciphered from background. This was confirmed in new, preliminary data analysed after the GHGT poster 
presentation, and thus He plots are excluded from this final summary. Further studies of single samples and continuous 
measurement of pre-capture variation (source inlet) are ongoing.   

Ar (150 – 650 ppm) contents were significantly higher compared to He, Kr, Ne, and was measured throughout the 
5-day sampling period (Fig. 4). Some significant changes were observed (i.e. sudden increase/decrease). The 

Fig. 4. Measured Ar concentrations (ppm) during the test period 10.07. – 15.07.2017 (upper) displaying co-variance with CO2 recycle ratio 
(wt %) at the TCM plant (lower). 
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analytical error at sampling intervals of 10 - 15 minutes was acceptable, but the standard gas (air) used for calibration 
was found to be sub-optimal. Ar concentrations appear to be sensitive to changes in the recycle ratio and the capture 
process (Figs. 4, 5). Preliminary results from single samples confirm that He content is lower in the refinery gas 
compared to in the natural gas source, and concentrations are expected to vary according to relative contributions from 
natural gas versus refinery gas (Fig. 6). An observed decline in measured Ar concentrations coincided with reduction 
of CO2 recycling in the line, a scheduled process change (Fig. 4).  

 

 
Fig. 6. Change in flue gas composition (wt % refinery gas vs. natural, detail from Fig. 5). Single samples indicate lower He concentrations in 
RFCC flue gas, such that concentration changes are expected for different mixing ratios. 

Fig. 5. Gas flows (kg/h); flue gas, CO2 product and recycled CO2.  
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5. Discussion 

 The test was successful in that the miniRuedi instrument ran continuously and variation in Ar concentrations were 
observed and documented. Up to 50 % change in relative concentrations of Ar was observed in the course of 5 days. 
This shows that there is noble gas variability, and that continuous monitoring is useful to ensure representative 
sampling in evaluation of inherent fingerprints and traceability. Preliminary single sample results show that 
concentrations are detectable with our technique before absorption (capture). During gas combustion and in the RFCC 
process, contamination with air occurs.  

Assuming that tests during the capture processing (e.g. recycling) in a regularly working plant are not occurring, 
variations due to the capture process are expected to be minor. Thus noble gas variation related to source rather than 
process changes should be measured/detectable at the inlet. This is evaluated in ongoing studies.   
      The approach of in-line monitoring with a miniRuedi instrument is straightforward. However, optimization is 
necessary in order to reduce analytical uncertainty. Sample intervals of ~ 10 minutes were found suitable with respect 
to signal reading time and peak heights, and relative to sample resolution (gradual compositional changes). A 
customized calibration gas more similar to the CO2-product should be used in future tests for improved accuracy. 
Absolute variability in Ar concentrations was registered, and may be used to guide sampling for further chemical 
analysis and noble gas isotopic signature, ensuring a representative data set of single samples.  

TCM is a test facility, and thus the CO2 product is not stored. There are, however, plans to establish a full value 
CCS chain in Norway, including storage of CO2 captured post-combustion [12]. Storage of CO2 from multiple sources 
(e.g. fossil fuels, cement, waste incineration) and different capture operations are challenging. Semi-continuous noble 
gas analysis may allow for pre-injection gas fingerprinting. With regards to detectability at potential leakage sites and 
separation of different anthropogenic type sources in reservoirs, however, some additional tracer gas may have to be 
added. At single-source sites (e.g. Snøhvit, Utsira), inherent fingerprints may suffice for source identification. For 
evaluation of source variability and the effect of the capture process on noble gas signatures, both the flue gas supply 
(inlet) and CO2 product (outlet) should be monitored simultaneously. Multiple capillary inlets to the miniRuedi 
instrument allows for semi-continous monitoring of several sample points. Total variation estimates are useful to guide 
sampling for isotopic analysis.  

Ar concentrations displayed significant variation. During the Ar decrease shown in Fig. 4 the recycling rate was 
adjusted. Even though this is a change that may not occur in a running large-scale capture site, the dramatic decrease 
emphasizes that there is a response in the noble gas assembly related to capture process changes. During the test period 
measurements indicate that noble gases were heavily depleted after capture. He concentrations are significantly lower 
than atmospheric concentrations (~ 0.00524 hPa). Alternative sampling techniques, e.g. [13], may be tested in further 
research for gases currently below detection limit (i.e. He, Ne, Kr).  Monitoring in-line variation and correlating with 
isotopic fractions from previous samples will reduce the need for costly and time-consuming lab analysis.    

6. Conclusions 

The utilization of noble gases as added and/or natural tracers in the context of CO2 storage monitoring is rather 
new. As CCS is being upscaled and put into practice, the need for combined and improved monitoring techniques is 
becoming evident. This feasibility study found that the miniRuedi [2] allows for frequent and accurate measurements 
of Ar abundance in captured CO2 from a post-combustion like facility (TCM). Preliminary single sample analyses 
indicate detectability also for continuous measurements of variation in He in the flue gas supply (source) before 
absorption and depletion during post-combustion capture. At pre-combustion sites, however, contamination with air 
is expected to be significantly lower, and considering He concentrations (enriched during radiogenic production) 
measured in North Sea gas fields [6],  monitoring temporal variations for He in the CO2 product at pre-combustion 
capture sites is feasible. Documentation of variability in live gas streams and guided follow-up sampling for isotopic 
analysis in the lab will provide an important basis for consideration of noble gas fingerprints in monitoring schemes 
and leakage detection. This is a new approach that will provide knowledge of the uniqueness of noble gas fingerprints 
in the product stream from hydrocarbon production, CO2 capture operations and in the injection line for CO2 storage.  
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Abstract: This paper presents a set of steady-state and transient data for dynamic process model
validation of the chemical absorption process with monoethanolamine (MEA) for post-combustion
CO2 capture of exhaust gas from a natural gas-fired power plant. The data selection includes a wide
range of steady-state operating conditions and transient tests. A dynamic process model developed
in the open physical modeling language Modelica is validated. The model is utilized to evaluate the
open-loop transient performance at different loads of the plant, showing that pilot plant main process
variables respond more slowly at lower operating loads of the plant, to step changes in main process
inputs and disturbances. The performance of four decentralized control structures is evaluated,
for fast load change transient events. Manipulation of reboiler duty to control CO2 capture ratio at
the absorber’s inlet and rich solvent flow rate to control the stripper bottom solvent temperature
showed the best performance.

Keywords: pilot plant; transient data; dynamic simulation; flexibility; post-combustion; decentralized
control; process dynamics; chemical absorption; CO2 capture

1. Introduction

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is a group of technologies that can significantly contribute to the
reduction of anthropogenic CO2 emissions from thermal power generation and other carbon-intensive
industries [1]. There are two commercial-scale coal-fired power plants with post-combustion CO2

capture (PCC) using amines being operated today, at Boundary Dam in Canada [2] and at Petra
Nova project at the Parish Power Station in the US [3]. These projects prove the technical feasibility
of the technology at commercial scale. Among the different options and technologies for CO2

capture in thermal power generation, post-combustion CO2 capture with chemical absorption is
considered the more mature technology that can contribute to significantly reducing the carbon
intensity (kgCO2/kWhel) of fossil-fueled thermal power plants. In future energy systems with a high
penetration of renewable energy sources, the variability in demand and generation will introduce
a change in the operating patterns of thermal power generation plants, which will have to change
operating conditions [4–6]; there will also be a higher frequency of significant transient events including
load changes, and start-up and shut-down events [7,8]. In this regard, Boot-Handford et al.’s carbon
capture and storage update 2014 concludes that the financial case for CCS requires that it operates in
a flexible manner and that load-following ability is extremely important to the long-term economics [9].

Among the different features of flexible operation of power plants with CCS, an important
aspect is the transient behavior of the system when varying operating conditions. This means that
efficient operation and emissions and the related operational costs during transient operation will
gain importance. However, the operational experience from commercial-scale power plants with post
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combustion CO2 capture is scarce and the published transient pilot plant data from test campaigns
is limited. Therefore, there is a need for the development of dynamic process models. Dynamic
process models can contribute to developing the learning curve for flexible operation of PCC plants.
These tools can assist in evaluating the feasibility of flexible operation strategies as well as design
process configurations and operational strategies that can lead to the reduction of operational costs and
increased revenue during power plant operation. The study of the transient performance with dynamic
process models can contribute to identifying process bottlenecks and ease the process scale-up.

Dynamic process models allow the study of the open-loop transient performance of the
plant [10], the evaluation of different process configurations and designs [11], the development and
implementation of optimal control strategies [12–20], as well as the study of the plant behavior under
different operational flexibility scenarios [21,22]. In addition, the power plant and the PCC unit can be
treated as an integrated system and dynamic process models can be utilized to analyze the response
of the capture unit to changes that occur upstream in the power plant [12,15,19,23–25]. Furthermore,
the operational flexibility of the PCC plant can be improved with plant design or using control
strategies [26–29]. The core purpose of dynamic process models is to capture the time-dependent
behavior of the process under transient conditions. However, the validation of dynamic process models
with experiments and pilot plant data is necessary in order to assess the reliability of simulation results.

Kvamsdal et al. [30] developed a dynamic process model of a CO2 absorber column and used
steady-state data from a pilot plant to validate liquid temperature profiles, capture ratio % and rich
loading. That work highlighted the necessity of building up a dynamic process model of the integrated
system (including stripper, lean/rich heat exchanger, mixing tank and main process equipment),
to understand the complexities of dynamic operation of the plant. Gaspar and Cormos [31] developed
a dynamic process model of the absorber/desorber process and validated with steady-state plant
data. Several publications are available, in which the models were validated only with steady-state
pilot plant data [11,32–35]. Biliyok et al. [36] presented a dynamic model validation study where
transient data was driven by decrease in solvent flow rate to the absorber, fluctuating concentration
of CO2 at absorber inlet and a varying absorber’s feed flue gas stream temperature to the absorber.
A dynamic process model developed in Modelica language was validated with transient data from the
Esbjerg pilot plant by Åkesson et al. [37]. That data consisted of the transient performance after one
step-change in flue gas mass flow rate. An extensive review work by Bui et al. [38] concluded that
research efforts are required on producing transient pilot plant data.

More recent works have included validation of dynamic process models with transient plant data
from pilot plants. A K-Spice model by Flø et al. was validated with pilot plant data from the Brindisi
pilot plant [39]. Flø et al. [40] validated a dynamic process model of CO2 absorption process, developed
in Matlab, with steady-state and transient pilot plant data from the Gløshaugen (Norwegian University
of Science and Technology (NTNU)/SINTEF) pilot plant. Van de Haar et al. [41] conducted dynamic
process model validation of a dynamic process model in Modelica with transient data from a pilot
plant located at the site of the coal-fired Maasvlakte power plant in the Netherlands. Gaspar et al. [42]
conducted model validation with transient data from two step changes in flue gas volumetric flow rate
from the Esbjerg pilot plant. Other works include the validation of equilibrium-based models such as
that of Dutta et al. [43]; or the work by Chinen et al. [44] which conducted dynamic process model
validation of a process model in Aspen Plus® with transient plant data from the National Carbon
Capture Center (NCCC) in the US. Manaf et al. [45] developed a data-driven black box mathematical
model, based on transient pilot plant data, by means of system identification. In addition, dynamic
process models have been developed to study the transient behavior of the chemical absorption CO2

capture process using piperazine (PZ) as chemical solvent [19,20]. It should be noted that the majority
of work has been conducted for typical flue gas compositions from coal-based power plants with CO2

concentration around 12 vol % [38].
From the literature review it can be concluded that dynamic process model validation is

a challenging process due to:
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• The scarce availability of transient or dynamic pilot plant data.
• Most available data is found from small-scale pilot plants. That has implications for the reliability

of simulation results when applying dynamic process models to scaled-up applications.
• The works involving transient data generally include the response of the plant to disturbances in

a few process variables.
• Most of the validation work was done for flue gas with a typical CO2 content from coal-based

power plants.

Flexible operation of PCC plants has been studied with pilot plant test facilities in test campaigns.
Faber et al. [46] conducted open-loop step change responses at the Esbjerg pilot plant; this type of
analysis helps in understanding the transient performance of the process. They concluded that the
overall system acts as a buffer to perturbations at the plant inlet and that the coupled operation of the
absorber/desorber unit led to fluctuations in the system when all parameters—flue gas and solvent
mass flow rates and reboiler duty—are changed simultaneously. Bui et al. [47] presented a flexible
operation campaign conducted at the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization
(CSIRO)’s PCC pilot plant in Australian Gas Light Company (AGL) Loy Yang, a brown-coal-fired
power station in Australia. The generated transient data included step changes in flue gas flow
rate, solvent flow rate and steam pressure. The purpose of the study was to generate a set of data
for validation of dynamic process models, and to gain insight into process behavior under varying
operating conditions. A different approach was taken by Tait et al. [48] who conducted experiments
that simulated flexible operation scenarios on a pilot plant to treat synthetic flue gas with a CO2

concentration of 4.3 vol%, typical of a natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) plant. Tests for transient
operation have been conducted at the amine plant at CO2 Technology Center Mongstad (TCM DA).
De Koeijer et al. presented two cases: a first case with controlled stop-restart of the plant, driven by
a controlled stop of flue gas and steam sent to the PCC plant; and a second case with sudden stop of
the blower upstream of the absorber [49]. Nevertheless, a limited amount of transient testing can be
conducted during test campaigns. A thoroughly validated dynamic process model can help to study
the transient performance, controllability, and flexible operation of the plant and process dynamics via
dynamic process simulation.

In this work, a suitable set of steady-state and transient plant data, collected from a MEA
campaign at CO2 Technology Center Mongstad, is selected for dynamic process model validation
purposes. The plant was operated with flue gas from a natural gas fueled combined heat and power
plant. The selected data is utilized to validate a dynamic process model of the amine-based CO2

absorption-desorption process at TCM DA. Then, the validated model is employed to carry out two
case studies on the process dynamics of the TCM DA amine plant. In the first case study, the open-loop
transient response of the pilot plant at different operating loads of the plant is analyzed. In the second
case study, the performance of four decentralized control structures of TCM DA amine pilot plant is
evaluated for fast disturbances in flue gas volumetric flow rate.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Description

CO2 Technology Center Mongstad test site has a pilot-scale amine-based chemical absorption
process plant. The amine plant can be configured to treat flue gas from a catalytic cracker from the
Mongstad refinery, with CO2 content of around 13–14 vol%, typically found in flue gas from coal-fired
power plants, and also to treat exhaust gas coming from a combined cycle gas turbine combined heat
and power plant (CHP), with CO2 content of around 3.5 vol%. A fraction of the product CO2 mass
flow rate can be re-circulated back upstream of the direct contact cooler (DCC) to increase the CO2

content, so CO2 concentrations of between 3.5 and 13–14 vol% could be fed to the plant to simulate
the effects of exhaust gas recirculation [50]. Table 1 presents data of the main process equipment of
TCM DA amine plant when configured to treat CHP flue gas, which has a total flue gas capacity of
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60,000 Sm3/h and can capture around 80 ton CO2/day. Figure 1 shows a simplified process flow sheet
of the amine plant at TCM DA when configured for CHP gas. A slipstream of exhaust gas is extracted
from the CHP plant placed next to the TCM DA facility, and it consists of about 3% of the total exhaust
gas. An induced draft blower is utilized to blow the flue gas flow. It has variable speed drives that
allow the flue gas volumetric flow rate fed to the absorber column to be manipulated. Upstream the
absorber column, a direct contact cooler cools down and saturates the flue gas with water, by means of
a counter-current flow stream of water.

Table 1. Size and materials of main process equipment at the amine plant at TCM DA with CHP
stripper configuration.

Absorber

Column cross sectional area (m2) 3.55 × 2
Column height (m) 62

Packing height (12 + 6 + 6) (m) 24
Water wash section height (3 + 3) (m) 6

Absorber packing type Koch Glitsch Flexipac 2X
Absorber washer packing type Koch Glitsch Flexipac 2Y HC

CHP Stripper

Column cross sectional area (m2) 1.33
Diameter (m) 1.3

Packing height (m) 8
Water wash section height (m) 1.6

Absorber packing type Koch Glitsch Flexipac 2X
Absorber washer packing type Koch Glitsch Flexipac 2Y HC

Heat Exchanger L/Rich

Duty (kW) 10358
Heat transfer area (m2) 308

Material SS 316L

Reboiler

Duty (kW) 3365
Heat transfer area (m2) 142

Material SS 316L

Lean Amine Cooler

Duty (kW) 5182
Heat transfer area (m2) 78.8

Material TITANIUM

A chemical absorption process occurs in the absorber column, where the chemical solvent, flowing
from top to bottom, meets the flue gas flowing in counter-current. The absorber column consists of
a rectangular polypropylene-lined concrete column with a height of 62 m and a cross-section of
2 × 3.55 m. The absorber-packed sections consisting of Flexipac 2X (Koch-Glitsch Italia, Vimercate,
Italy) structured stainless-steel packing are distributed from bottom to top in three sections of 12 m,
6 m and 6 m. Two water-wash systems are installed in the top of the absorption column, consisting of
two sections of Flexipac 2Y HC (Koch-Glitsch Italia, Vimercate, Italy) structured stainless-steel packing.
The water-wash sections limit emissions and are used to keep the water balance of the plant. The upper
water-wash sections can be operated as acid wash [51]. In addition, the plant can be configured to use
different packing heights in the absorber column resulting in 12, 18 or 24 m. This can be implemented
at TCM plant by introducing all the lean solvent flow at 12 m of absorber packing, 18 m of absorber
packing (12 + 6) m or 24 m of absorber packing (12 + 6 + 6) m.
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Figure 1. Simplified process flow sheet of the amine plant at CO2 Technology Center Mongstad,
when configured to treat flue gas from a natural gas-fired power plant. The figure shows the location
of some gas analyzers (GA), solvent analyzers (SA), flow transmitters (FT), pressure transmitters
(PT), temperature transmitters (TT) and level transmitters (LT). The main process controllers of the
regulatory control layer are shown, including flow controllers (FC), temperature controllers (TC),
pressure controllers (PC) and level controllers (LC).

A 10.4 MW plate and frame heat exchanger is present at the plant where the cold rich amine
solution coming from the absorber sump cools down the hot lean amine solution coming from the
stripper. In addition, a 5.2 MW lean amine cooler is utilized to set the temperature of the lean solvent
conducted to the top of the absorber packing sections, by using a stream of cooling water. The rich
solvent is pumped to the top of the stripper column, where it meets the stripping vapors generated in
the reboiler. The CHP stripper with overhead condenser system consists of an 8 m column of Koch
Glitsch Flexipac 2X structured stainless-steel packing of 1.3-m-diameter, and a water-wash system
with Koch Glitsch Flexipac 2Y HC structured stainless-steel packing of 1.6 m of height. The stripper
reboiler consists of a 3.4 MW thermosiphon steam-driven system that supplies the heat required for
the desorption process. The steam supplied to the reboiler comes from the refinery situated next to the
TCM DA facility. Details on the steam supply system can be found in Faramarzi et al. [51].

2.2. Pilot Plant Configuration and Instrumentation

The TCM DA amine plant can be utilized to test various chemical solvents. In this work, the tests
were conducted with 30 wt. % aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA). During the tests conducted
in the test campaign, the responses and performance of the pilot plant were logged and extracted
every 30 s. Gas composition was logged with gas analyzers at the inlet of the absorber, outlet of the
absorber, and the product CO2. A gas chromatograph (GC) installed at TCM DA plant can measure
concentrations of CO2, N2, H2O and O2 at the three locations in a nearly simultaneous manner, which is
a desired feature for transient tests; refer to GA1, GA2 and GA3 in Figure 1. Details on gas analyzers
and instrumentation at TCM DA plant can be found in [51].

Gas phase flow rates were measured at the plant during the tests. The flue gas volumetric
flow rate fed to the absorber is measured with an ultra-sonic flow meter (FT1). As discussed by
Faramarzi et al. in [51], the depleted flue gas flow meter (FT2) had a higher degree of variability than
FT1, and some transients were observed on the FT2 measurement that were not explained by changes
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in process parameters at the plant. Therefore the depleted flue gas flow rate was calculated in the
test campaign by considering that all O2 and N2 fed to the absorber goes out of the plant with the
depleted flue gas. The cooled product CO2 discharge flow (FT3) was measured with a vortex flow
meter. Other flow rates measured at the plant include the steam fed to the reboiler, the lean amine flow
rate at the absorber inlet and the rich amine flow rate at the absorber outlet. For flue gas flow meters,
the standard conditions are 15 ◦C and 101.3 kPa [51].

Pressures and pressure drops at different components of the plant were logged. In addition,
main process temperatures were logged. For process model validation, it is common to assess the
model prediction of the absorber and stripper temperature profiles. Within the absorber and stripper
columns of TCM DA’s amine plant there are four temperature sensors distributed in the radial plane
per meter of packing in the axial direction. Thus, there are 96 temperature sensors within packed
segments of absorber column and 28 temperature sensors within the packed segment in the stripper
column. These measurements allow the creation of clear temperature profiles of the absorber and
stripper columns in the axial direction (at each column height, the resulting temperature value is the
average of the four measurements distributed in the radial plane).

Online solvent analysis measurements (SA) were taken at the inlet (SA1) and outlet of the absorber
(SA2); refer to Figure 1. The measurements include pH, density and conductivity. In addition, solvent
samples were regularly taken manually and analyzed onsite. These analyses allow MEA concentration
and CO2 loadings to be calculated at the sampling points on a periodic basis. The actual reboiler duty
was estimated as suggested in Thimsen et al. [52]. Equation (1) shows the calculation of the actual
reboiler duty, where Fsteam is the logged measurement data of steam mass flow rate (refer to FT4 in
Figure 1), Tc is the condensate temperature, Tg is the superheated steam inlet temperature, pg is the
steam pressure at inlet, and pc is the condensate pressure. Enthalpy was calculated with the use of
accurate steam tables, with the condensate at the reboiler outlet assumed to be saturated liquid at Tc or
pc. The specific reboiler duty (SRD) in kJ/kgCO2 is calculated as in Equation (2), where Fprod is the
CO2 rich product mass flow rate; refer to FT3 in Figure 1.

.
Qreb = Fsteam

(
hg
(
Tg, pg

)
− hc(Tc, pc)

)
(1)

SRD =

.
Qreb
FProd

(2)

During the tests presented in this work, the averaged total inventory of aqueous MEA was
around 38.2 m3. Averaged values of liquid hold-ups and its distribution at different components of
the plant during the steady-state tests included in this work are presented in Table 2. Detailed data
on solvent inventory distribution throughout the plant is of importance in order to obtain suitable
dynamic process simulation results. The regulatory control layer of the plant was active during the
tests conducted in the MEA campaign. The main control loops of the regulatory control layer are
presented in Figure 1. Note that the actual regulatory control layer of the amine plant at TCM DA
is more complex and includes more control loops for auxiliary equipment, stable and safe operation
of the plant, and start-up and shut-down sequences. The control loops included here are those the
authors found relevant for the purposes of dynamic process modeling and simulation of this plant
during online operation, and considering the time scales of interest for process operation.
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Table 2. Averaged values of total solvent inventory and its distribution within the main components of
the TCM plant.

PCC Plant Main Components Solvent Inventory (m3)

Absorber sump 8.1
Absorber packing 8.4

CHP stripper packing 1.0
CHP stripper sump 2.3

CHP reboiler 0.4
Cold rich solvent pipe 2.2

Cold lean solvent pipes 5.2
Hot rich solvent pipe 1.1

Hot lean solvent pipes (including reboiler pipes) 8.2
Lean/rich hx—lean side 0.5
Lean/rich hx—rich side 0.5

Lean cooler 0.3
TOTAL 38.2

2.3. Dynamic Process Model

Dynamic process modeling was carried out by means of the physical modeling language
Modelica [53]. Modelica allows development of systems of differential and algebraic equations that
represent the physical phenomena occurring in the different components of the system. The process
models of the equipment typically found in a chemical absorption plant were obtained from a Modelica
library called Gas Liquid Contactors (Modelon AB, Lund, Sweden) [54], and the commercial tool
Dymola (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France) [55] was utilized to develop the models
and carry out the simulations. The component models include absorber and stripper columns,
sumps, lean and rich heat exchanger, stripper reboiler, overhead condenser, condensers, pipe models,
pumps, valves, measurements and controllers. The dynamic process model of the amine plant at
TCM DA presented in Figure 1 was developed by parameterizing, modifying and connecting the
different models. For this purpose, the main process equipment, size, geometry and materials were
considered; refer to Table 1. A key aspect for obtaining suitable dynamic simulation results is the
consideration of the distribution of solvent inventory at the different equipment of the plant. Therefore,
solvent inventory distribution was implemented in the dynamic process model; refer to Table 2.
Finally, the equivalent regulatory control layer of the plant was applied in the dynamic process
model; discussed later in Section 5.2. The models contained in the library have been presented
elsewhere [56,57]; therefore only an overview of the models is presented in the following. Numerical
integration of the resulting system of differential and algebraic equations was carried out in Dymola
with the differential algebraic system solver (DASSL) implemented in Dymola [55]. The main assumptions
applied are [56]:

• All chemical reactions occur in the liquid phase and are assumed to be in equilibrium.
• The flue gas into the absorber contains only CO2, O2, H2O and N2.
• MEA is non-volatile and not present in the gas phase.
• The total amount of liquid in the column is defined as the packing hold-up and the sump

liquid hold-up.
• The reboiler is modeled as an equilibrium flash stage.
• The liquid in the column sumps and other large volumes are assumed to be ideally mixed.
• Mass and heat transfer between liquid and gas phase is restricted to packed section.
• Negligible temperature difference between the liquid bulk and interface to gas phase.
• No storage of mass and energy in the gas phase.
• All liquid from the packing bottom in the stripper is fed to the reboiler with a constant liquid level.
• Constant target packing hold-up.
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The models of the absorber and stripper columns are developed based on the two-film theory;
therefore, at the gas and liquid interface thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed. Interface mass
transfer phenomena is modeled in packed sections with a rate-based approach with enhancement
factor E [30], which takes into account the enhanced mass transfer due to chemical reactions; refer to
Equations (3) and (4), where ci,if and ci,b are molar concentrations at liquid bulk and interface, Aif is
the contact area, ki are the mass transfer coefficients by Onda [58], T is the bulk phase temperature,
and pi are the partial pressures of the species in the gas phase. The pseudo-first order enhancement
factor E is calculated as in Equation (5), where kCO2 is the overall reaction constant for CO2 and
CMEA the molar free MEA-concentration taken from [59], the diffusivity DCO2 of CO2 in aqueous
MEA is calculated by the Stokes-Einstein relation and the diffusivity of CO2 in water from [60]. Cef is
a pre-multiplying coefficient for calibration of enhancement factor. The packing characteristics of Koch
Glitsch Flexipac 2X were considered for parameterizing the packing segments of the dynamic process
model for absorber and stripper columns, with a surface area of 225 m2/m3 and a void fraction of 0.97.

.
ni,l = Ai f ki,lE

(
ci,b − ci,i f

)
i = CO2 (3)

.
ni,v =

Ai f Ki,v

(
pi,b − pi,i f

)

RT
i = CO2, H2O (4)

E = Ce f

√
CMEAkCO2 DCO2

ki,l
i = CO2 (5)

Phase equilibrium at the gas-liquid interface is calculated as in Equations (6) and (7), where the
solubility of CO2 in water is considered by Henry’s law, with Hei from [61]; activity coefficients γi
are implemented from [61]; chemical equilibrium is assumed at the interface and liquid bulk, and the
chemical equilibrium constants Ki implemented in the process model are obtained from Böttinger [61].
The Van’t Hoff equation is utilized in order to infer the heats of reaction ∆Hr from the equilibrium
constant; refer to Equation (8). The Chilton-Colburn analogy was employed to correlate sensible
heat transfer between phases with the gas phase mass transfer coefficient. Latent heat connected to
the transferred mass flow from one phase to the other is considered in the specific enthalpies of the
individual species. The heat of evaporation and heat of solution are a function of temperature but are
considered constant with solvent CO2 loading. The gas phase model assumes ideal gas law, and the
pressure of the column p is determined by the gas phase pressure drop.

yi p = γixi Hei i = CO2 (6)

yi p = γixi pi,sat(T) i = H2O (7)

dlnK
dT

=
∆Hr

RT2 (8)

The lean-rich heat exchanger is modeled as a static heat exchanger model with the ε-NTU
(effectiveness—number of thermal units), and pure transport delay models are used to account for
dead times included by the solvent hold-up within piping’ volumes.

At the top of the absorber column a washer model is implemented, consisting of a volume model
with phase separation that saturates the gas with water at the targeted temperature. A make-up stream
of water is injected in the absorber sump to keep the H2O mass balance of the system. MEA is assumed
non-volatile in the model and therefore it is only present in the liquid phase. However, in the actual
plant make-up MEA is required for operation and it is injected upstream the rich amine pump; refer to
Figure 1.
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3. Steady-State Validation of Dynamic Process Model

3.1. Steady-State Operating Cases

A test campaign was conducted at the amine plant at TCM DA using MEA, operated from 6 July
until 17 October 2015. Table 3 shows the steady-state cases generated during the test campaign that
were used in this work for dynamic process model validation purposes. The plant was operated
with 30 wt. % MEA for all cases. The objective was to select a set of steady-state cases from the
MEA campaign that could represent a wide range of steady-state operating conditions, including
data from full capacity of volumetric flow rate fed to the absorber column. The steady-state cases
were generated by varying the set points of the main pilot plant inputs, namely solvent circulation
flow rate Fsolv (refer to FT5 in Figure 1), reboiler duty (

.
Qreb), and flue gas volumetric flow rate (Fgas).

The steady-state cases represent a variation in operating conditions of the plant, especially on the flue
gas volumetric flow rate load of the absorber, CO2 capture rate, L/G ratio in the absorber and absorber
packing height. Cases 1 to 5 are operated at absorber full flue gas capacity of around 60,000 Sm3/h.
A similar mass-based L/G ratio, of around 0.89, is kept in the absorber column during the steady-state
operating cases with full capacity, with the exception of Case 4, where it is changed to 0.8, by varying
the rich solvent mass flow rate. The main process variability in these cases is the change in reboiler
duty, with CO2 capture rate ranging from 85 to 68%. CO2 capture rate was calculated with the method
1 described by Thimsen et al. [52]; refer to Equation (9), where Fprod refers to the product CO2 flow
rate (FT3 in Figure 1), and XCO2 is the mass fraction of CO2 in the absorber inlet (measured at GA1 in
Figure 1). Note that here CO2 capture rate has been named Des as it defines the desorption ratio utilized
in Section 5.2. In addition, Cases 2 to 5 were operated with 18 m absorber packing, i.e., the uppermost
absorber-packing segment is kept dry. Cases 6 to 10 are operated with 24 m absorber packing and
the absorber column at 80% volumetric flue gas flow rate capacity. The mass-based L/G ratios on
the absorber range from 1.34 to 0.75 for Cases 6 to 10, by varying solvent circulation mass flow rate.
The capture rate is kept constant at around 85% by varying the reboiler duty.

Table 3. A selection of steady-state data cases obtained from the test campaign conducted at TCM
plant during autumn 2015. The plant was operated with 30 wt. % aqueous MEA.

Case 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Gas flow rate (Sm3/h) 59,461 59,468 59,442 59,499 59,544 46,973 46,973 46,973 46,973 46,973
Rich solvent flow rate (kg/s) 17.33 17.31 17.22 15.50 17.24 20.56 17.50 16.11 12.74 11.46

L/G ratio (kg/kg) 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.80 0.89 1.34 1.14 1.05 0.83 0.75
Reboiler duty (kW) 3417 3159 2664 2397 3056 2745 2669 2667 2659 2682

Absorber inlet gas CO2 (vol%) 3.64 3.61 3.59 3.58 3.59 3.60 3.62 3.62 3.62 3.62
Absorber inlet gas O2 (vol%) 15.52 15.54 15.55 15.46 15.35 15.30 15.48 15.49 15.51 15.52

Absorber inlet gas H2O (vol%) 3.98 3.92 3.93 4.01 4.22 3.80 3.36 3.46 3.52 3.43
Absorber inlet gas N2 (vol%) 79.09 79.02 78.85 78.57 78.20 78.18 78.88 78.94 79.06 78.96

Loading rich (mol/mol) 0.490 0.485 0.498 0.500 0.495 0.475 0.488 0.486 0.493 0.491
Loading lean (mol/mol) 0.280 0.294 0.333 0.341 0.314 0.342 0.329 0.310 0.260 0.229

Stripper bottom temperature (◦C) 120.9 121.1 119.1 118.9 120.1 116.6 118.3 119.1 121.4 121.8
CO2 product flow (kg/s) 0.95 0.89 0.75 0.68 0.84 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.77 0.76

CO2 capture rate (%) 85 80 68 - 75 85 85 85 85 85
Absorber packing height (m) 24 18 18 18 18 24 24 24 24 24

The first series of tests during the MEA campaign were dedicated to verification of mass balances
of the plant [50]. CO2 mass balance gives results close to 100%, and Gjernes et al. [50] conclude that
CO2 mass balance based on gas phase can be maintained at a level better than 100 ± 5%. In this work,
the suggested method in [50] was used during data selection in order to ensure that the steady-state
data cases presented in Table 3 have acceptable CO2 mass balance.

In order to develop the overall dynamic process model of the plant, the steady-state data for
Case 1, refer to Table 3, was used as a reference to calibrate the dynamic process model, and the main
outputs from the model simulations were compared with the plant data. This data set was chosen since
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it represents the baseline operating conditions of the amine plant at TCM DA when using aqueous
MEA as chemical solvent, as presented in Faramarzi et al. [51]. The models of the different subsystems
of the plant consisting of (i) absorber column; (ii) lean/rich heat exchanger; and (iii) stripper column
with overhead condenser and reboiler were calibrated separately, and then linked to form the overall
dynamic process model. The model was calibrated by tuning a pre-multiplying coefficient Cef for
the enhancement factor E. It was set to 0.28 in absorber packed segments and 0.01 in stripper packed
segments. The validation section included in this work extends on work conducted previously [62].

Des =
Fprod

Fgas·XCO2

(9)

3.2. Validation Results of Dynamic Process Model with Steady-State Plant Data

The results from the simulated dynamic process model for the steady-state operating cases,
described in Section 3.1, are displayed in Table 4. The results shown are for main process variables
during pilot plant operation, namely CO2 lean (Ll) and rich (Lr) loadings, product CO2 flow rate (Fprod),
specific reboiler duty (SRD) and stripper bottom temperature Tstr. Possible deviations in dynamic
process model prediction arise from errors related to measurement uncertainty and to modeling
uncertainty, the latter being related to the fact that a physical model is always a simplification of
reality. This means that it is natural to observe some deviation in the prediction of the dynamic process
model simulation. Therefore, it is of importance to quantify these errors so that they are kept within
reasonable bounds. The absolute percentage errors (AP) and the mean absolute percentage errors
(MAP) are calculated as in Equations (10) and (11), where xm is the value of the process variable
predicted by the process model simulation, xp is the value of the process variable measured at the pilot
plant at the given steady-state operation case, and n is the number of steady-state cases studied.

AP = 100·
∣∣∣∣∣
(
xm − xp

)
xp

∣∣∣∣∣ (10)

MAP = 100·
n

∑
i

∣∣∣∣
(xm,i−xp,i)

xp,i

∣∣∣∣
n

(11)

The results for lean CO2 loading are presented in Figure 2 with a parity plot, where ±5% and
±10% error lines are also shown. It is clear that the dynamic process model under-predicts lean loading
for most of the cases, with a MAP < 6.6%. In addition, Figure 2 shows the parity plot for CO2 product
flow rate; in this case, the CO2 product flow rate is also under-predicted by the dynamic process model,
with a MAP < 5.3%. Figure 3 shows the parity plot for stripper bottom temperature, with the ±2%
error lines plotted; stripper bottom temperature Tstr presented a MAP < 1%. From the parity plots, one
can observe that, despite the errors found in the absolute values predicted by the dynamic process
model with respect to the reference plant data, the dynamic process model can predict the variability
in the main process variables for a wide range of steady-state operating conditions.
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Temperature within absorber and stripper column is an important process variable since it 
affects phase equilibrium at liquid and gas-liquid interface. Some important model parameters and 
thermophysical properties depend on temperature, including heat capacity, water heat of 
condensation, heats of reaction, equilibrium constants and CO2 solubility. Therefore, it is desirable 
that the dynamic process model can predict with good accuracy absorber and stripper columns’ 
temperature profiles. Figure 4 shows the comparison between the pilot plant temperature profiles of 
the absorber and desorber columns with the predictions from the simulation of the dynamic process 
models. Two steady-state operating cases are presented: Case 1 (Table 3) with absorber flue gas 
volumetric capacity of 100%, mass-based L/G ratio of 0.89 and capture target of 85%; and Case 6 (refer 
to Table 3) with 80% flue gas volumetric capacity, mass-based L/G ratio of 1.34 and capture target of 
85%. Both cases were operated with 24 m of wet absorber packing, and represent two operating cases 
with different flue gas capacities and L/G ratios.
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Figure 2. Parity plots of lean CO2 loading (left) and CO2 product flow rate (right). Lines for +10%,
+5%, −5% and −10% percentage error are shown. The mean percentage error is <6.6% for CO2 lean
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Figure 3. Parity plot for stripper bottom temperature for the 10 steady-state operation cases.
Lines for +2% and −2% percentage errors are shown. The mean percentage error is 0.86 for stripper
bottom temperature.

Temperature within absorber and stripper column is an important process variable since it
affects phase equilibrium at liquid and gas-liquid interface. Some important model parameters and
thermophysical properties depend on temperature, including heat capacity, water heat of condensation,
heats of reaction, equilibrium constants and CO2 solubility. Therefore, it is desirable that the
dynamic process model can predict with good accuracy absorber and stripper columns’ temperature
profiles. Figure 4 shows the comparison between the pilot plant temperature profiles of the absorber
and desorber columns with the predictions from the simulation of the dynamic process models.
Two steady-state operating cases are presented: Case 1 (Table 3) with absorber flue gas volumetric
capacity of 100%, mass-based L/G ratio of 0.89 and capture target of 85%; and Case 6 (refer to
Table 3) with 80% flue gas volumetric capacity, mass-based L/G ratio of 1.34 and capture target of 85%.
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Both cases were operated with 24 m of wet absorber packing, and represent two operating cases with
different flue gas capacities and L/G ratios.
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Figure 4. Temperature profiles for absorber column (left) and stripper column (right) for steady-state
cases 1 and 6. In both steady-state operation cases, 24 m of absorber packing were utilized.

Validation of absorber and stripper temperature profiles is normally considered a challenging
task for several reasons. At TCM DA the temperature profiles are the resulting averaged values
of the 4 measurements distributed radially in a given axial position within the column; refer to
Section 3. A given pilot plant temperature value presented in Figure 4 is the resulting average over time
during one hour of steady-state operating conditions, of the averaged 4 temperature measurements
radially distributed within the absorber or stripper column, at the given axial position of the column.
The individual temperature measurements are considered reliable and the resulting temperature
profiles are reasonable. However, some sensors are located closer to the center of the packing while
others closer to the wall. This results in a maximum variation (<6 ◦C) which is observed between
the measurements in the same radial plane, which depends on operating conditions and is different
at different radial planes. Based on the results presented in Figure 4, the dynamic process model
can properly predict absorber and stripper column temperature profiles with sufficient accuracy
considering the purpose of application. Absorber temperature profiles predicted by the model show
a good agreement with the experimental pilot plant data, and the model is capable of properly
predicting the trends in temperature along the column. The absorber temperature profiles have a mean
absolute percentage error (<2.5%) for Case 1 and (<2.1%) for Case 6, which is within the observed
maximum variability of the temperature measurements in a given radial plane. In addition, desorber
temperature profiles have a mean average error (<0.6%) for Case 1 and (<3.6%) for Case 6. It is the
desorber temperature profile for Case 6 that presents the less accurate prediction. In addition, it can
be concluded that the process model is capable of properly predicting the variation of temperature
profiles for various steady-state operating conditions.

4. Validation of Dynamic Process Model with Transient Plant Data

For dynamic process model validation purposes transient tests are conducted by means of
open-loop step changes in the main process inputs to the plant. The transient behavior occurs between
the initial steady-state operating conditions until the new steady-state operating conditions are reached.
In this work, the experiments consist of set-point changes in rich solvent flow rate, flue gas volumetric
flow rate fed to the absorber and reboiler duty. The output trajectories of main process variables
are observed and compared with the model output trajectories. In order to obtain good sets of data
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for validation, it is desired to apply the step changes in plant inputs in a non-simultaneous manner.
However, this is not normally easy to implement in practice. In order to compare the pilot plant
experimental output trajectories with the output trajectories predicted by the dynamic process models,
input trajectories were utilized in the dynamic simulations. This means that the measured time series
of the inputs applied to the pilot plant during the tests were applied as disturbances or inputs to the
dynamic process model; refer to Figures 5a, 6a and 7a. During the three tests, the regulatory control
layer of the plant was active. In Figures 5 and 6, the time t = 0 corresponds to the point from which
the set point of flue gas volumetric flow rate was changed. In Figure 7 the time t = 0 is the point from
when the set point of rich solvent flow rate was changed.
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Figure 5. (a) Main inputs to the plant for test with flue gas flow rate set-point reduction (kg/s).
Rich solvent flow rate from absorber (kg/s) and reboiler duty (kW); (b) Pilot plant transient response
and model output trajectory for CO2 product flow rate Fprod or CO2 desorbed (refer to FT3 in Figure 1);
(c) Pilot plant transient response and model output trajectory for CO2 absorbed in absorber column,
refer to Equation (11). The time t = 0 corresponds to the point from which the set point of flue gas
volumetric flow rate was changed.
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Figure 6. (a) Main inputs to the plant for test with flue gas flow rate set-point increase (kg/s).
Rich solvent flow rate from absorber (kg/s) and reboiler duty (kW); (b) Pilot plant transient response
and model output trajectory for CO2 product flow rate Fprod or CO2 desorbed (refer to FT3 in Figure 1);
(c) Pilot plant transient response and model output trajectory for CO2 absorbed in absorber column,
refer to Equation (11). The time t = 0 corresponds to the point from which the set point of flue gas
volumetric flow rate was changed.
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Figure 7. (a) Main inputs to the plant. Flue gas volumetric flow rate set-point change increase (kg/s).
Rich solvent flow rate from absorber (kg/s) and steam flow to reboiler (kg/s); (b) Pilot plant transient
response and model output trajectory for CO2 product flow rate Fprod or CO2 desorbed (refer to FT3 in
Figure 1); (c) Pilot plant response in CO2 absorbed mass flow rate (kg/s). The time t = 0 corresponds to
the point from which the set point of rich solvent flow rate was changed.

4.1. Flue Gas Flow Rate Ramp-Down

The main disturbance applied in this transient test consisted of a reduction in flue gas volumetric
flow rate at the inlet of the absorber. It was implemented at TCM DA pilot plant by changing the
set point of the blower cascade controller from 47,000 Sm3 to 40,000 Sm3; refer to FT1 in Figure 1.
This corresponds with flue gas volumetric flow capacities in the absorber column of 80% and 67%
respectively. Figure 5a shows the three main inputs of the plant for this test. During the test, reboiler
duty was changed in steps around the value of 3550 kW; this might be due to the effects of the
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regulatory control layer on steam mass flow rate. The solvent mass flow rate had small amplitude
oscillations around the set point.

CO2,abs = Fgas·XCO2 − Fdepleted·XCO2,out (12)

Figure 5b,c show the output trajectories of CO2 product flow rate (or CO2 desorbed) and CO2

absorbed to the disturbance applied in this test. CO2 absorbed is calculated as the difference between
CO2 mass flow rate at the absorber inlet and the CO2 mass flow rate leaving the absorber with the
depleted flue gas at the top of the absorber; refer to Equation (12). In Figure 5b, a dead time of around
40 min was observed, i.e., no significant changes are found in the CO2 desorbed until around 40 min
after the disturbance was applied to the pilot plant. In addition, the plant did not reach steady-state
operating conditions until around 4 h later. As shown in Figure 5c, there is not significant dead time in
the response of CO2 absorbed. The difference observed between the output trajectories is characteristic
of the coupled transient performance of the absorber and stripper columns. Figure 5b,c shows that
the process model is capable of predicting the main process dynamics for CO2 product mass flow rate
(CO2 desorbed), including an adequate prediction of dead times and stabilization time. In addition,
the CO2 absorbed transient performance trends are predicted in a satisfactory manner.

4.2. Flue Gas Flow Rate Ramp-Up and Step Changes in Reboiler Duty

These tests consist of combined input changes to the plant in terms of flue gas volumetric flow
rate and reboiler duty. A set-point increase of the flue gas volumetric flow rate fed to the absorber
from 40,000 to 47,000 Sm3/h was applied. This corresponds with 67% and 80% of the absorber column
capacity, respectively. In addition, step-changes in reboiler duty were applied during the transient
test. Figure 6a shows the three main inputs of the plant during the test. Figure 6b,c show the CO2

product flow and CO2 absorbed for the model and the pilot plant data. In this test a dead time of
around 20 min in the response of CO2 desorbed was observed. This confirms the buffering effect by
the chemical process in terms of the response of CO2 desorbed when the flue gas volumetric flow rate
is changed. There is evidence to support this observation in previous pilot plant studies [46–48]. The
delay in the response is partly attributed to solvent circulation time and the redistribution of liquid.
Despite the steady-state offset shown on CO2 absorbed in Figure 6b, a good prediction of the main
transient response is seen. It is possible that the reduction in reboiler duty at around 10 min flattens
out the response in CO2 product flow rate.

4.3. Solvent Flow Rate Ramp-Down

In this test, the plant is operated in steady-state until the rich solvent mass flow rate set point
is ramped down from around 17.5 kg/s to around 16.1 kg/s; refer to FT5 in Figure 1. The reboiler
duty and flue gas volumetric flow rate were intended to be kept constant. Figure 7a shows the three
main inputs of the plant during this transient test. In addition, the pilot plant performance in terms of
product CO2 mass flow Fprod (or CO2 desorbed) and absorbed CO2 flow rate are presented, together
with the dynamic process model simulations for this test. Again, a satisfactory agreement is found
between the plant trajectories and the output trajectories predicted by the dynamic process model.

From the three transient tests presented above, it can be concluded that the dynamic process
model predicts the transient trends of the main output trajectories of the process for different inputs to
the plant. In addition, the dead times and stabilization times of the process are properly predicted
by the dynamic process models, despite the steady-state deviations observed and already quantified
in Section 3.2. This means that the dynamic process model is suitable for simulation studies at the
plant scale, including dynamic process simulations to analyze the plant transient performance, and for
control tuning and advanced control layer design, including control structure studies.
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5. Case Study: Open-Loop Performance and Decentralized Control Structures

5.1. Open-Loop Step Responses at Different Plant Flue Gas Capacities

A power plant operated in a power market with a high penetration of renewables will most likely
be operated in load-following mode [7,63]. This means that the power plant with PCC will be operated
during a significant amount of its lifetime at part loads. In the case of a natural gas combined cycle
power plant with post-combustion CO2 capture it means that, at part-load operation, the gas turbine
(GT) load will be reduced, generating a reduced mass flow rate of flue gas that would be conducted to
the PCC unit. The purpose of this case study is to investigate the transient performance of the PCC
pilot plant via dynamic process simulation by implementing open-loop step changes to the dynamic
process model, and to compare the response of the plant at different part-load operating points, defined
by different mass flow rates of flue gas to be treated. The analysis will assess the transient response
of the plant to multiple and non-simultaneous step changes in three key inputs to the plant, namely
(i) flue gas flow rate Fgas (ii) solvent flow rate Fsolv; and (iii) reboiler duty

.
Qreb, at different flue gas

mass flow rate capacities of the plant. In order to define the part-load operating points, a decentralized
control structure was utilized, in which reboiler duty was the manipulated variable to control stripper
bottom temperature Tstr to 120.9 ◦C, and the solvent flow rate was the manipulated variable to control
CO2 capture ratio Cap to 0.85, as defined in Equation (13). When operating the plant at different flue
gas mass flow rates, corresponding to 100%, 80% and 60% of nominal mass flow rate, this results in
the three steady-state operating points presented in Tables 5 and 6. The control structure is defined as
control structure A in Table 7.

Cap =
Fgas·XCO2 − Fdepleted·XCO2,out

Fgas·XCO2

(13)

Table 5. Simulated pilot plant inputs’ set points for the three operating points to be studied, corresponding
to 100%, 80% and 60% of flue gas mass flow rate capacity of the pilot plant. With Cap = 0.85 and
Tstr = 120.9 ◦C for all cases.

Pilot Load (%) Fgas (kg/h) Fsolv (kg/s)
.

Qreb (MW)

100 19.3 17.6 3.5
80 15.3 13.2 2.7
60 11.6 9.5 2.1

Table 6. Simulated pilot plant values for the process variables, lean CO2 loading Ll, rich CO2 loading
Lr, CO2 capture ratio Cap and CO2 product flow rate, at three different operating points of the
plant, corresponding to 100%, 80% and 60% of flue gas mass flow rate capacity of the pilot plant.
With Cap = 0.85 and Tstr = 120.9 ◦C for all cases.

Pilot Load (%) Ll (mol/mol) Lr (mol/mol) Cap Fprod (kg/s)

100 0.280 0.501 0.85 0.91
80 0.246 0.514 0.85 0.72
60 0.228 0.514 0.85 0.55
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Table 7. Control structures for the supervisory control layer of the TCM amine plant. Key manipulated
variables (MVs) are solvent flow rate Fsolv and reboiler duty Qreb. Controlled variables are CO2

capture ratio Cap to 85%, defined in Equation (12), and stripper bottom temperature Tstr to 120.9 ◦C.
Control structure D controls Cap via a feed forward FF controller.

Pairing 1 Pairing 2

Control
Structure Manipulated Variable Controlled Variable Manipulated Variable Controlled Variable

A Fsolv Cap Qreb Tstr
B Qreb Cap Fsolv Tstr
C Fsolv L/G Qreb Tstr
D Fsolv Cap, with FF Qreb Tstr

The open-loop response was studied for the process variables (i) CO2 absorbed CO2,abs,
in Equation (11); (ii) CO2 desorbed CO2,abs (or Fprod); (iii) lean CO2 loading Ll at the inlet of the absorber;
and (iv) rich CO2 loading Lr at the outlet of the absorber. To characterize the transient response,
dead time θ, settling time ts, total stabilization time tt, and relative change (RC) were calculated:

• Dead time θ: it is the time that takes before a process variable starts to change from the initial
steady-state conditions as a response to the disturbance or input.

• Settling time: The 10% settling time ts is the time taken from when the process variable begins to
respond to the input change (dead time) until it remains within an error band described by 10%
of the change in the process variable ∆y and the final steady-state value of the process variable
y∞, i.e.: −0.1 ∆y + y∞ < y∞ < 0.1 ∆y + y∞.

• Total stabilization time: the sum of the dead time θ and the settling time ts is the resulting total
stabilization time tt.

• Relative change RC: Change in the observed process variable from initial steady-state conditions
y0 to the final steady-state conditions; refer to Equation (14).

RC(%) = 100·y∞ − y0

y0
(14)

The detailed results of the process simulations are presented in Tables A1–A3 in Appendix A.
Figure 8 shows the total stabilization times for the selected process variables at the three operating
points, for step changes in solvent flow rate and reboiler duty. The responses for step changes in flue
gas flow rate are not presented, since it is shown in Table A1 that the relative change RC in the output
process variables is very small or negligible (RC ranges from −0.81% to 0.21%). This can be explained
by the highly diluted nature of the CO2 in the flue gas (ca. 3.5 vol%). The results show the non-linear
behavior of the plant, with different transient responses to step change set-point increase and decrease
in key plant inputs, and at different loads of the plant.

Figure 8a shows the total stabilization time for lean CO2 loading Ll at the inlet of the absorber,
which ranges from 25 to 45 min in all cases. The results show that the required time for total stabilization
increases when the plant is operated at lower loads. As shown in Appendix A (Tables A1 and A2),
a general trend was that the dead time θ in the response of Ll to step changes in reboiler duty and rich
solvent mass flow rate increases at part-load points. This could be explained by the fact that at lower
loads the solvent mass flow rate is smaller (refer to Fsolv in Table 6), resulting in longer residence times
of the solvent through each equipment hold-up, piping, and recycle loop, this is, larger circulation
time. This can also explain why dead times are generally larger when decreasing solvent flow rate
than when increasing it; refer to Table A2 in Appendix A.
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Figure 8. Simulation results. Total stabilization times ts for open-loop ± 10% step changes in solvent
flow rate and reboiler duty for the process variables (a) Lean CO2 loading Ll; (b) rich CO2 loading
Lr; (c) CO2 absorbed CO2,abs and (d) CO2 desorbed CO2,abs. Stabilization times are calculated for the
response when the plant is operated at three different operating points in terms of flue gas mass flow
rate, 100%, 80% and 60% of nominal capacity; refer to Tables 5 and 6.

Figure 8b shows the total stabilization times for rich CO2 loading Lr at the outlet of the absorber
sump. In this case, the stabilization times range from 60 to 450 min. It should be mentioned that
the relative change RC in rich CO2 loading is also small or negligible for the disturbances studied
(see Appendix A), due to the fact that the solvent is operated close to its maximum loading capacity
of 0.51 mol/mol CO2 loading. The total stabilization times of the responses of rich CO2 loading Lr

to disturbances in solvent flow rate and reboiler duty are larger at lower plant loads. At 60% flue
gas capacity, a very slow response is found in Lr when the solvent flow rate is decreased by a −10%
step change; however, the relative change RC of Lr in this process variable is negligible for this plant
disturbance; refer to Table A2 in Appendix A.

The total stabilization times for CO2 absorbed CO2,abs response to disturbances in rich solvent
mass flow rate Fsolv and reboiler duty

.
Qreb are shown in Figure 8c. Total stabilization times range from

55 to 135 min. When the rich solvent mass flow rate is increased by 10%, this results in an increase in
CO2 absorbed with a relative change RC of 0.35% to 4.18% (refer to Table A2), due to the increased
L/G ratio in the absorber column. However, since the reboiler duty is kept constant, the lean loading
will increase (see RC values of Ll in Table A2). Due to the residence time in the hot solvent piping,
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lean/rich heat exchanger and lean amine cooler of the recycle loop, it takes time for the solvent to
be distributed towards the inlet of the absorber. A dead time in CO2 lean loading Ll at the inlet of
the absorber of 11 to 22 min is observed (see Table A2). This results in it taking a long time for the
CO2,abs to stabilize. When the rich solvent mass flow rate is decreased by 10%, it is observed that
the CO2 absorbed CO2,abs decreases (relative change RC between −3.14% and −5.59% in Table A2).
This is a result of the combination of the reduction in L/G ratio and the decrease in lean loading Ll.
CO2,abs requiring time for stabilization (stabilization time of 65 to 69 min). When reboiler duty

.
Qreb

is increased by 10%, the lean loading Ll is decreased significantly (RC ranging from 6.75 to 8.59%),
which results in increase of CO2,abs (relative change RC of 4.0% to 6.07%). The change in lean loading Ll
is observed at the absorber inlet with a dead time of 13 to 23 min (due to circulation time of the solvent
in the recycle loop), and the total stabilization time for CO2,abs for increase in reboiler duty ranges
from 76 to 99 min. When reboiler duty

.
Qreb is decreased by 10%, the solvent lean loading increases

(RC of 6.63% to 8.46%), resulting in less CO2 being absorbed. Relatively slower response in CO2,abs to
disturbances in solvent flow rate and reboiler duty were found when the PCC was operated at lower
loads (55 to 99 min). An exception is found for the case when the solvent flow rate is increased at 100%
mass flow rate operating conditions of the plant.

Figure 8d shows the stabilization times for CO2 desorbed CO2,abs. For disturbances in rich solvent
flow rate and reboiler duty, the desorbed CO2 stabilizes slightly faster at lower loads (ranging from 2
to 100 min). In general, it was found that the desorption rate stabilized faster than the absorption rate
CO2,abs for the disturbances in solvent flow rate and reboiler duty applied to the process. When solvent
flow rate is decreased, this results in smaller L/G ratio in the absorber column and less CO2 being
desorbed in the stripper column. Since the rich CO2 loading does not change significantly (RC in Lr

from 0 to 0.08%), the CO2 desorbed CO2,des stabilizes faster than the CO2 absorbed (circulation time
through the recycle loop is not affecting the stabilization of CO2,abs). When the reboiler duty

.
Qreb is

increased by 10%, the relative change in CO2 desorbed is large (4 to 6.07% in Table A3), and with fast
total stabilization time (2 to 3 min in Table A3). A change in reboiler duty results in a fast response
in the produced stripping vapors, which also results in a fast response in CO2 product flow rate
(CO2 desorbed). The longest stabilization time for CO2 desorbed is found when the solvent flow rate is
increased at 100% operating conditions. It is notable that there is a big difference in total stabilization
times for solvent flow rate increase at different loads of the plant.

5.2. Decentralized Control Structures

In this section, four control structures for the TCM DA amine plant were tested via dynamic
process model simulations. The scenario considers realistic load changes on the power plant,
by changing flue gas flow rate feed to the absorber column. From a control analysis perspective,
flue gas flow rate change can be considered as a disturbance applied to the PCC process. A load
change event would result in a significant change in flue gas flow rate, at a ramp rate given by GT
operation and controls. Fast ramp rates are the goal of power plant operators, since a fast power plant
can respond to the variability in costs in a day-ahead power market [7,64]. For a NGCC power plant, a
fast ramp rate is considered to be around 10%/min GT load [4,65]. Two tests were considered and
simulated:

• Test 1: Ramping down flue gas flow rate from 100 to 70% in 3 min. The transient event starts at
t0 = 0 min, and sufficient simulation time is allowed for the plant to reach the new steady-state.

• Test 2: Flue gas flow rate is ramped up from 70 to 100% in 3 min. The transient event starts at
t0 = 0 min, and sufficient simulation time is allowed for the plant to reach the new steady-state.

The supervisory or advanced control layer of the TCM DA amine plant has three main degrees of
freedom, consisting of set point of flue gas volumetric flow rate Fgas, set point of rich pump solvent

flow rate Fsolv, and steam flow rate to feed the reboiler duty
.

Qreb; refer to FT1, FT5 and FT4, respectively
in Figure 1. Under normal and stable operation of the pilot plant at TCM DA, such degrees of freedom
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are changed manually by the operators to bring the plant to different operating conditions. If flue
gas flow rate is considered to be a disturbance, there are two degrees of freedom left for operation.
Note that here we do not consider the degrees of freedom available to the operators in the stabilizing
or regulatory control layer, or for other auxiliary operations of the plant, or start-up procedures.
Several studies in the literature suggest that keeping the capture ratio Cap and a temperature in the
stripper column constant can lead to efficient operation of the process for varying loads of the PCC
absorber-desorber process [13]. In this analysis, four control structures were tested, as presented in
Table 7. All the feedback control loops are PI controllers, and were tuned with the simple internal
model control (SIMC) tuning rules [66].

• Control structure A uses Fsolv to control capture ratio at the top of the absorber Cap defined by

Equation (13) to the set point of 0.85, and reboiler duty
.

Qreb to control the solvent temperature at
the stripper bottom Tstr to the set point of 120.9 ◦C. This control structure has been previously
proposed in the literature in different studies including [14,16], where it shows a fast response
and the capability to reject disturbances.

• Control structure B uses Fsolv to control the solvent temperature at the stripper bottom Tstr to the

set point of 120.9 ◦C, and reboiler duty
.

Qreb to control capture ratio at the top of the absorber Cap
to the set point of 0.85. Note that changes in reboiler duty result in a big change in solvent lean
CO2 loading (large relative change RC; see Appendix A). A similar version was suggested by
Panahi and Skogestad [14], where it was found that this control structure showed similar dynamic
behavior, in response to disturbances in flue gas flow rate, compared with a model predictive
control scheme (MPC).

• Control structure C utilizes solvent flow rate Fsolv to control the mass-based L/G ratio in the
absorber column at the same value as that in the close-to-design-point operating conditions.
This control structure has been studied previously in [12,15]. This control loop is implemented
via ratio control. In addition, reboiler duty is manipulated to control Tstr to 120.9 ◦C. The control
structure leads to different final steady-state operating conditions when ramping down the plant
load than the other three alternatives.

• Control structure D is a modification of control structure A. In this control structure, the solvent
flow rate set point is changed via a feed forward (FF) action to control the capture ratio Cap at
0.85; in addition, the stripper bottom temperature is controlled by manipulating the reboiler duty.
The feed forward controller is implemented by a set-point ramp change in the solvent flow rate
with the same total duration as the flue gas flow rate ramp change, to the final value that gives
a Cap of 0.85 under final steady-state conditions.

Figure 9 shows the simulated time input trajectories during the test with flue gas flow rate
reduction. The manipulated variables Fsolv and

.
Qreb are shown for the different control structures

evaluated. Figure 10 shows the output trajectories of CO2 capture ratio Cap, desorption ratio Des,
CO2 absorbed and CO2 desorbed for the transient tests of flue gas flow rate reduction. Figure 11 shows
the trajectories of lean loading Ll and stripper bottom solvent temperature Tstr for flue gas flow rate
reduction. In addition, Figure 12 shows the simulated time input trajectories during the test with flue
gas flow rate increase. Figure 13 shows the output trajectories of CO2 capture ratio Cap, desorption ratio
Des, CO2 absorbed and CO2 desorbed for the transient tests of flue gas flow rate increase, and Figure 14
shows the trajectories of lean loading Ll and stripper bottom solvent temperature Tstr for flue gas flow
rate increase. In order to compare the different control structure performances during transient load
change, the total stabilization times of the selected process variables are shown in Table 8. These will
indicate how fast the plant achieves stabilization of the different floating (not controlled) process
variables when moving from one operating condition to the next one. In addition, three transient
performance indicators have been considered and presented in Table 9. Note that, for this analysis
auxiliary consumptions of the plant are not considered.
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Figure 9. Inputs to the pilot plant during simulations for load change ramp-down (Test 1) from 100 to
70% with a ramp rate of 10%/min reduction in flue gas flow rate, for control structures A, B, C and D.
(a) Flue gas flow rate (kg/s), as a disturbance, and solvent flow rates (kg/s) of the rich pump as
manipulated variables (MVs); (b) Reboiler duty (W) as MV. The red vertical dotted line shows when
the transient event starts at t0.
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Figure 10. Outputs from pilot plant model during simulations for load change ramp-down (Test 1)
from 100 to 70% with a ramp rate of 10%/min reduction in flue gas flow rate, for control structures
A, B, C and D. (a) CO2 capture ratio Cap, as controlled variable (CV); (b) CO2 desorption ratio Des;
(c) CO2 absorption and desorption rates (kg/s). The red vertical dotted line shows when the transient
event starts at t0.
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Figure 11. Outputs from pilot plant model during simulations for load change ramp-down (Test 1)
from 100 to 70% with a ramp rate of 10%/min reduction in flue gas flow rate, for control structures
A, B, C and D. (a) Lean CO2 loading at the inlet of the absorber; (b) Stripper bottom temperature as
controlled variable (◦C). The red vertical dotted line shows when the transient event starts at t0.
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Figure 12. Inputs to the pilot plant during simulations for load change ramp-up (Test 2) from 70 to
100% with a ramp rate of 10%/min increase in flue gas flow rate, for control structures A, B, C and
D. (a) Flue gas flow rate (kg/s), as a disturbance, and solvent flow rates (kg/s) of the rich pump as
manipulated variables (MVs); (b) Reboiler duty (W) as MV. The red vertical dotted line shows when
the transient event starts at t0.Energies 2017, 10, 1527  25 of 33 
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Figure 13. Outputs from pilot plant model during simulations for load change ramp-up (Test 2) from
70 to 100% with a ramp rate of 10%/min increase in flue gas flow rate, for control structures A, B,
C and D. (a) CO2 capture ratio Cap, as controlled variable (CV); (b) CO2 desorption ratio Des; (c) CO2

absorption and desorption rates (kg/s). The red vertical dotted line shows when the transient event
starts at t0.
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Figure 14. Outputs from pilot plant model during simulations for load change ramp-up (Test 2) from
70 to 100% with a ramp rate of 10%/min increase in flue gas flow rate, for control structures A, B, C and
D. (a) Lean CO2 loading at the inlet of the absorber; (b) Stripper bottom temperature as controlled
variable (◦C). The red vertical dotted line shows when the transient event starts at t0.
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Table 8. Total stabilization times of the floating process variables for the different control structures,
when ramping down the plant tt,down from 100% flue gas mass flow rate to 70%; and when ramping up
the plant tt,up from 70% flue gas mass flow rate to 100%.

Control Structure Process Variable tt,down (min) tt,up (min)

A
CO2 Absorbed 3.3 71.0
CO2 Desorbed 36.3 112.7

Ll 187.7 201.0

B
CO2 Absorbed 4.0 5.2
CO2 Desorbed 35.3 27.5

Ll 68.2 46.7

C
CO2 Absorbed 3.6 97.7
CO2 Desorbed 56.5 63.7

Ll 172.2 115.5

D
CO2 Absorbed 6.2 96.8
CO2 Desorbed 50.3 59.2

Ll 185.0 113.8

Table 9. Simulation results for accumulated reboiler energy consumption Qreb (MJ), accumulated CO2

emitted CO2,em and accumulated CO2 captured CO2,cap during the transient event (8 h) for the different
control structures A,B, C and D (refer to Table 7), when ramping up and down the plant (between
100% and 70% of flue gas mass flow rate). Static plant refers to an ideal static plant that changes
from the initial operating conditions to the final operating conditions instantaneously at time t = 0.
An integration time of tf = 480 min was utilized to calculate the values for the ideal static plant.

Transient
Event Indicator Static Plant A B C D

Ramp down
Qreb (MJ) 60,441 63,353 60,926 69,045 64,046

CO2,em (tons) 2.66 2.64 2.65 0.96 2.39
CO2,cap (tons) 15.70 15.76 15.75 17.44 16.01

Ramp up
Qreb (MJ) 100,924 100,898 100,655 98,973 98,667

CO2,em (tons) 4.49 4.51 4.53 4.77 4.94
CO2,cap (tons) 26.41 26.39 26.37 26.13 25.96

• Accumulated reboiler energy input Qreb (MJ): see Equation (15). This is calculated by integration

of the
.

Qreb trajectory under the transient event, from the initial time t0 = 0 min to the final
time tf = 480 min (8 h). The final time was defined to ensure that the plant was already
under steady-state conditions at the final operating point. This value Qreb represents the main
energy consumption of the process during the transient event of load change. In addition,
the consumption of an ideal static plant is included for comparison (see Table 9). The ideal
static plant is assumed to change from initial to the final steady-state operating conditions
instantaneously at time t0, and would operate until tf. The static plant value represents the
minimum value when ramping down and a maximum value when ramping up.

Qreb =
∫ t f

t0

.
Qreb(t)dt (15)

• Accumulated CO2 emitted CO2,em (tons): see Equation (16). This is calculated by integration
of the

.
mCO2 trajectory under the transient event, from the initial time t0 = 0 min to the final

time tf = 480 min; this represents the CO2 emitted at the absorber stack. The final time was
defined to ensure that the plant was already under steady-state conditions at the final operating
point. This measure represents the CO2 emitted during the transient event of load change.
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For comparison, the CO2 emitted by an ideal static plant is calculated (considered as the maximum
value when ramping down and a minimum value when ramping up), shown in Table 9.

CO2,em =
∫ t f

t0

.
mCO2(t)dt =

∫ t f

t0

.
mdepleted(t)·XCO2(t)dt (16)

• Accumulated CO2 captured CO2,cap (tons): see Equation (17). This is calculated by integration
of the CO2 absorbed CO2,abs trajectory (Equation (12)) under the transient event, from the initial
time t0 = 0 min to the final time tf = 480 min. The final time was defined to ensure that the plant
was already under steady-state conditions at the final operating point. This measure represents
the CO2 captured during the transient event of load change. For comparison, the CO2 captured
by an ideal static plant is calculated (considered as the minimum value when ramping down and
a maximum value when ramping up), shown in Table 9.

CO2,cap =
∫ t f

t0

(
Fgas(t)·XCO2(t)− Fdepleted(t)·XCO2,out(t)

)
dt (17)

Figure 10 shows that the CO2 capture ratio Cap had similar trajectories for control structures
A and B during Test 1 (flue gas ramp-down), and that Cap reached stabilization conditions faster
(20–50 min) than control structures C and D (around 270 min). Cap had also larger excursions from the
set point than when control structures A and B are utilized. The same trends are found for Test 2 with
flue gas flow rate ramp-up (Figure 13). When ramping up, control structures C and D stabilize faster
(around 160 min) than when ramping down. This showed that the utilization of close-loop feedback
control (structures A and B) allows shorter stabilization times to be reached for the controlled variable
CO2 capture ratio Cap. The desorption ratio Des trajectories in Figure 10 show that the plant requires
the shortest stabilization time for this process variable when employing control structure B (around
60 min), followed by control structure A and C (around 200 min). This can be explained by the fact that
for a change in reboiler duty the response of CO2 desorbed has a fast total stabilization time and a large
static relative change RC (where RC ranges from 4 to 6.29% and total stabilization time range from
2.2 to 3.5 min for a +10% step in reboiler duty); refer to Table A3. When it comes to the stabilization
time required for Des for Test 1, structures C and D presented a poorer performance as the trajectories
for Cap and Des deviate from the set point significantly. For control structure A, Des showed slow
performance for Test 2 (around 210 min total stabilization time) with significant oscillations around set
point; refer to Figure 13.

When ramping down the plant, CO2 absorbed and CO2 desorbed require similar stabilization
times for control structures A and B (around 3 min for CO2,abs and 36 min for CO2,abs), while the control
structures C and D require longer stabilization times for CO2 desorbed (around 50 to 57 min); refer to
Table 8. The trajectory of CO2 lean loading again shows shorter stabilization time for control structure
B. This can be explained by the large static relative change RC of the response of CO2 lean loading to
changes in reboiler duty (where RC ranges from −6.29% to −4.97% and total stabilization time range
from 22.7 to 39.2 min for a +10% step in reboiler duty); refer to Table A3. This contributes to the tight
control of CO2 capture ratio Cap achieved by control structure B, since the CO2 lean loading Ll is a key
process variable that connects the operation of the stripper and the absorber columns via the recycle
loop. In addition, control structure B shows the shortest stabilization times and smaller excursions of
the stripper bottom temperature Tstr (around 15 to 30 min), in Figures 11 and 14.

When the plant load is ramped up from 70 to 100% (Test 2), the control structure B in general
showed a faster dynamic performance with significantly shorter stabilization times required for
the floating process variables considered (5.2 min for CO2,abs, 27.5 min for CO2,abs and 46.7 min for
Ll), see Table 9; followed by C, D and A. Note that control structure B presented a faster dynamic
performance towards stabilization while ramping up (Ll stabilizes in 46.7 min) than when ramping
down the process (Ll stabilizes in 68.2 min). Control structures A, C and D required shorter stabilization
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times for CO2 absorption and CO2 desorption when ramping down the process load, while CO2 lean
loading stabilized faster when ramping up the plant load; refer to the stabilization time values in
Table 9. When the plant is operated under control structure C, the optimum solvent flow rate Fsolv and
lean loading Ll are not reached at the 70% absorber capacity steady-state operating conditions; refer to
time >250 min in Figures 9a and 11a, and time <0 min in Figures 12a and 14a. This leads to a higher
Cap than specified (refer time t > 290 min in Figure 10a and time t < 0 min in Figure 13a), and therefore
higher reboiler duty (time t > 290 min in Figure 9b and time t < 0 min in Figure 12b), even though the
stripper bottom temperature Tstr criterion is satisfied.

During the ramp-down transient event of the plant (i.e., period of 8 h from the time change was
implemented), the least energy-intensive performance measured by Qreb in Table 9 was observed for
control structure B. In addition, this structure shows the largest CO2 emissions during the transient
event, albeit still lower than the ideal static plant. The fast stabilization time of the plant process
variables achieved by control structure B provides a transient performance that is the closest to the
ideal static plant. Control structures C and D showed the largest CO2 captured during the transient
event. However, when ramping down the plant load, this means that the plant is emitting less CO2

during the transient event with control structures A, B, C and D than that established by the operational
objective and represented by the ideal static plant case. Consequently, when ramping down the plant
load, CO2 emissions will always be lower than those of the equivalent ideal static plant. In addition,
the plant is capturing more CO2 than the ideal static plant. Figure 10a shows how there are periods of
time in which the capture ratio Cap is above the target of 0.85, leading to more CO2 being captured
than the ideal static plant during the transient event. Control structures A and B showed the largest
CO2 emitted when compared with the ideal static case. Despite control structure A presenting a similar
amount of CO2 emitted during the transient event, it requires a larger amount of energy input during
this period than control structure B. Therefore, control structure B shows the best performance in terms
of energy consumption and CO2 emissions during the transient load change event of ramping down
the PCC plant load. When ramping up the plant load the most energy-intensive control structure is
control structure B. However CO2 emissions are the lowest, being closer to the minimum established by
the static plant. This means that, when ramping up the plant load, CO2 emissions will always be higher
than those of the equivalent ideal static plant. While control structure D is the least energy-intensive
process during the transient event of load change increase, it is the control structure with the largest
CO2 emissions during this transient event.

6. Conclusions

The pilot plant data obtained in this work from an MEA campaign at TCM DA amine plant
includes ten steady-state operating data sets. The data sets consist of a wide range of steady-state
operating conditions of the chemical absorption process in terms of L/G ratio in the absorber column,
different absorber packing heights, CO2 capture ratios, reboiler duty and flue gas flow rate fed to
the absorber. The data is considered reliable and valid and can be used for process model validation
purposes. In addition, the three transient data sets presented in this work represent transient operation
of the pilot plant driven by set-point changes in flue gas flow rate, solvent circulation flow rate and
reboiler duty. The transient data sets are considered reliable and suitable for dynamic process model
validation purposes, provided that input trajectories can be applied to the dynamic process model.

The validation of the dynamic process model with the steady-state and transient data shows
that the process model has a good capability of predicting the steady-state and transient behavior
of the plant for a wide range of operating conditions. The validation included in this work proves
the capacities of dynamic process modeling applied to large-scale experimental data. The model
is considered suitable for studies including transient performance analysis and control structure
evaluation studies at the plant scale. In addition, it provides confidence towards using the dynamic
process model for analysis of larger-scale PCC plants.
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The case study carried out in this work via dynamic process simulations with the validated model
shows that, generally, the plant responds more slowly at lower operating loads (the load being defined
by the flow rate fed to the absorber). A general trend is observed, in which it takes a longer time
to stabilize the main process variables of the pilot plant under open-loop step changes in the main
inputs of the process, namely solvent flow rate, flue gas flow rate and reboiler duty. From the process
simulations, it is found that, in general, the desorption rate stabilizes faster than the absorption rate for
set-point step changes in solvent flow rate and reboiler duty. In addition, ±10% step changes in flue
gas flow rate around a given operating point do not cause a large relative change in the main process
variables of the process (RC ranges from −0.81% to 0.21%).

The evaluation of the decentralized control structures shows that by adding closed-loop controllers
on the two main degrees of freedom of the plant—solvent flow rate and reboiler duty—to control two
other process variables, including CO2 capture ratio and stripper bottom solvent temperature, the plant
can be stabilized faster and more efficiently under varying loads. The control structure that showed
the best performance was control structure B, in which the reboiler duty is manipulated to control
CO2 capture ratio at the inlet of the absorber and the rich solvent flow rate to control the stripper
bottom solvent temperature. It was observed that control structure B provides the fastest stabilization
times for the main process variables under scenarios when the plant load is ramped down and up,
with ramp rates typically found in NGCC power plants with fast-cycling capabilities. When reducing
the PCC process load, this control structure is the least energy-intensive of those evaluated in this
work. When increasing the plant load, this control structure is the one with the lowest accumulated
CO2 emissions imposed by the process inertia during load-change transient operation.
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Abbreviations and Symbols

Aif Contact area
AP Absolute percentage error
Cap CO2 capture ratio
CHP Combined heat and power
CCS Carbon capture and storage
CO2 Carbon dioxide
CO2,em CO2 emitted (kg/s)
ci Molar concentration
Cef Pre-multiplying coefficient
DCC Direct contact cooler
Des Desorption ratio
DCO2 Diffusivity of CO2 in aqueous monoethanolamine
E Enhancement factor
F Mass flow rate (kg/s)
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FB Feedback
FC Flow controller
FF Feed-forward
FT Flow transmitter
GA Gas analyzer
GC Gas chromatograph
GT Gas turbine
Hei Henry’s constant
H2O Water
HX Heat exchanger
ki Mass transfer coefficient
Ki Equilibrium constant
LC Level controller
Ll Lean CO2 loading
Lr Rich CO2 loading
L/G Mass-based liquid to gas ratio (kg/kg)
LT Level transmitter
MAP Mean absolute percentage error
MEA Monoethanolamine
MPC Model predictive control
N2 Nitrogen
NCCC National carbon capture center
NGCC Natural gas combined cycle
O2 Oxygen
p Pressure (Pa)
PC Pressure controller
PCC Post-combustion CO2 capture
PT Pressure transmitter
PZ Piperazine
.

Qreb Reboiler duty (W)
Qreb Reboiler energy input (J)
RC Relative change
SA Solvent analyzer
SIMC Simplified internal model control
SRD Specific reboiler duty (kJ/kgCO2)
T Temperature (K)
TC Temperature controller
TCM DA CO2 Technology Cener Mongstad
ts Settling time
tt Total stabilization time
TT Temperature transmitter
X Mass fraction
xp Value measured at pilot plant
xm Value simulated model
y∞ Steady-state final value
θ Dead time
γi Activity coefficient
∆Hr Heat of reaction
∆y Change in process variable
ε-NTU Effectiveness number of thermal units
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Appendix A

Tables A1–A3 show the simulation results in terms of the dead time θ, 10% settling time ts,
total stabilization time tt and relative change RC %, for the open-loop response to step-changes in
the main inputs to the plant. The step changes are applied to the plant when it is operated at three
different steady-state operating conditions defined by three different mass flow rate capacities of the
absorber column. The inputs are:

• Flue gas mass flow rate ±10% step-change.
• Solvent mass flow rate ±10% step-change.
• Reboiler duty ±10% step-change.

The output process variables studied are:

• CO2 lean loading Ll (mol/mol).
• CO2 rich loading Lr (mol/mol).
• CO2 absorbed CO2,abs (kg/s).
• CO2 desorbed CO2,abs (kg/s).

Table A1. Open-loop response to ±10% step-changes in flue gas mass flow rate for three different
operating points of the pilot plant. Responses in CO2 lean loading Ll, CO2 rich loading Lr, CO2 absorbed,
and CO2 desorbed.

Input Fgas +10% Fgas −10%

Plant
Load

Process
Variable θ (min) ts (min) tt (min) RC (%) θ (min) ts (min) tt (min) RC (%)

100%

Ll 40.5 296.5 337.0 0.01 33.5 133.2 166.7 −0.35
Lr 0.0 41.7 41.7 0.09 19.0 116.3 135.3 −0.76

CO2,abs 0.0 95.2 95.2 0.05 0.0 168.7 168.7 −0.81
CO2,abs 22.2 244.3 266.5 0.04 22.7 128.7 151.3 −0.80

80%

Ll 50.3 260.8 311.2 −0.03 42.7 442.0 484.7 0.04
Lr 0.0 53.3 53.3 0.21 67.2 117.5 184.7 −0.15

CO2,abs 0.0 61.8 61.8 −0.03 0.0 334.5 334.5 −0.06
CO2,abs 25.5 393.7 419.2 −0.03 23.8 364.7 388.5 −0.06

60%

Ll 51.9 424.9 476.8 −0.03 53.7 318.5 372.2 0.08
Lr 0.0 96.1 96.1 0.00 0.0 192.8 192.8 −0.05

CO2,abs 0.0 113.7 113.7 −0.05 0.0 141.2 141.2 0.09
CO2,abs 27.7 363.4 391.1 −0.05 25.6 369.9 395.5 0.09

Table A2. Open-loop response to ±10% step-changes in solvent mass flow rate for three different
operating points of the pilot plant. Responses in CO2 lean loading Ll, CO2 rich loading Lr, CO2 absorbed,
and CO2 desorbed.

Input Fsolv +10% Fsolv −10%

Plant
Load

Process
Variable θ (min) ts (min) tt (min) RC (%) θ (min) ts (min) tt (min) RC (%)

100%

Ll 11.8 15.8 27.7 8.59 14.5 11.5 26 −7.50
Lr 14.2 89.7 103.8 −0.10 0 63.83 63.83 0.08

CO2,abs 0.0 133.2 133.2 0.35 0 67.16 67.16 −3.14
CO2,abs 0.0 98.8 98.8 0.35 0 12.83 12.83 −3.15

80%

Ll 15.8 18.5 34.3 7.85 19.5 13.16 32.66 −6.87
Lr 0.0 106.3 106.3 −0.04 0 176.66 176.66 0.02

CO2,abs 0.0 97.8 97.8 2.09 0 65.66 65.66 −4.38
CO2,abs 0.0 18.8 18.8 2.09 0 3.16 3.16 −4.39

60%

Ll 22.0 17.0 39.0 6.75 27 17.33 44.33 −6.28
Lr 0.0 141.0 141.0 −0.02 0 454 454 0.00

CO2,abs 0.0 104.0 104.0 4.18 0 69.5 69.5 −5.59
CO2,abs 0.0 23.5 23.5 4.18 0 3.8 3.8 −5.59
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Table A3. Open-loop response to ±10% step-changes in reboiler duty for three different operating
points of the pilot plant. Responses in CO2 lean loading Ll, CO2 rich loading Lr, CO2 absorbed,
and CO2 desorbed.

Input
.

Qreb +10%
.

Qreb −10%

Plant
Load

Process
Variable θ (min) ts (min) tt (min) RC (%) θ (min) ts (min) tt (min) RC (%)

100%

Ll 13.0 9.7 22.7 −6.29 12.7 15.5 28.2 8.46
Lr 31.8 81.5 113.3 −0.22 29.5 43.3 72.8 0.00

CO2,abs 6.0 70.8 76.8 6.07 5.0 49.8 54.8 −8.48
CO2,abs 0.0 2.2 2.2 6.07 0.0 10.3 10.3 −8.48

80%

Ll 17.0 11.7 28.7 −5.60 17.0 14.8 31.8 7.78
Lr 40.7 78.0 118.7 −0.03 38.3 88.0 126.3 0.02

CO2,abs 7.8 74.7 82.5 5.19 5.7 57.0 62.7 −7.16
CO2,abs 0.0 2.7 2.7 5.19 0.0 14.5 14.5 −0.05

60%

Ll 23.2 16.0 39.2 −4.97 23.8 17.3 41.2 6.63
Lr 47.0 99.3 146.3 −0.01 47.8 114.7 162.5 0.00

CO2,abs 9.5 89.6 99.1 4.00 7.5 72.0 79.5 −5.30
CO2,abs 0.0 3.5 3.5 4.00 0.0 3.3 3.3 −5.30
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Abstract

This work focuses on the development and validation of a dynamic process model of the post-combustion CO2 chemical absorption 
process with temperature swing absorption (TSA) using aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA) as solvent. A new set of steady-state 
and transient cases were generated during an MEA test campaign at the amine pilot plant at CO2 Technology Center Mongstad 
(TCM DA). Nine steady-state cases comprising a wide range of operating conditions of the plant and two transient tests consisting 
of flue gas volumetric flow rate step-changes were utilized for the purpose of dynamic process model validation of the overall pilot 
plant process model. It is concluded that the dynamic process model is capable of estimating the absorber and stripper columns 
temperature profiles with good accuracy after tuning of model parameters. An over-prediction of the model for lean and rich CO2

loadings has been reported, being mean percentage errors <1.5% for lean loading and <6.7% for rich loading. In addition, an under 
prediction of CO2 product flow rate has been observed (<5%). The process model is capable of predicting the variability of lean 
and rich loadings for the range of steady-state operating conditions. The main process dynamics of the pilot plant under flue gas 
volumetric flow rate set-point step changes is captured by the process model.
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1. Introduction

Post-combustion CO2 capture (PCC) with amines is considered one of the more mature technologies that can 
contribute to reduce anthropogenic CO2 emissions to the atmosphere from fossil-fueled thermal power plants. It is 
considered that thermal power plants with CO2 capture and storage (CCS) might be operated as load-following units 
in future energy systems with higher integration of variable renewable energy sources [1]. The Carbon Capture and 
Storage update 2014 concludes that the financial case for CCS requires that it operates in a flexible manner, and 
considers load-following ability as extremely important to the long-term economics [2]. Therefore, interest has grown 
in the field of operational flexibility of thermal power plants with CCS. A key aspect of operational flexibility of power 
plants with post-combustion CO2 capture using amines is the transient behavior of the capture process, i.e. the time 
dependent behavior of the PCC plant when varying operating conditions. Pilot plant testing allows analyzing flexible 
operation of the process [3-5]. Nevertheless, pilot plant testing requires expensive resources and normally a limited 
amount of transient testing can be conducted during test campaigns.

The scarcity of published transient performance data from pilot plants together with the limited operational 
experience from commercial-scale post-combustion capture plants, claims for an interest within the research 
community for the development of dynamic process simulation models. Dynamic process models are considered as 
invaluable tools that can help studying different aspects of the transient behavior of PCC plants. The models allow 
studying various transient events, as well as developing and implementing optimal control strategies. In addition, 
computational tools and process models can contribute to identify process bottlenecks and develop useful knowledge 
that will contribute to technology development and ease process scale-up. However, the reliability of results from 
dynamic simulations might be questioned if the dynamic process models have not been validated against experiments 
or pilot plant transient data. Thus, validation of dynamic process models is necessary [6-9]. According to 
Bui et al. [10], further research must focus on producing transient pilot plant data for increasing knowledge on real 
plant transient performance and for dynamic process model validation in order to ensure reliability of simulation 
results.

The objectives of this work were: 

Generate a set of steady-state and transient plant data that can be used for dynamic process model validation.
Develop and validate a dynamic process model of the amine-based TSA plant at CO2 Technology Center 
Mongstad for flue gas from a natural gas fueled power plant.

Steady-state and dynamic experiments were conducted by TCM DA during an MEA test campaign at the post-
combustion amine pilot plant at TCM DA treating flue gas from a natural gas fueled power plant. The steady-state 
data sets reflect a wide range of operating conditions while the dynamic experiments consist of set-point changes in 
exhaust gas volumetric flow rate fed to the absorber. In this work, a dynamic process model of the amine-based plant 
at TCM DA was built with the open physical modeling language Modelica [11], by means of the commercial tool 
Dymola [12]. After processing the pilot plant data, validation of the overall process model has been conducted with 
the steady-state and transient data by comparing the prediction of the overall process model of the PCC plant with the 
pilot plant data. In this paper, the validation with nine steady-state cases and two transient events is presented.

Nomenclature

TSA Temperature swing absorption
MEA Monoethanolamine
TCM DA CO2 Technology Center Mongstad
PCC Post combustion CO2 capture
CCS CO2 Capture and Storage
CHP Combined heat and power
FMI  Functional Mock-up Interface
FMU  Functional Mock-up Unit
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2. TCM DA amine pilot plant configured for CHP flue gas treatment 

CO2 Technology Centre Mongstad has an installed pilot-scale amine-based temperature swing absorption (TSA) 
process plant next to the Statoil refinery in Mongstad, Norway. TCM DA has recently conducted a test campaign with 
30% aqueous monoethanolamine (MEA), operated from 6 July until 17 October 2015. The work is part of the 
continuous effort of TCM DA on generating better understanding of the performance of the non-proprietary aqueous 
MEA solvent system. From TCM DA’s perspective, one of the objectives of MEA test campaigns is to provide 
understanding of the transient operations of the amine plant [13]. A detailed description of the flexible and fully 
instrumented TCM DA plant can be found in Hamborg et al. [14]. In the following it is presented a brief description 
of the TCM DA PCC pilot plant configured for flue gas cleaning from natural gas fueled power plant. 

The exhaust gas, with a CO2 content of about 3.5 vol%, comes from the natural gas combined heat and power plant 
(CHP) placed next to the TCM DA facility. The amine pilot plant treats a fraction of about 3% of the total exhaust gas 
originating from the two GE 9001E gas turbines operating at design load at the CHP plant. The total capacity of the 
pilot plant for CHP flue gas is 60000 Sm3/hr and it is capable of capturing around 80 ton CO2/day. Figure 1 shows a 
simplified process flowsheet for TCM DA amine plant operated with CHP flue gas. An induced draft blower is present 
at the plant to overcome pressure drops and blow the flue gas flow. It has variable speed drives that allow manipulating 
the flue gas volumetric flow rate fed to the absorber. The flue gas flows through a direct contact cooler that cools 
down and saturates the flue gas by a counter-current water flow. 

The absorber column consists of a rectangular polypropylene-lined concrete column with a cross-section of  
3.55 x 2 m and a total height of 62 m. It has three absorber packed sections consisting of Koch Glitsch Flexipac 2X 
structured stainless-steel packing of 12 m, 6 m and 6 m. Two water-wash systems are operated in the upper part of the 
absorption tower, consisting of two sections of Koch Glitsch Flexipac 2Y HC structured stainless-steel packing. The 
absorber in TCM DA has the flexibility option to use different packing heights (12, 18 or 24 m). During the tests 
presented in this paper, 24 m of absorber packing were utilized (12 bottom + 6 middle + 6 top). There are 4 temperature 
sensors radially distributed in the absorber column per meter of absorber packing in the axial direction. This makes a 
total of 96 temperature sensors within packed segments. 

The CHP stripper with overhead condenser system consists of a 1.3 m diameter column of Koch Glitsch Flexipac 
2X structured stainless-steel packing of 8 m, and a rectifying water-wash region with Koch Glitsch Flexipac 2Y HC 
structured stainless-steel packing of 1.6 m of height. There are 4 temperature sensors radially distributed in the 

Lean/Rich
Heat

Exchanger

Stripper

Rich solvent pump

Product CO2

Lean
Amine
Cooler

Lean solvent pump

Reboiler Steam

Condenste Return

Direct Contact Cooler

Stripper Reboiler

Depleted CHP flue gas

Blower

CHP Flue
gas supply

Absorber

Water Washes

Figure 1. Simplified flowsheet of the TCM amine plant for CHP flue gas.
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absorber column per meter of absorber packing in the axial direction. The total number of temperature sensors within 
packed segments is therefore 28. The stripper reboiler consists of a thermosiphon steam-driven system that provides 
the required heat for the stripping process. A plate and frame heat exchanger allows heat integration between the 
absorber and stripper columns, where the hot lean amine solution coming from the stripper heats up the rich amine 
solution. In addition, a lean amine cooler is utilized to control the lean solution temperature introduced at the top of 
the absorber packing sections.

3. Steady-state and transient operating cases from the MEA test campaign

With the purpose of dynamic model validation under steady-state operating conditions, a set of nine steady-state 
plant operation cases from the MEA test campaign were utilized. The tests were conducted with 30 wt% aqueous 
MEA, and comprise a wide range of operating conditions with various combinations of rich solvent flow rate and 
reboiler duty. Table 1 shows the steady-state cases generated during the test campaign that are used in this work. Cases 
1 to 5 were obtained by varying rich solvent mass flow rate when operating the absorber at 80% volumetric flue gas 
flow rate capacity with a CO2 capture target of 85%. The mass based L/G ratios on the absorber range from 1.34 to 
0.75 for cases 1 to 5. Cases 6 to 9 were obtained from the steady-state operation of the plant achieved in between the 
four transient tests (refer to Table 2).

A transient event happens when the plant is brought from one operating point to another. During transient testing 
key manipulated variables (inputs) of the plant are changed to observe how the process variables evolve over time 
from one steady-state operating point until a new steady-state operating point is reached. The purposes of these 
experiments are to increase knowledge of the process under transient conditions and to generate a set of data for 
assessing the validity of dynamic process models at the plant scale. It is desirable that the transient data represents the 
main dynamics of the plant. Table 2 includes the test matrix for the set-point change experiments conducted during 
the autumn 2015 MEA test campaign at TCM DA. The experiments consist of set-point changes in main inputs to the 
pilot plant, i.e., rich solvent flow rate, flue gas volumetric flow rate into the absorber and steam flow rate to reboiler. 
In this paper, tests 2 and 3 are presented for the purpose of dynamic process model validation. These two tests represent 
set point step-changes in flue gas volumetric flow rate fed to the absorber.

The responses and performance of the pilot plant was logged. The data was extracted every 30 seconds in order to 
reduce the data load. Logged data includes:

Gas analyzers at the inlet of the absorber, outlet of the absorber, and CO2 rich to stack.
Main liquid and gas flow rates.
Main process temperatures, including absorber and stripper temperatures.
Pressures and pressure drops at different components of the plant.
Online solvent analysis measurements include pH, density and conductivity, at the inlet and outlet of the absorber 
(lean and rich solvent).
Liquid hold-ups distribution at different components of the plant.
Main active controller set-points and tuning parameters.

Solvent samples were taken during steady-state conditions at the inlet and outlet of the absorber for posterior 
analysis in the lab, in order to obtain the CO2 lean and rich solvent loadings. Actual reboiler duty was estimated based 
on logged measurement data of steam temperatures, pressures and mass flow rate as indicated in Thimsen et al. [15].
In order to assess the validity of the process model, temperature profiles of the absorber and stripper columns were
utilized. Each of the measured temperature points included in the steady-state absorber temperature profiles is the 
average over time during steady-state conditions, of the averaged 4 temperature measurements of the sensors radially 
distributed within the absorber column, at the given axial position of the column.

The tests were run with a total inventory of aqueous MEA of about 38.2 m3. For process simulations, it is of 
importance to understand how the solvent inventory is distributed within the different components of the plant. 
Therefore, liquid hold-ups at different parts of the plant were registered for the steady-state operating cases.
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Table 1. Steady-state data for the nine operating cases selected from the MEA test campaign. The plant was operated with 30 wt% aqueous MEA
and 24 meters of absorber packing. Note that standard conditions are 15 ºC and 1 atm. The tag IDs for the instrumentation utilized are included.

Case  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Gas flow rate [Sm3/hr] (8610-FT-0150) 47000 47000 47000 47000 47000 47000 47000 40000 47000

Rich solvent [kg/s] (8611-FIC-2004) 20.56 17.50 16.11 12.74 11.46 13.04 14.16 14.17 13.06

Reboiler duty [kW] (estimated [15]) 2156.2 2093.3 2104.4 2102.8 2137.3 3901.3 3698.7 3549.7 2929.2

Absorber inlet CO2 [%](8610-ai-2036a) 3.60 3.62 3.62 3.62 3.62 3.47 3.48 3.48 3.46

Absorber inlet O2 [%](8610-ai-2036b) 15.30 15.48 15.49 15.51 15.52 14.70 14.74 14.84 14.77

Absorber inlet H2O [%](8610-ai-2036c) 3.80 3.36 3.46 3.52 3.43 4.19 4.11 3.66 4.23

Absorber inlet N2 [%](8610-ai-2036d) 78.18 78.88 78.94 79.06 78.96 75.51 75.53 75.87 75.40

Loading rich [mol/mol] (lab samples) 0.47 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.43 0.42 0.37 0.43

Loading lean [mol/mol] (lab samples) 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.18 0.17

CO2 Product [kg/s] (C-8615-FT-0010) 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.77 0.76 0.80 0.80 0.70 0.82

Table 2. Test matrix for the set-point change experiments conducted during the Autumn 2015 MEA test campaign at TCM DA. The tag IDs for 
the instrumentation used is included.

Input Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4

Rich amine mass flow rate [kg/hr]

(8611-FIC-2004)

47000

51000

51000 51000 47000

Flue gas volumetric flow rate [Sm3/hr]

(8610-FT-0150)

47000 47000

40000

40000

47000

47000

Steam flow rate [kg/hr]

(8655-FI-2368B)

5300 5300 5300 5300

4615

4. Dynamic process models of the CO2 chemical absorption process with aqueous MEA

A dynamic process model of the amine-based TSA plant at TCM DA was built with the open physical modeling 
language Modelica [11], by means of the commercial modeling and simulation tool Dymola [12]. Modelica allows 
for component-based modeling, and the component models consist of systems of differential and algebraic equations. 
The overall plant model consists of models for the absorber and stripper columns, sumps, internal heat exchanger, 
reboiler, condensers, flow resistances, pumps, valves, measurements and controllers. The process models were 
obtained from a Modelica library from Modelon AB [16] and have been presented elsewhere [17, 18]. In this work, 
the component models were configured, parameterized and modified in order to obtain a dynamic process model of 
the TSA plant at TCM DA considering the main process equipment, size, geometry, material and solvent inventory 
during the experiments. In addition, the regulatory control layer of the plant was implemented in the process model, 
considering the control structure at the PCC pilot plant.

Absorption and desorption columns are modeled considering the two-film theory approach, thus thermodynamic 
equilibrium is assumed at the liquid and gas interface. Packed sections consider rate-based approach for modeling 
interface mass transfer, with mass transfer coefficients for CO2 and H2O by Onda et al. [19], and enhanced mass 
transfer due to chemical reactions is implemented via a pseudo-first order enhancement factor [7]. Chemical 
equilibrium is considered in all model parts, both at interface and liquid bulk, with chemical equilibrium constants 
obtained empirically from Bötinger [20].

Heats of reaction are inferred from the equilibrium constant via the van’t Hoff equation. Sensible heat transfer 
between phases is correlated to gas-phase mass transfer coefficient (Cohilton-Colburn analogy), while heat of solution 
and evaporation is calculated as a function of temperature but is constant with solvent loading. Ideal gas law applies 
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to the gas phase, which is only composed of CO2, O2, H2O and N2. The pressure of the system p is determined by gas 
phase pressure drop from a known operating point and a quadratic correlation with gas velocity.

A simplified washer component is included in the head of the column. It is modelled as a simple volume with phase 
separation. Its purpose is to cool down the gas flow to a temperature given as an input signal and condense as much 
vapor as required to reach saturation in the gas phase. Water balance is ensured by a make-up water source in the 
absorber sump that controls the H2O mass balance of the plant. Note that in this model MEA is considered non-
volatile, which means that it is only present in the liquid phase. This implies that MEA make-up source is not required 
in the overall dynamic process model. This is not the case for the real plant, where MEA make-up is required for 
operation.

The numerical solver DASSL was selected in Dymola for solution of the resulting system of differential and 
algebraic equations. The process model was exported as a co-simulation Functional Mock-up Unit (FMU) via FMI
technology (Functional Mockup Interface) [21]. Simulations and validation were carried out in Microsoft Excel®

environment via a FMI-add-in for Excel® [22]. 

5. Dynamic model validation results

5.1. Dynamic model validation using steady-state operational data.

The approach to overall PCC plant model development and validation followed in this work was to initially separate 
the plant in three main parts: absorber, lean/rich cross heat exchanger and stripper with reboiler. Proper boundary 
conditions were specified for each part of the process. Steady-state data measured at the pilot plant were used as inputs 
to the boundary conditions of each section of the process, and the main outputs from the model were compared with 
the plant data. This involves checking absorption and desorption rates, temperature profiles in the absorber and 
stripper, and lean and rich CO2 loadings. The task required tuning of uncertain model parameters (tuners) in order to 
obtain a better agreement between measured plant performance and behavior predicted by the model. Uncertain 
parameters include enhancement factors and pre-multiplying factors for adjustment of effective interface area 
correlations. Then, the overall PCC plant process model was closed by connecting the different sections of the process 
and implementing the suitable regulatory control layer. The main model outputs were compared with measured plant 
data in steady-state for the overall plant. In the following, the results from the overall plant process model validation 
are presented.
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Figure 2. Examples of temperature profiles in absorber and stripper columns during steady-state operating conditions. Left: Case 8. Right: Case 9. 
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Examples of temperature profiles within the absorber are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 (left) shows the absorber 
temperature profile for the case 8, whereas Figure 2 (right) shows the absorber temperature profile for case 9. 
Figure 3 (left) shows temperature profiles in the stripper for case 8, whereas Figure 3 (right) shows temperature 
profiles for stripper in case 9. Note that for cases 8 and 9 the PCC plant is operated with 67 and 80 % flue gas 
volumetric flow rate capacity in the absorber respectively. Absorber temperature profiles predicted by the model show 
a good agreement with plant data, especially for case 8. The model is capable to predict properly the trends in 
temperature along the column. An over prediction is observed in case 9, at the bottom packing below the temperature 
bulge, while an under prediction is observed from the temperature bulge, within the middle and upper packing. The 
stripper temperature profile predicted by the process model shows also good agreement with plant data, as illustrated 
with steady-state cases in Figure 3. 

Figure 4 shows the parity plot for lean and rich 
solvent loadings for the nine steady-state operating 
cases. It can be observed that the model over predicts 
the lean and rich loading when compared with the 
experimental data. The mean percentage error for lean 
loading is 1.4% and for rich loading 6.7%. There are 
two steady-state cases where the model shows an under 
prediction of lean solvent loading. This could be 
explained by the fact that these two steady-state cases 
are obtained prior to the injection of anti-foam solution 
in the plant (cases 6 and 7). Anti-foam is periodically 
used during MEA test campaigns at TCM to tackle the 
unideal phenomena in the stripper, and has a direct 
impact in the performance of the stripper [13]. From the 
results shown in Figure 4 it can be concluded that the 
dynamic process model is capable to predict the 
variability in solvent loading for the steady-state 
operating cases. The CO2 product flow is under 
predicted with an average percentage error of 5% for 
the simulated cases. 
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Figure 3. Examples of stripper temperature profiles for two steady-state operating conditions of the PCC pilot plant. Left: Case 8. Right: Case 9 
(refer to Table 1).

Figure 4. Lean and rich amine CO2 loading parity plots. Model results from 
overall pilot plant model for nine steady-state operating cases. The mean 
percentage error for lean loading is 1.4% and for rich loading is 6.7%.
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5.2. Dynamic model validation using transient operational data. 

Once the steady-state estimation performance of the dynamic process model is validated for the full plant model, 
the dynamic process model is validated with transient plant data. Transient performance of this process is characterized 
by long dead times and large lag times in main process variables, resulting in relatively large total stabilization times. 
This means that this process is considered slow, when it is compared with a change in load in the steam cycle of a 
power plant. During the test campaign four transient tests were conducted, here two of them involving flue gas 
volumetric flow rate ramp-down and ramp-up will be presented. 

5.2.1. Flue gas volumetric flow rate reduction 

The test consisted of set-point reduction of the exhaust gas volumetric flow rate fed to the absorber, from 80% to 
67% of the plant capacity, i.e. 47000 Sm3/hr to 40000 Sm3/hr. The purpose was to change the flue gas volumetric flow 
rate while keeping the rest of the plant process variables constant. Figure 5 shows the three main inputs of the plant 
for this test. The main controlled drifting variables of the plant during the test were kept constant by the action of the 
controllers of the regulatory control layer of the plant. 

The plant was disturbed by manipulating the speed of the induced draft blower located upstream the direct contact 
cooler. The blower speed was changed in order to set the flue gas volumetric flow rate at the inlet of the absorber. 
Step set-point reduction in flue gas volumetric flow rate was applied. As shown in Figure 5, this has resulted in an 
oscillatory flue gas volumetric flow rate as disturbance to the plant, due to the fact that the blower speed/volumetric 
flue gas flow rate controller is a PI controller. Steam mass flow rate was maintained constant, while the solvent mass 
flow rate had small amplitude oscillations around the set-point. In order to compare the transient plant data with the 
actual plant data, the measured flue gas volumetric flow rate was introduced as an input trajectory to the dynamic 
process model. This means that the same disturbance applied to the plant during the test campaign, was applied to the 
dynamic process model for simulation. In addition, averaged value of the time series of the measured rich solvent 
mass flow rate and the estimated reboiler duty was applied as input to the dynamic process model. 

Figure 6 shows the response on CO2 product flow rate to the plant input. It was observed an input/output dead time 
of 40 minutes between flue gas volumetric flow rate and CO2 product mass flow rate. This means that for a change in 
the flue gas flow rate input to the plant, no changes are observed in the product CO2 flow until around 40 minutes 
later. Therefore, the system acts as a buffer to load change driven by flue gas volumetric flow rate change at absorber 
inlet. In addition, it takes around 4 hours to reach the new steady-state operating point. In addition, a significant lag 
time was found in stabilization of temperature profiles in the absorber (1 hour) and stripper columns (3-4 hours), not 
shown. It can be observed in Figures 6 and 7 that the process model is capable of predicting the main process dynamics 
for CO2 product mass flow rate and rich and lean solvent CO2 loadings.  

Figure 5. Main inputs to the plant for test with flue gas volumetric flow rate set-point reduction from 47000 [Sm3/hr] to 40000 [Sm3/hr]  
(8610-FT-0150). Rich solvent flow rate from absorber [kg/hr] (8611-FIC-2004) and steam flow to reboiler [kg/hr] (8655-FI-2368).
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5.2.2. Flue gas volumetric flow rate increase. 

This test consist of set-point increase of the flue gas volumetric flow rate fed to the absorber, from 67% to 80% of 
the plant capacity, i.e. 40000 Sm3/hr to 47000 Sm3/hr. Figure 8 shows the three main inputs of the plant during the 
test. As in the previous test, an oscillatory behavior of the flue gas volumetric flow rate around the new set point is 
observed. The same approach with the measured input to the plant as input trajectory to the dynamic process model 
was applied. The plant acts as a buffer for flue gas volumetric flow rate changes as shown in Figure 9. Around 20 
minutes dead time input/output from flue gas volumetric flow rate to CO2 product mass flow rate was observed.  
Figure 9 shows the CO2 product flow for the model and the pilot plant data and Figure 10 shows the plant and model 
response for this disturbance in terms of CO2 lean and rich solvent loadings. A mismatch of 15 min for CO2 product 
flow rate predicted by the process model is observed. A similar offset as in the previous test is observed, with a steady-
state under prediction of CO2 product flow rate. Despite of the steady-state offset shown on solvent CO2 loadings 
prediction, it is observed a good prediction of the main dynamics, refer to Figure 10. It can be concluded that the 
process dynamics are well captured by the process model. 

Figure 6. CO2 Product flow rate [kg/s] (C-8615-FT-0010).
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Figure 7. CO2 lean and rich solvent loadings during test 2 (refer to table 2). Lean and rich pilot curves are based on a correlation for total alkalinity, 
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Figure 9. CO2 product [kg/hr] (C-8615-FT-0010). Results from test 3 on flue gas volumetric flow rate set-point increase (refer to Table 2).
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6. Discussion

The task of dynamic process model validation of the post-combustion CO2 absorption with aqueous MEA requires 
the generation of suitable data sets including both steady-state and transient data. Ideally, the steady-state data should 
reflect a wide range of operating conditions of the PCC plant. The steady-state data utilized in this work consists of a 
wide range of operating conditions achieved by changing rich solvent mass flow rate and reboiler heat duty. As shown 
in Table 1, nine steady-state cases were gathered from the MEA test campaign. The cases include operation of the 
PCC plant with mass based L/G ratios on the absorber ranging from 1.34 to 0.75, when operating the absorber at 80% 
capacity and with a capture rate of 85% (cases 1 to 5).

During campaigns at TCM with 30% aqueous MEA, unideal behaviour occurs in the stripper bed and it is handled 
by addition of anti-foam solution. As shown in literature [13], the addition of anti-foam solution has a significant 
effect on stripper temperature profile at TCM DA pilot plant for CHP, and especially on specific reboiler duty at low 
lean amine loadings. Cases 6 and 7 were run before the addition of the anti-foam solution and it has been shown in 
Figure 4 that the model prediction under estimates lean loading only for these two specific cases. It is advised to check 
if anti-foam solution was used during the tests, if the data is to be used for process model validation. Anti-foam was 
introduced in the plant between the transient tests presented in this paper. If required, sufficient time between the tests 
should be allowed so that steady-state conditions are reached before and after adding anti-foam solution.

The post-combustion TSA process design with solvent recirculation from the stripper to the absorber in a closed-
loop makes modeling and validation of the full plant challenging. Modeling errors and inaccuracies in one component 
of the plant will easily propagate towards other parts of the process. Therefore, a systematic approach is recommended 
beginning with validation of the separate models of absorber, stripper with reboiler, and heat exchanger sections. In 
this work, the overall process model is finally developed by joining the different sections and validated with the steady-
state and transient pilot data. The intended application of the process model is for transient estimation and plantwide 
control studies.

Column temperature profiles accurate prediction is of importance since temperature affects phase equilibrium 
calculation at the gas-liquid interface and liquid phase. In addition, several model parameters and thermophysical 
properties depend on temperature. These include heat capacity, CO2 solubility, water heat of condensation, heats of 
reaction and equilibrium constants. The pilot plant absorber and stripper columns temperature profiles are calculated 
as an averaged value of the temperature measurements from the sensors distributed in the radial plane at the given 
axial position of the column. The individual temperature measurements are considered reliable, and the resulting 
temperature profiles are clear and reasonable. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that some sensors are closer to the 
wall while some are closer to the center of the packing, thus a small maximum variation (<6 ºC) is observed between 
the measurements at a given radial position. The variation is different for different operating conditions of the columns 
and radial planes. The aggregated effect of above-mentioned aspects makes validation of the absorber temperature 
profiles challenging. Based on the results presented in Figures 2 and 3, it is considered that the dynamic process model 
is capable of predicting temperature profiles of both absorber and stripper columns with good accuracy for the purpose 
considered in this work. Tuning of the pre-multiplying factor of the mass transfer enhancement factor has been 
required (0.2 in absorber and 0.09 in stripper).

Lean and rich CO2 loadings are over-predicted by the dynamic process model. Lean and rich loadings are dependent 
of each other, and modeling errors will easily propagate. In addition, actual reboiler heat duty has been estimated from 
steam measurements in the plant as suggested by Thimsen et al. [15]. Nevertheless, that value is not truly 
representative of regeneration energy due to external factors such as changes in ambient conditions and heat loses 
through non-insulated pipes and equipment [5]. An under-prediction of lean loading is found on cases 6 and 7. It is 
believed that this is because the plant was operated before addition of anti-foam solution during these cases as well as
due to small deviations on MEA concentration from 30 wt% during that period. The mean percentage error for lean 
loading is 1.4 % and for rich loading 6.7%. It can be concluded that the process model is capable of predicting the 
variability in lean and rich loading for the range of operating conditions of the PCC plant. The process model under-
predicts CO2 product mass flow rate within <5% for all steady-state cases, being the precision uncertainty of the 
product CO2 flow measurement 1% (Vortex FT-0010) [13]. This under prediction is illustrated in the transient cases 
(Figures 6 and 9).
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Dynamic process validation with the two tests involving volumetric flue gas flow rate reduction and increase has 
been presented in this paper. The experiment shows that the system acts as a buffer to load change driven by flue gas 
volumetric flow rate change at absorber inlet, and long dead times input/output in terms of CO2 product flow are 
observed (around 20-40 minutes). The results from the model show that the model development has been successful 
to predict the main process dynamics. This includes CO2 lean and rich loadings and CO2 product flow response to the 
disturbances.

7. Conclusions

A dynamic process model of the overall amine-based TSA plant at TCM DA was built for the purpose of model 
validation with a new set of steady-state and transient plant data. It is concluded that the dynamic process model is 
capable of estimating the temperature profiles of absorber and stripper columns with good accuracy for the purpose 
of application. Tuning of the pre-multiplying factor for calibration of the enhancement factor has been required. An
over prediction of the model for lean and rich CO2 loadings has been reported, being mean percentage errors <1.5% 
and <6.7%. The process model is capable of predicting the variability of lean and rich loadings for a wide range of 
steady-state operating conditions. In addition, an under prediction of CO2 product flow rate has been observed (<5%). 
The main process dynamics of the pilot plant under flue gas volumetric flow changes is captured by the process model.

The validated process model developed in this work will be used to analyze the TCM plant transient performance 
and expanded to a full-scale plant model to predict transient performance of a natural gas combined cycle power plant
integrated with post-combustion CO2 capture.
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